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Summary
Nowadays there is a plethora of wireless handsets in the market such as smartphones,
tablets, laptops and wearable devices, that together with the the future emerging scen-
arios on vehicle to vehicle communications and smart city infrastructure will populate
urban environments with a broad diversity of multi-standard wireless devices. This
increase in the density and diversity of mobile devices have been the driver for collabor-
ative protocols that can deliver effective communications. Cooperation is a technology
that has the potential to provide energy efficient and scalable communications, where
nodes play an important role to coordinate local traffic and act as gateways to the core
network. Despite the diverse power requirements of multi-standard wireless interfaces
and the different channel characteristics, support for energy efficient communications
where relay nodes can be selected with lower energy requirements or with higher order
modulation opportunities, is still expected. In this framework, clustering is a widely
accepted technique that allows nodes create and join virtual cooperative groups, and
to select a clusterhead that can provide a high speed and energy efficient backhaul link
to the mobile network.
The vast majority of existing clustering techniques assume that the collection of nodes
that form a cluster are either static or have very low relative velocity. However, in
practice nodes or devices are constantly on the move providing the impetus for mobil-
ity aware clustering techniques that elect a subset of nodes with a common mobility
pattern. In this context, mobility-aware clustering, based on geolocation, is an active
field of research due to the increasing interest of vehicular communication technology.
However, clustering has a wide range of applications where GPS information is not al-
ways available. This requires a new design of clustering algorithms that do not depend
on GPS coordinates. This challenge has fostered a new vision of clustering based on
cognition, where nodes form mobile clusters that can adapt on-demand to the scenario
characteristics. This thesis investigates cluster formation exploiting the notion of wis-
dom of crowds, where the nodes are aware of the surrounding mobility patterns and
can adapt the cluster formation strategy to suit the current mobility trends. Moreover,
this thesis also caters for a novel analytical model for cluster lifetime that is used to
validate our simulation results.
Another dimension to the clustering problem is how to exploit available spectral oppor-
tunities for cluster formation in a secure manner. Cognitive radio, and more concretely
cooperative spectrum sensing is evaluated in this thesis as a solution for data channel
assignment in mobile clusters. In this scenario, we focus on the security concerns of
cooperative spectrum sensing. Namely, we address spectrum sensing data falsification
and incumbent emulation attacks, and propose an energy efficient security mechanisms
based on lightweight cryptography to address these threats.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Towards Pervasive 5G networks
As we head towards the 5G era, mobile data traffic is foreseen to increase 1000 fold
from 2010 to 2020 [1]. This surge in traffic will be driven not only by the availability
of multi-functional smartphones but the increasing demand for advanced multi media
traffic (such as Ultra High Definition and 3D video). Today, mobile video accounts
for more than 50 per cent of the global mobile data traffic, which is envisioned to
rise to two-third by 2018. Moreover, social networking has also become important
for mobile users, introducing new consumption behaviour and considerable amount of
mobile signaling traffic.
Apart from 1000x traffic growth, the increasing number of connected devices imposes
another challenge on the future mobile network. In 2013, the number of world-wide
mobile subscriptions reached 6.8 billion, corresponding to a global penetration of 96%
[1]. Taking into account this already saturated penetration rate as well as the world
population growth until 2020, 5G network will need to provide service for another one
billion new customers. It is envisaged that in the future connected society, everyone and
everything will be inter-connected, under the umbrella of the Internet of Everything
(IoE), where tens to hundreds of devices will serve every person. This upcoming 5G
cellular infrastructure, and its support for Big Data, will enable cities to be smart. Data
will be generated everywhere by both people and machines, and will be analysed in a
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real-time fashion to infer useful information from people’s habits and preferences to the
traffic condition on the streets. The 1000x mobile traffic growth, along with trillions
of connected devices, is pushing the cellular system towards a broadband ubiquitous
network with extreme capacity and Energy Efficiency (EE) and diverse Quality of
Service (QoS) support. Indeed, it is envisaged that the next generation cellular network
will be the first instance of a truly converged wired and wireless networks, providing
fiber-like experience for mobile users.
Quality of service, mainly in terms of delay, is envisaged as a fundamental aspect to
address in 5G networks to connect mobile machines. Machine Type Communication
(MTC) is an emerging application where either one or both of the end-users of the
communication session involve machines. MTC imposes two main challenges on the
network. First, the number of devices that needs to be connected is tremendously
large. Second, the accelerating demand for real-time and remote control of mobile
devices (such as vehicles) through the network requires an extremely low latency of less
than a millisecond, hence dictating 20x latency improvement from 4G to 5G. Ensuring
low latency and high level reliability in MTC is a paramount design constraint to foster
the rapid deployment of future autonomous systems.
Energy Efficiency will also remain as an important design issue while developing 5G.
Today, the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) consumes as much as
5% of the electricity produced around the globe and is responsible for approximately 2%
of the global green house gas emissions roughly equivalent to the emission created by
the aviation industry - and it is projected to double by 2020 [1]. Hence, it is mandatory
to seek energy efficient communication protocols for both the service provider and the
user side. The benefits of energy efficient system design towards reducing the Joule
per bit cost are twofold. On the service provider side, it can provide affordable mobile
services, allowing flat rate pricing in spite of the 10 to 100 times data rate improvement
expected by 2020. On the user side, energy efficiency is of paramount importance to
extend the battery life of the user equipments, which has been identified as the number
one criteria of the majority of the consumers purchasing a mobile phone [1].
Hence, energy efficiency and QoS provisioning in synergy with future emerging scenarios
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on MTC technology, are seen as new research challenges as part of the 5G story.
1.2 Energy Efficient Smart Clustering for Next Genera-
tion Wireless Networks.
Cooperation is one technology tool proposed by the research community to achieve
EE communications. Mobile handsets integrating multi-standard wireless interfaces,
can support energy efficient communications by exploiting both data aggregation and
relaying in order to reduce the effective data transmission time. Specifically, clustered
nodes can elect a clusterhead to receive and aggregate traffic over the short range high-
speed communication link, which can then be forwarded over the more efficient long
range connection. Moreover, the transmission rate is chosen according to the channel
conditions in order to maximize data transfer, which effectively reduces the active cycle
of the radio interfaces. This approach has been proven theoretically and experimentally
[2][3] in different scenarios, including as wireless sensor networks [4] or mobile wireless
networks [5].
Vehicular networking also considers the approach of teaming up nodes for scalability
and privacy reasons. Traffic monitoring applications require a continuous transmission
of information updates from vehicles to a backend server, hence this information goes
through the base station. According to the state of the art, this continuous trans-
mission of information could produce a bottleneck in the uplink connection [6]. Data
aggregation has been proposed in this scenario to address such issue. In short range,
vehicles can transmit and aggregate traffic using the Dedicated Short Range Connectiv-
ity (DSRC, 802.11p, [7]) wireless interface, then the relay nodes transmit the aggregated
traffic over the LTE uplink. Regarding privacy preserving for vehicular networks, it can
also be provided by aggregating nodes into clusters, since data aggregation hides the
identities of the nodes forming the cluster (only the identity clusterhead is revealed)
[8]. Figure 1.1 depicts an example of the scenarios considered throughout this thesis,
which are considered to be prominent network topologies as we enter the 5G era.
The strategy of managing locally data transmission exploiting both short-range and
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Figure 1.1: Scenario for cooperative mobile wireless networks based on data
aggregation.
long range transmission, requires the formation of virtual groups, also called clusters.
Clustered nodes are organized to transmit information inside the cluster to the leader
of the cluster which aggregates and forwards the information. These clusters must be
stable in terms of time availability, in order to provide a sufficient time-window for data
sharing. This is indeed challenging in mobile wireless networks, where nodes appear
and vanish continuously, hence requiring constant re-organization of clusters leading to
excessive signaling.
It is worth mentioning that next generation networks will go hand by hand with small
cell deployment, which will effectively decrease the distance between mobile devices
and the base station. In this new scenario, we could think that this distance reduc-
tion will decrease energy consumption in the uplink, hence limiting the gains achieved
through cooperative techniques. However, next generation networks will also bring
a massive deployment of small wireless devices under the IoT paradigm, which will
noticeably increase the number of devices under each cell, hence posing challenges in
terms of scalability [9] and energy efficiency [10]. In this new scenario, the concept of
grouping and cooperation will still be a valid approach to reduce energy consumption
of small wireless devices [2], to provide scalable services [11] or to support scalable
authentication mechanisms [12].
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1.2.1 Clustered networks
Clustering consists of associating nodes into virtual groups, called clusters, usually with
one leader per cluster named clusterhead (CH). Nodes can connect to this cluster by
establishing links with the CH, hence become cluster-members (CM). In an ad hoc
network, clusters are interconnected by gateways, CMs that connect two CHs or a CH
to another gateway. To form a hierarchical topology based on clusters, wireless nodes
broadcast periodically control information to select the CHs. Then the nodes select
the most suitable neighboring (1-hop) CHs to join and form clusters. CH selection and
cluster formation is performed according some predefined rules implemented by the
clustering algorithm. These rules can consider several aspects such as mobility, battery
levels, link performance metrics, among others. Figure 1.2 provides an example of a
clustered network and the steps to convert a flat network to a clustered network.
Figure 1.2: Clustering topology on the right side and clustering steps from
flat network to clustered network on the left side.
The Lowest-ID algorithm [13] was the first clustering algorithm proposed. In this al-
gorithm, nodes are given a unique identifier (ID) that is the only metric used by the
algorithm to select clusterheads. The algorithm is periodically executed and the nodes
must be fully synchronized to transmit control information in the correct order which
is based on their ID. CH selection is based on the node ID, namely the lowest IDs
in the neighbourhood are selected as CHs. Highest-Degree algorithm introduces the
concept of variability in the selection of clusterheads [14]. Unlike Lowest-ID, nodes are
not required to be fully synchronized, nodes transmit at any time during the broadcast
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period. In the control packets nodes share their list of neighbors, their ID and their
current status. After the first broadcast period, all nodes are aware of their neighbors.
After two broadcast periods, all nodes know the degree of their neighbors (number of
neighbors) and the nodes with higher degree are selected as clusterheads. The Least
Cluster Change algorithm [15] represents a major improvement over previous proposals
since cluster maintenance is event-driven. Cluster formation is performed with Lowest-
ID algorithm but the re-clustering process is not periodically performed. Information
between nodes is still periodically exchanged, but the topology only changes when two
clusterheads get in contact or a node cannot reach any clusterhead. These three al-
gorithms proposed 1-hop clustering configurations, where cluster-members are directly
connected to clusterheads, and at most two hops away from any other member of the
same cluster. Max-Min [16] introduces the concept of multi-hop clustering, where nodes
may be several hops away from their clusterheads.
These algorithms set the basis of clustering as it is known today. Current algorithms
are also based on periodic control information exchange and CH selection metrics.
However these algorithms were not extensively implemented in real scenarios since they
have some disadvantages. Concretely, Lowest-ID selects concurrently the same nodes
as CHs, since the IDs of the nodes are static values, hence consuming nodes’ resources
in an unbalanced manner. Highest-Degree provides more diversity for CH selection, but
it favors big cluster size, hence increasing the burden of CHs. In Least Cluster Change
algorithm, authors claim that re-clustering should be triggered by topology changes,
most novel algorithms however go beyond this concept and propose to re-cluster the
topology locally, where the event happens, avoiding chain reactions that affect the
whole clustered topology, also referred as ripple effect. Max-Min proposes Multi-hop
clustering, however the set of rules proposed in this algorithm are not suitable for non-
static environments, and some authors have already suggested to control the number
of hops dynamically [17].
In summary, novel algorithms have adopted the basic concepts proposed by the first
clustering algorithms. Although it is not always the rule, majority of clustering al-
gorithms adopt the strategy of repeating the same packet transmission, Hello message,
and apply a set of rules in a periodic fashion (referred to as broadcast period in many
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publications). After the completion of the clustering topology the nodes keep broadcast-
ing this packet for maintenance purposes. Maintenance is normally event-driven and
managed locally, affecting only the clusters where the event happens. However, novel
algorithms have already overcome the clustering performance of the first generation
algorithms by providing more efficient metrics to select CHs and to form and maintain
clusters. These metrics respond to the requirement of adapting the algorithms to dif-
ferent scenarios (sensor networks, vehicular networks or mobile ad hoc networks). The
most adopted classification of clustering algorithms can be described by the following
list: (i) Backbone optimization algorithms [18][19], applied in ad hoc networks where
the nodes are mostly static, the stability in static networks allows an optimization of
the backbone formed between clusterheads; (ii) Mobility-aware clustering [20][21][22],
suitable for mobile ad hoc networks and vehicular networks; (iii) Load-balancing clus-
tering [23][24], suggested for dense networks where the priority is given to balance
the effort of the nodes; (iv) Energy-Aware clustering [4][25][26], that seeks for energy
preservation in wireless sensor and micro-sensor networks and it is highly related to
load-balancing clustering; (v) Multi-criteria clustering [27][28], that considers several
aspects such as energy, mobility and traffic load simultaneously; and (vi) Access-based
clustering [29][30]; where clustering is integrated in medium access control (MAC) pro-
tocols or channel assignment protocols in order to reduce overhead.
In this thesis the focus is given to mobility-aware clustering since mobility is a funda-
mental feature in the scenario proposed. We focus on environmental based clustering
to avoid dependency on GPS systems and its associated energy consumption. We also
provide a novel cognitive mechanism that is able to split cluster formation in several
mobility patterns, in order to form connected, but independently formed clustered to-
pologies, as shown in Fig. 1.3.
1.2.2 Cognition and self-awareness in wireless networking
Self-aware networks is a new paradigm evolved from the concept of ad hoc networking
where the network is seen as a sole entity with cognitive capabilities, able to recognize
the characteristics of the environment and self-configure accordingly. These cognit-
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(b) With mobility pattern information(a) Without mobility pattern information
Figure 1.3: Difference between conventional clustering and mobility pattern
aware clustering. The latter splits cluster formation in several pattern,
hence increasing the number of clusters and reducing their size but also
increasing, noticeably, its stability.
ive capabilities emerge from the cooperation of the wireless nodes. Concepts such as
biologically inspired algorithms [31] or wisdom of crowds [32] are exponents of this
paradigm. In both cases cooperation among nodes is seen as a manner to achieve more
optimal solutions to complex problems that would otherwise require the intervention
of a more capable entity (in terms of knowledge and hardware capabilities). The case
of biologically inspired algorithms was already proposed for ad hoc networking, where
the Ant Colony Optimization protocol [33] is used for route path selection in ad hoc
routing. Nodes find the shortest path by applying a distributive protocol emulating
the behavior of ants traveling from the nest to the food.
In the scenario described in this thesis, self-awareness refers to mobility-awareness. The
algorithms proposed in this thesis are designed to be mobility-aware, recognize mobility
patterns and adapt the network configuration according to this information. In this
case we do not focus on biologically inspired algorithms, but on wisdom of crowds. The
difference is that the latter considers the nodes as cognitive entities with limited capab-
ilities, these entities are capable of solving problems in a standalone manner, however
they can achieve more optimal solutions by cooperating. Mobility pattern recognition
is one of the complex problems considered in this thesis. Nodes can observe and process
the information about the network mobility, but when nodes cooperate the accuracy
of the mobility pattern recognition technique is significantly increased. Our algorithm
is able to distinguish the number of patterns that better matches the network mobility
characteristics. We also propose a new metric to evaluate the suitability of considering
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a certain number of mobility patterns. This feature is essential in scenarios where the
mobility patterns categorization can have several solutions, such as the example in Fig
1.4 where the network could be divided in 2 or 3 patterns.
No mobility pattern distinction Two mobility patterns Three mobility patterns
Figure 1.4: Mobility pattern recognition can yield several solutions in some
networks. Sometimes defining the best pattern division is not straight for-
ward.
It is worth clarifying that mobility pattern recognition already exists as a research field
and it has yielded relevant results [34][35][36][37]. However, previous works consider
mainly cellular networks, and mobility recognition is used to predict nodes location,
and provide a more efficient framework for resource management. Hence, these research
efforts propose centralized solutions, where a central entity with more computational
capabilities gathers nodes mobility information and performs the mobility pattern re-
cognition algorithm. Although some algorithms in the state of the art are decentral-
ized [37][38], they require a complex database of user profiles and a well described
network mobility model. Our proposed protocol however provides mobility recognition
for clustering operation in ad hoc networks in a decentralized manner and without any
requirement for previous configuration (user profiles or mobility models).
1.2.3 Secure cooperative spectrum sensing
A final aspect covered by this thesis is the channel selection for intra-cluster commu-
nications. We consider mobile clusters, thus groups of nodes that travel in a wireless
populated area. Channel allocation in mobile networks is a challenging issue, since
there is not a pre-established set of channels available for cooperative communications,
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mostly when we consider multi-standard wireless networks. Cognitive radio is envis-
aged to address this system requirement. In cognitive radio nodes can sense the medium
and opportunistically use licensed channels. The only premise for this opportunistic
channel access is the prevention of interference to the legitimate users. Hence, it is of
paramount importance to detect when the channel is occupied and when it is free.
In clustered networks cognitive radio benefits from cooperation, since the nodes in a
cluster can sense the medium and share their results. The clusterhead is in charge
to collect nodes reports and decide on the availability of the channel. This way of
proceeding is known as cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS). CSS however is threatened
by several security aspects [39], such as spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) and
incumbent emulation (IE) attacks. Free-riders can perform one or both attacks in order
to mislead the users and attain the free channels for its personal use. In this thesis
we tackle the problem of security in cooperative spectrum sensing. In particular, we
consider both SSDF and IE attack, which can have a high impact on the spectrum
sensing accuracy by increasing the false alarm probability (the probability that the
cognitive users misdetect the channel as busy when it is actually available). In this
thesis we evaluate the effect that these attacks have on the false alarm probability
and also on the energy efficiency of the system, which differs from the conventional
evaluation perspective.
1.3 Open challenges and technical contribution
This thesis explores the open challenges of providing stable clustered topologies to sup-
port cooperative communications based on clustering in mobile wireless networks. The
problem to address is three-fold: i) the formation of stable cooperative clusters in mobile
networks; ii) the evaluation of mobility patterns by means of a decentralized algorithm;
and iii) the cognitive selection of data channels for intra-cluster communications. In
this context, the contributions to this thesis cover the following aspects:
• Mobility-aware clustering: The state of the art has only a few contributions in the
field of environmental based mobility aware clustering algorithms [20],[40],[41].
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These algorithms evaluate mobility by assessing variables such as the signal
strength from neighbors, received frequency variations and network topology
changes, among others. Our contribution in this field is a novel clustering al-
gorithm that jointly considers signal-strength and topological information. Moreover,
the proposed algorithm can split the cluster formation process into several mo-
bility patterns, hence yielding independent but connected overlapped clustered
networks.
We provide a mobility aware clustering algorithm that improves network stability
in terms of cluster lifetime and residence time of nodes in clusters. The proposed
clustering algorithm avoids the use of GPS systems, a power hungry feature in
legacy handsets and devices. Simulation results are obtained with a well-known
and calibrated simulator, network simulator 2 (ns2), in which the protocols de-
signed are compared with a state of the art baseline. An analytical model is also
developed to validate simulation results. Moreover, several studies were under-
taken using the simulation framework and the analytical model to evaluate the
efficiency of our clustering approach. Namely, we explore the effect of fast moving
nodes on clustering and the efficiency of cluster merging procedures.
• Mobility recognition for smart clustering: The state-of-the art does not count with
mobility recognition algorithms that can work in an ad hoc fashion and without
previous configuration [34][35][36][37]. Current mobility recognition techniques
are focused on cellular networks, and are used to predict nodes position over time
in order to foster a more efficient resource allocation strategy. In our scenario
however, a centralized technique would imply transmitting the clustering over-
head over the base station, hence burdening the uplink connection. Moreover,
existing approaches require knowledge in terms of a mobility model database or
user profiles. For clustering, the mobility pattern recognition feature must be de-
centralized and adaptive, without previous configuration and with the capability
to self-configure according the scenario mobility characteristics.
Mobility pattern recognition is investigated as a complementary system solu-
tion to our clustering approach. The novelty of our approach is the inherit low-
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complexity whilst not requiring algorithm centralization, previous configuration
or a knowledge database. The mobility pattern recognition algorithm proposed
is also implemented in ns2 in conjunction with the clustering algorithm, and its
effectiveness is demonstrated using both extensive simulations and analysis.
• Energy-efficient security mechanisms for cooperative spectrum sensing is the last
topic addressed in this thesis. SSDF and IE attacks were already studied in the
state of the art, however previous approaches lack the energy efficiency perspect-
ive [42],[43],[44]. We provide a security mechanism based on a cryptographic ap-
proach, contrary to previous mechanisms based on intrusion detection techniques.
Moreover, the proposed solution is the first to deliver a lightweight cryptography
approach, which contrary to the existing mechanisms, supports node mobility
and provides resiliency to channel variations.
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1.5 Thesis organization
The thesis is divided in six chapters, starting for this introductory chapter. The fol-
lowing chapters explain thoroughly our work on mobile clustering and cognitive radio,
followed by conclusions that summarize the research achievements and provide the
remaining challenges for future work. In particular;
Chapter 2 describes our proposed clustering algorithm based on signal strength and
topological information. The chapter conducts a thorough description on the state
of the art of mobility-aware clustering, covering the solutions based on geolocation
information (where nodes are equipped with GPS devices) and environmental-based
(solutions not dependent of GPS). The chapter also describes the fundamental concepts
on localization, since we explore the possibility of applying localization mechanisms in
conjunction with clustering. We consider that some of the nodes in the network can be
equipped with GPS (called anchor nodes) and assist the rest of the nodes to obtain their
position. We conducted a performance evaluation on signal strength based localization
mechanisms in mobile environments that discarded this possibility. It was found and
shown in this chapter, that the accuracy of localization mechanisms drops drastically
due to mobility. Synchronization between nodes and the provision of a high number
of anchor nodes, is the only solution to maintain the localization accuracy. In order to
avoid such requirements, we based our efforts on environmental-based clustering. The
chapter indeed proposes a novel mobility-aware clustering algorithm based on signal
strength and topological information. The topological information is used to increase
the accuracy when evaluating mobility, since a mobility metric based exclusively on
signal strength can be affected by channel impairments. The proposed algorithm has the
additional feature of distinguishing mobility patterns and form clusters independently
in each pattern. However, it requires previous configuration in order to provide an
accurate pattern division. This configuration requirement is a subject of study in
chapter 3.
The third chapter of the thesis explains the main concepts of cognition in mobile ad hoc
networks and proposes a cognitive and decentralized approach for mobility pattern re-
cognition. The chapter summarizes the existing contributions to self-aware networking,
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focusing on biologically inspired algorithms and the wisdom of crowds. It is precisely
the latter, wisdom of crowds, that has inspired our work towards a decentralized mo-
bility pattern recognition algorithm. We provide in this chapter the description of such
algorithm, that is based on data mining and cooperative optimization. This algorithm
covers the missing feature of the clustering algorithm described in previous chapter by
providing, in a decentralized and on-demand fashion, the information required for the
clustering algorithm configuration. Matlab simulations are provided to prove the valid-
ity of the algorithm in several scenarios (with different number of mobility patterns).
The chapter also provides a summary of the most acknowledged mobility models and
explains the adopted model for the simulations performed in chapter 4.
Chapter 4 provides the final simulations results and analytical evaluation of the solu-
tion proposed. The solution is the conjunction of the proposed clustering algorithm
described in chapter 2 and the cognitive algorithm shown in chapter 3. The simulations
are performed with a well known simulator (ns2) for the scenario described in chapter
3. The results are validated with an analytical model that is thoroughly explained
in this chapter. Chapter 4 also extends our study on mobility-aware clustering with
a detailed performance evaluation of clustering techniques in highly mobile environ-
ments. We explore the limits of clustering in terms of achievable cluster lifetime with
respect to nodes mobility and frequency of control information exchange. Concretely
we investigate the effect that mobility has in clustering performance, and how much
overhead is required to sustain a clustered network in a highly mobile network. The
results shown are supported by extended simulations in ns2 and analytical evaluation.
This chapter concludes that the frequency of control information exchange must be
increased significantly to provide stable clusters between fast moving nodes, however
there is a limit imposed by the control packet collision rate. The chapter also caters for
a study on the efficiency of merging procedures for clustered networks. In this study
we evaluate the current trends to prevent clustering overlapping. Our simulations and
analytical evaluation suggest that the most adopted approach in literature, consisting
of applying contention time intervals, is not efficient in the majority of the cases.
Finally, Chapter 5 describes the problem of channel allocation in clustered networks and
how cognitive radio, and more concretely, cooperative spectrum sensing, can be applied
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in clustered networks for the dynamic selection of data channels. In this framework,
we evaluate the current threats for cooperative spectrum sensing, namely the SSDF
and IE attacks, and the impact that these threats have on the energy efficiency of
the system. The chapter describes our proposed SSDF counter-mechanism based on
lightweight cryptography. The novelty of the algorithm is focused on its transparency
towards channel conditions and nodes mobility, and it considers a scenario with both
IE and SSDF attacks. The security protocol proposed is evaluated from the energy
efficiency perspective.
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Chapter 2
Mobility-aware cooperative
clustering
Chapter Outline: This chapter provides an overview on the state of the art on
mobility-aware clustering algorithms divided in two categories: geolocation-based and
environmental based. In the chapter we emphasize that that geolocation based clus-
tering algorithms are suitable for Vehicular Networks (VANETs), but the applicability
of these algorithms do not extend to Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). Integrat-
ing localization mechanisms with geolocation-based clustering is a possible solution.
However it requires tight synchronization as shown in our performance evaluation.
Hence, we focus on environmental based clustering to overcome the problems derived
from geolocation-based clustering. The chapter proposes a mobility-aware clustering
algorithm based on signal-strength and topological information applicable to any scen-
ario. The proposed algorithm can divide the cluster formation process into different
mobility patterns. Finally, this chapter details the simulation framework in ns2 and
provides a comprehensive performance evaluation.1
1Related Publications: [J4][B1][C3][C2][C1]
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2.1 Literature review on mobility-aware clustering
Mobility-aware clustering algorithms use mobility information to predict nodes move-
ment and form clusters between nodes that move with similar characteristics. The
objective of these algorithms is to maximize the stability of the clustering topology
in terms of cluster lifetime and residence time (average time of nodes inside the same
cluster). These algorithms can be categorized according to the source of information
it requires, it can be based on navigation systems (that require GPS availability) or
environmental information (such as signal strength, Doppler effect or topological vari-
ations).
The most common case of mobility aware clustering algorithms, mostly presented in
VANETs, is geolocation-based clustering. Nodes are required to be equipped with
GPS devices and gather information like speed, direction, position or travel routes.
Clustering control packets are exchanged periodically by nodes, including geolocation
information in order to identify nodes with similar mobility characteristics and to form
clusters between these. The disadvantage of geolocation-based clustering is the limita-
tions introduced by GPS systems, i.e. limited accuracy, lack of functionality in indoor
environments and high battery consumption. These limitations, although not very im-
pactful in scenarios such as VANETs, can be detrimental to cluster formation by devices
such as smartphones, tablets and wearable smart devices. Localization mechanisms can
be a solution for devices that lack GPS positioning systems. In this chapter we ini-
tially consider geolocation based clustering assisted by localization mechanisms, and
emphasize the limitations of this approach due to positioning accuracy that is mainly
compromised by the node mobility. It is found that tight synchronization between
nodes is required to solve this problem.
Environmental-based algorithms were suggested to overcome these limitations. Nodes
obtain mobility information indirectly from the cluster control packets by evaluating
aspects such as signal strength, frequency, neighbors identities or time of contact, among
others. The information used to infer mobility can be the obtained from any layer of the
network protocol stack. These algorithms do not have the limitations of GPS systems,
but are normally based on characterization of the channel and the network, that can
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limit their deployment to very specific scenarios.
The following sub-sections provide a state of the art on the two complementary cluster-
ing approaches, and use this as a launchpad to propose a new mobility aware cooperative
approach that is robust to the effects of node mobility, by harnessing environmental
information.
2.1.1 geolocation-based algorithms
This section presents an overview on the state of the art on mobility-aware clustering
algorithms based on GPS and navigation systems. These algorithms require geoloca-
tion information (such as location coordinates, moving direction or speed) to provide
location and mobility awareness for clustering operations. For VANETs, where more
advanced navigation systems are provided, information about maps, travel routes or
path boundaries can also be used to optimize the cluster formation procedures. In
fact, many algorithms that were initially suggested for MANETs are in many cases
more suitable for VANETs due to the extensive deployment of navigation systems on
vehicles and the absence of battery limitations. In this section, however, we detail
separately the clustering algorithms provided for MANETs and VANETs, although we
acknowledge that the line dividing these two categories is a thin one, and in many cases
the same geolocation-based algorithms can be applied towards both networking applic-
ations. Figure 2.1 summarizes the main ideas on the state of the art of GPS-based
clustering algorithms.
The concept of group mobility was introduced by works such as [45], [46] or [21]. These
works propose different mathematical approaches to evaluate the suitability of certain
nodes to be selected as CHs according the similarity of their mobility with respect to
neighbors. The idea is to cluster nodes that are close and move in a similar manner.
In MBC (Mobility Based Clustering) scheme [45], the authors propose two mobility
metrics, relative mobility and cluster mobility, to define the relative mobility between
every pair of neighboring nodes and the mobility of a cluster. The relative mobility
value is used to select CHs prioritizing nodes with lower relative mobility. On the
other hand, the cluster mobility metric is used to set the cluster size, hence allowing
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Figure 2.1: Categorization and characteristics of GPS-based clustering al-
gorithms.
bigger clusters when the mobility is low and smaller clusters when the network is highly
mobile.
SCP (Stable Clustering Protocol) clustering scheme [46] follows a similar approach.
Nodes evaluate their stability by comparing their speed with the average speed in
the network. The algorithm defines a metric called willingness factor. This metric
evaluates the node’s velocity with respect to the average velocity and the number of
neighbors with similar velocity. Nodes with higher willingness factor are selected as
CHs. The algorithm also proposes to foresee cluster breakage events and advance
cluster re-organization. For such a task, a threshold over the CH’s willingness factor is
used after cluster formation to decide when a CH must resign its role. The advantage
of this approach is that CHs can resign before losing contact with the members, hence
it speeds up the re-clustering process. The value of this threshold is a trade-off that
must be carefully assessed according to the network characteristics. A high value leads
to frequent CH re-election whereas a low value may not predict the loss of contact with
CHs.
Zheng’s algorithm [21] is also based on the concept of group mobility. CHs are selected
in a similar fashion as in previous algorithms, nodes compare speed and direction to
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obtain a metric called spatial dependency, that represents the similarity between two
nodes regarding their mobility characteristics. Higher spatial dependency implies that
the nodes move similarly. A Total Spatial Dependency (TSD) is defined as the addition
of all the spatial dependencies of a node with respect to neighboring nodes (nodes inside
transmission range). CHs are selected according the TSD value, prioritizing nodes with
higher value.
It is worth noting that the three algorithms MBC, SCP and Zheng are based on the same
idea of selecting CHs that are more stable with respect to neighbors in order to increase
cluster lifetime. In these algorithms authors propose that nodes obtain geolocation
information with GPS periodically to evaluate the change of position and obtain speed
and direction. The main difference between the algorithms is the mathematical metrics
used to evaluate mobility of nodes. These algorithms yield similar performance and
the advantages of one over the others are only appreciable in specific scenarios.
A different approach is provided by Jensen’s algorithm [22] that describes a centralized
solution where nodes transmit location information to a server. Every node is described
by its identity, position, velocity vector and time. Clusters are also categorized as mobile
objects and the algorithm provides data structures to describe these objects. These data
structures allow frequent updates of the cluster position and mobile characteristics with
a low frequency of data samples. Also, the inclusion of a new node in a cluster does not
require computation of the whole data set. The main benefits of this algorithm are the
good accuracy of mobility information and a low rate of information gathering. The
main problem is the centralization requirement.
KCMBC (K-hop Compound Metric Based Clustering) algorithm [47] deviates from the
general idea of using location and mobility information to evaluate the mobility simil-
arity among nodes. Instead, the algorithm uses mobility to predict the link expiration
time between nodes, the nodes with more stable links (i.e. with longer duration) are
selected as clusterheads. However, GPS information is still used to predict link ex-
piration. KCMBC also proposes a dynamically adaptive broadcast period (frequency
of control information exchange) according to the network mobility. This algorithm
performs better than previous proposals, it yields higher cluster lifetime and residence
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time.
It is worth noting that previous algorithms propose mobility metrics based on pre-
dicting mobility or link lifetime. The algorithms select CHs based on these metrics,
favoring the formation of clusters where the majority of the nodes have similar mobility.
This approach optimizes cluster lifetime disregarding residence time, and can lead to
high re-affiliation rate, i.e. persistent CHs where CMs change the cluster membership
frequently. This issue is addressed in Wang’s algorithm [48]. In this algorithm the
entropy (Shannon entropy) is used to assess how ordered the neighborhood of each
node is. The mobility values are treated as a distribution of probabilities and nodes
with more balanced distribution are assigned higher entropy, and therefore become a
member of the candidate set for CH selection. This approach yields outstanding gains
in terms of residence time of CMs inside clusters.
Fig. 2.2 shows a comparison between CH selection based on mobility similarity a), and
Shannon entropy b). In a) Nodes calculate the aggregated difference of the relative
mobility vectors, and the node with lowest value is selected as CH. As a result part
of the cluster is really stable whilst only some nodes leave and join clusters frequently,
which increases cluster lifetime but produces an increase in cluster disconnections and
affiliations; In b) the nodes use the probability mass function with the relative mobility
values and calculate the Shannon entropy. The node with highest entropy is selected
as CH, which yields a cluster where the CH is similarly stable with all members, hence
decreasing the variability in the residence time of cluster members.
Slow nodes
Fast nodes
(a) Mobility Similarity (b) Entropy Metric
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Figure 2.2: Clusterhead election based on mobility similarity and entropy
metric.
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GPS-assisted algorithms for VANETs
Previous algorithms target mobile networks in general, and random mobility is com-
monly used for performance evaluation. In VANETs however, vehicles are provided
with more capable navigation systems that allow the consideration of travel routes or
path boundaries. Hence, some of the suggested clustering algorithms evaluate navig-
ation information (moving direction, final destination, map routes, traffic status, etc.)
to form clusters [49],[50],[51].
Kulinski’s algorithm [52] is also proposed for VANETs, but it does not rely on the
consideration of travel routes. It proposes a metric to select CHs that takes into account
link quality, density of vehicles and time of contact with neighbors. To reduce affiliations
nodes are categorized as visitors, candidates or cluster members regarding the time of
contact in previous epochs. This assumption holds from the fact that in VANETs,
nodes that are in contact for a sufficient time can be considered to move in the same
path and direction. Nodes moving in the opposite direction have a limited time of
contact and are considered visitors. The main issue with this approach is the setting of
the threshold value for the contact time between nodes that discerns between visitors
and cluster members, since it depends on the transmission range and speed of the nodes,
however the latter, is in many cases unpredictable. The algorithm does not provide a
means to calculate that threshold on demand.
The importance of recognizing the different directions of movement for vehicular net-
works is also highlighted in Rawshdeh’s algorithm [53]. This algorithm does not use
either information about the final destination or the travel routes. The solution is based
on previous knowledge of the path in terms of speed limits and speed average. This
knowledge is essential to distinguish nodes that move within the same paths. Every
node computes its velocity and compares it with each neighbor, if that difference ex-
ceeds a threshold the neighbor is assumed to be moving in the opposite direction. The
disadvantage of this algorithm is also the selection of the threshold value, that must be
provided a priori. The authors do not provide any means to dynamically compute the
threshold value.
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2.1.2 Localization mechanisms
Localization mechanisms are protocols that allow nodes to perform self-positioning
determination by using other nodes’ information. Periodically, the nodes equipped
with GPS systems, called anchor nodes, broadcast their location. Unlocated nodes,
technically called target nodes, can use this information by means of a localization
mechanism to triangulate their position [54]. This approach is useful to overcome some
of the disadvantages of geolocation based clustering. Namely, the unavailability of
GPS for some the nodes in the network, and the energy consumption associated to
GPS devices.
Localization is commonly applied to clustering in WSNs where some sensors with
higher hardware capabilities (equipped with GPS devices and higher battery autonomy)
provide location information to the rest of the nodes [55]. Location information is piggy-
backed in the anchors’ clustering control packets for other nodes to triangulate their
positions. This approach is applicable to mobility-aware clustering, hence providing
a solution to the lack of GPS availability in some devices and reducing energy con-
sumption; since only a percentage of the nodes is required to be equipped with GPS
devices.
Technically, target nodes calculate their position by obtaining the location of the anchor
nodes, and the distance or the angle with respect to the anchors. The target node
can typically obtain this context by evaluating the channel characteristics of the link:
signal strength, angle of arrival, time of arrival and different time of arrival. Fig. 2.3
summarizes this categorization.
In signal strength [56] localization mechanisms target nodes gather distance estimates
from anchors by measuring the RSS (Received Signal Strength). The main drawback
is the penalization on the accuracy due to fading and multipath effects.
In time of arrival mechanisms [57], nodes obtain distance estimates from anchors based
on delay between transmission and reception of the anchors’ control packets. The
penalty is that strong synchronization is required between the target and anchor nodes.
This system is used in the GPS system, where satellites (the anchor nodes) are tightly
synchronized to each other. The target node however does not have such a tight
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Figure 2.3: Categorization and characteristics of localization mechanisms.
synchronization with satellites and one microsecond shift can potentially lead to a 300
meters mistake. This is corrected in GPS systems with the inclusion of an additional
anchor node, with an additional satellite for error correction. Thus GPS systems require
four satellites instead of the typical three needed for triangulation, and these four
satellites are tightly synchronized with each other. In ad hoc networks however, this
precise synchronization between anchor nodes cannot be easily accomplished.
Double way time of arrival technique [54] avoids the requirement for tight synchroniza-
tion. The target node sends a message that is replied by the anchor node. The two-way
time of flight is calculated in the target node, thus only the target’s clock is required.
The disadvantage is that the anchor node has to reply to any message individually from
any target node leading to scalability problems, and the anchor’s processing time to
reply must be accurately estimated by the target node.
The double media interface mechanism [58] provides a solution that avoids synchroniz-
ation and scalability problems. Nodes use a double media interface to send the beacon
frames, ultrasound is suggested for the second interface. The target nodes compute the
distance by evaluating the difference in the time of arrival between the electromagnetic
wireless interface and the ultrasound interface. This technique however requires nodes
to be equipped with ultrasound interfaces.
Signal pattern matching [59] offers a different approach. It is a proprietary solution,
hence protected by patent, where multipath effects are considered an advantage. The
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scenario is carefully studied a priori and the multipath effect received in every part
of the scenario is stored in a database. Nodes obtain their location by comparing the
received signal with this database. Centralization and pre-processing is therefore the
main penalty in this solution. Moreover, the database must not change frequently,
hence this approach is suggested only for indoor environments where the anchors are
static.
The angle of arrival [60] is another common solution where nodes do not use distance,
but the angle of arrival of the anchors’ beacon frames. Nodes use an antenna array to
gather the angle of reception. However, the antenna array is very complex and expens-
ive, thus it is not suitable for implementation in mobile handsets, where space is limited.
This technique is typically deployed in aviation applications, e.g. in VOR (VHF Omni-
directional Range) systems for flight localization or ILS (Instrumental Landing System)
for landing procedures.
2.1.3 Environmental based algorithms
Clustering assisted by navigation systems is a good solution for VANETs, where bat-
tery consumption is not an issue, the nodes move outdoor and the mobility is limited
by path boundaries and map routes. In other mobile environments, however, the mo-
bility is more random and the devices are either deprived of GPS or limited by battery
constraints. This was the main motivation to develop clustering algorithms not depend-
ent on GPS information. Instead, these algorithms use other information sources such
as the communication channel characteristics or the topological variations to assess
nodes mobility. The received signal strength (RSS), signal frequency (Doppler effect),
changes in the neighboring nodes or probabilistic measurements of link availability are
the most common approaches in this field. Figure 2.4 shows the main categories of
environmental-based clustering algorithms.
MOBIC [20] is the first signal-strength based clustering algorithm. MOBIC uses the
control messages to evaluate the signal strength variations and obtain the relative
mobility between nodes. Hence, every node can compute the relative mobility (RM)
with respect to each of its neighbors. MOBIC defines the level of mobility of a given
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Figure 2.4: Categorization and characteristics of environmental-based clus-
tering algorithms.
node as the variance with respect to zero of all RM values with respect to the nodes
within transmission range. This level of mobility is called mobility prediction (MP)
and it is used to select clusterheads, the algorithm prioritizes nodes with lower MP to
be selected as CH.
The advantage of MOBIC is its simplicity and the fact that almost any wireless in-
terface can evaluate the signal strength received. The disadvantage is the lack of any
mechanism to mitigate the effects of fading and multipath. Moreover, even in an scen-
ario described with a free space transmission model, where no fading and multipath
are considered, the proposed mobility metric fails at evaluating the speed. The RM
between two nodes with constant speed doesn’t have a constant value. RM is lower
when nodes are far and higher when nodes get closer. It is even possible to miss-detect a
node as static when it is actually moving, this occurs when two control packets are sent
from two different positions at the same distance. Equation (2.1) defines the RMi of a
node i w.r.t. a neighbor j and the MPi of i where {j1, . . . , jn} is the set of neighbors
of node i.
RMi,j = 10log10(
RSSnew
RSSold
)
MPi = var0(RMi,j1 , . . . , RMi,jn) (2.1)
A similar idea is proposed in Zhong and Ni’s algorithms [40] and [61], where the Doppler
effect is used to assess neighbors’ mobility. When the transmission frequency is known,
the frequency shift received is evaluated to obtain the node’s mobility with respect
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to neighbors. In the same way as MOBIC, channel characteristics may affect the
performance of this algorithm. Although the metric provided is more resilient than
MOBIC to fading and multipath effects, the algorithm is also more complex and less
accurate due to the difficulty of evaluating the small frequency variations when the
mobility is low.
In general clustering algorithms based on signal characteristics are often criticized due
to the inaccuracy induced by fading and multipath effects. The effect of unpredictable
channel conditions limits the validity of the mechanisms proposed in these algorithms.
New studies on mobility prediction based on channel measurements, such as the one in
[62], are fundamental for the application of environmental-based metrics.
Some authors propose using topological information to prevent clustering performance
from being affected by channel variations. Following this line of thought, Gu’s al-
gorithm [41] categorizes the mobility of a node by evaluating the variability of the list
of neighbors. The relative speed of a node is measured according to the rate of ap-
pearance of any given neighbor, and the speed of change of neighbours’ identities. The
authors cater some mathematical definitions to obtain the relative mobility only using
nodes identities. The disadvantage is that the assumptions adopted by authors about
the scenario characteristics limit the deployment of this algorithm to some scenarios.
Namely, the network is assumed to be sparse and nodes are mostly concentrated in
hotspots.
DDCA (Distributed Dynamic Clustering Algorithm) algorithm [63] also evaluates mo-
bility using topological information. Nodes evaluate the quality of the multi-hop com-
munication with the CHs in a probabilistic fashion. If a node can be connected to a CH
for at least a time t with a probability α, then it joins the cluster regardless the number
of hops to reach the CH. The fulfillment of this (α, t) requirement is assessed when a
node sends a request to join a cluster to a neighbor that already belongs to that cluster.
The main problem is that if the stability of a link in a connected node decreases then
the (α, t) requirement is compromised for other nodes connected through it.
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2.1.4 Open challenges
Clustering algorithms were highly researched due to its applicability to WSNs. In fact,
several algorithms such as LEACH [64] or HEED [4] were successfully applied in real
scenarios. Mobility-aware clustering however has not been so highly researched except
for the concrete case of vehicular technology. VANETs count with numerous proposals
based on navigation systems [65]. These approaches however are not applicable in
mobile wireless networks in general, since navigation systems and map routes are not
always available in mobile handsets such as smartphones, laptops, tablets, wearables
or even in some on-board vehicular wireless devices. Moreover mobility characteristics
are not so well defined as in vehicular technology since they lack information on speed
and directional boundaries.
Regardless of the lack of navigation information, geolocation based clustering algorithms
are frequently suggested to be applied in MANETs. For MANETs only position, speed
and direction of movement is taken into account for cluster formation. However, these
algorithms are still limited in terms of energy consumption, accuracy of GPS sys-
tems and the absence of operability in indoor environments. Environmental-based al-
gorithms were suggested as a solution to mitigate these drawbacks. However clustering
algorithms based on signal characteristics are affected by fading and multipath effects,
and clustering algorithms based on topological information are limited to scenarios with
special characteristics, such as sparse distribution of nodes [41] or low mobility [63].
Localization mechanisms could be used in conjunction with clustering algorithms to
diminish the dependency on GPS availability. Only a part of the nodes in the network
provided with GPS information can locate the rest of the nodes by means of a localiza-
tion mechanism. This approach is common in WSNs. In mobile environments, however,
localization requires tight synchronization to provide sufficient accuracy for a correct
clustering performance. We indeed explored the accuracy of localization mechanisms
for mobile environments in section 2.2.
The lack of navigation information also hinders the application of mobility pattern
recognition algorithms. It has been proposed in the literature that teaming up nodes
that move with the same routes is efficient, since it increases considerably the time of
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availability of clusters. However, the lack of detailed navigation data hinders the ap-
plication of a more efficient clustering approach. Some authors have proposed solutions
to apply pattern recognition for clustering without travel routes information. In [53]
authors distinguish the two directions of movement of vehicles by evaluating the relative
velocity of the nodes and comparing it with the average speed, and speed boundaries
of the route. In [52] authors suggest to take into account the time in contact between
nodes. These approaches however require previous knowledge of the characteristics of
the scenario, and are limited to double direction scenarios in VANETs. There is a
lack of adaptive pattern recognition algorithms for clustering that can be applied to
any scenario regardless the mobility characteristics and that can work without previous
configuration.
2.2 Inaccuracy of geolocation techniques in mobile envir-
onments
Localization mechanisms can be used to locate nodes and apply mobility-aware cluster-
ing algorithms based on geolocation to networks where some nodes are deprived of GPS
devices. This approach however requires an accurate performance of the localization
algorithm in mobile environments. This section explores this possibility by evaluating
the accuracy of localization systems, specifically signal strength based localization in
mobile environments.
As explained in sec 2.1.2, localization requires distance or angle estimation. For the
evaluation described in this section, RSS based distance estimation is chosen. RSS dis-
tance estimation is based on the fact that the received signal strength is proportional
to the distance between nodes. Even though it is environmentally dependent, i.e. the
accuracy of distance estimates is affected by multipath and fading effects, it is still one
of the most commonly used methods due to simplicity. Other than in directionality
based approaches (Angle of Arrival AoA), there is no specific hardware required. In
contrast to timing based techniques (Time of Arrival ToA), there are no synchroniza-
tion issues (in static networks), and there is no additional traffic involved, since RSS
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is already being measured and reported during the network discovery phase and al-
most all wireless radio devices can report the received signal strength. Nevertheless,
RSS measurements provide a rather poor ranging performance, and for this reason,
more intelligent algorithms are required to compensate for the low performance of the
measurement techniques.
In this framework the lognormal model is very practical since it has Gaussian distribu-
tion when expressed in decibels. This fact allows us to apply a variety of optimization
techniques for the localization algorithm. In this regard, the most common localiza-
tion method is least square based trilateration, mainly because of its simplicity [66].
Therefore this performance evaluation adopts least square based approach.
In every broadcast period (5 seconds in the proposed simulation) every node estimates
its position using the weighted least squares method, by obtaining distance estimates
from all anchors that are available. Distance estimates are obtained from the lognormal
shadowing propagation model, by converting the obtained RSS values into distances.
The weights are calculated as in [56]. The channel parameters are: path loss exponent
2, shadowing variance 2, and transmission range 50 meters. The scenario consists of
100 nodes moving randomly in a square of 200x200 meters. The achieved accuracy
is evaluated as the percentage of nodes that have been located with a error less than
10m. The accuracy is measured with two different configurations: with synchronization,
where the anchor nodes transmit location information at the same time with a margin
of milliseconds; and without synchronization, where anchor nodes transmit randomly
within the 5 seconds allocated for the broadcast period.
Fig. 2.5 shows the performance evaluation results. Fig 2.5.a shows the performance
without synchronization; it is appreciable the considerable reduction in accuracy when
the velocity increases and the density of anchor nodes decreases. On the other hand,
when anchor nodes are synchronized, 2.5.b, the accuracy achieved is similar to that of
a static network. The lack of synchronization does not have any effect if the network is
static. Moreover, it is noticeable the decrease in accuracy produced by the lack of anchor
nodes, which starts to be significant when the percentage of anchors is below 30%. We
can conclude from this results that applying localization together with mobile-clustering
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is possible, but requires synchronization and a big number of anchor nodes. Majority
of clustering algorithms however are not designed to support such a synchronization,
mainly in mobile networks.
Figure 2.5: Accuracy (%) of nodes located with less than 10 meters error in a
mobile environment with synchronization (b) and without synchronization
(a).
The reason for the inaccuracy can be explained from the mathematical definition of least
mean squares optimization method. As defined in eq. 2.2, the algorithm is performed
iteratively to reduce the error vector (a∆, b∆, c∆) where the vectors (ax, ay), (bx, by)
and (cx, cy) correspond with the GPS coordinates of the three anchors. The vector
(nx, ny) is the target’s coordinates and ar, br and cr are the distances between the
target and the respective anchors. Hence, every line of the equation is provided by one
of the anchors, and the target’s coordinates (nx, ny) must be the same for every line in
the equation. When the anchors are not synchronized, and the target node moves, the
coordinates (nx, ny) have different values for each anchor.
(nx − ax)2 + (ny − ay)2 − a2r = a2∆
(nx − bx)2 + (ny − by)2 − b2r = b2∆
(nx − cx)2 + (ny − cy)2 − c2r = c2∆
Figure 2.6 depicts both cases of the least mean square trilateration of a mobile target
for with and without synchronization. In the first case, with no synchronization, the
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target is moving and receives the GPS coordinates from the anchor nodes at different
positions, which decreases the accuracy of the least mean squares method. When the
anchor nodes are synchronized the GPS coordinates are sent at the same time and the
least mean squares method has similar performance as a static scenario.
Figure 2.6: Least mean squares localization with and without synchronization
of a mobile target.
2.3 Cooperative approach for a pattern-aware mobile clus-
tering
This section presents our mobility-aware clustering algorithm published in [67]. The
technical novelty of this algorithm is the capability to discern between mobility patterns
during cluster formation without geolocation information. The algorithm also caters for
a new manner to evaluate nodes mobility exploiting a hybrid approach between signal
strength and topological information that makes the mobility metric less sensitive to
channel variations. The algorithm is able to distinguish several patterns and perform
cluster formation independently in each pattern. This feature increases clustering sta-
bility, but also increases the number of clusters and reduces its size. Figure 2.7 depicts
the difference between clustering with and without the mobility pattern recognition
feature.
This algorithm however requires a previous set up. Concretely, it requires a manual
configuration of the threshold value, th, used to differ between mobility patterns. This
distinction between mobility patterns is done in each node by comparing the relative
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Figure 2.7: Cluster formation with and without mobility pattern awareness.
mobility values of the neighboring nodes with the threshold. This threshold is defined
in the next section in eq. 2.4. Hence, similarly to other mobility-aware algorithms given
in the state of that art, it lacks an adaptive behavior to sudden changes in the network
mobility characteristics. However, in chapter 3 we provide a cognitive algorithm that
can be used in conjunction with this proposed clustering algorithm to cater for this
missing feature.
2.3.1 Algorithm definition
In the proposed clustering algorithm, all nodes use a common control channel to broad-
cast periodically control packets, also called hello messages. These messages are used
to share topological information fundamental to maintain the hierarchical topology and
construct the routing tables. Concretely, every node a performs the following steps:
• Transmits periodically a packet including: current status (CH, cluster-member,
free node), list of neighbors (divided in stable neighbors and unstable neighbors)
as defined in eq. 2.4, current CH and the current entropy metric Ha as defined
in eq. 2.9.
• After the reception of two consecutive hello messages from a given neighbor x,
the node a evaluates the relative mobility (RM) with respect to that neighbor
according to the eq. (2.2). This metric is updated with the reception of new hello
messages. The difference between the metrics RM’ (originally proposed by [20])
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and RM is that RM’ is lower when the distance is higher, whereas RM is higher
for higher distance. This correction is achieved with the distance penalty factor
α2, eq. (2.7), that represents the similarity in the list of neighbors between two
nodes.
RMa(x) =

|RM ′a(x)|
(α2)2
if RM ′a(x) > 0
|RM ′a(x)|
(α2)3
if RM ′a(x) < 0
(2.2)
where
RM ′a(x) = 10 ∗ log
RSSnew(x)
RSSold(x)
(2.3)
It is worth mentioning that the exponents in the denominator in eq. 2.2, (α2)2
and (α2)3, have been obtained heuristically (trial and error method) based on
simulation.
• After the relative mobility evaluation a node a splits the set of neighbors Sa in
two lists: (i) stable nodes S0,a; (ii) and all nodes Sa = {S0,a ∪ S1,a} . Stable
nodes are defined by eq. (2.4), where th is a given stability threshold defined
a priori and obtained heuristically based on simulations (note that a cognitive
algorithm to calculate this threshold dynamically and in a decentralized fashion
is described in chapter 3). These lists are also updated with the reception of every
hello message.
S0,a = {m ∈ Sa| |RMa(m)| < th}S1,a = {m ∈ Sa| |RMa(m)| > th} (2.4)
• Includes in the hello messages the list of neighbors divided in stable and unstable
neighbors. Using these lists, every node a computes three factors with respect to
every neighbor x.
Stability Comparison Factor:
βa(x) =
|S0,a ∩ S0,x|
|S0,a| (2.5)
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Merging Factor:
β2a(x) =
|S0,a ∩ S0,x|2
|S0,a| ∗ |S0,x| (2.6)
Distance Penalty Factor:
α2a(x) =
|Sa ∩ Sx|2
|Sa| ∗ |Sx| (2.7)
• Obtains a discrete distribution of probabilities according to the relative mobility
values of the neighbors in Sa,0, eq. (2.8). Then, the node a calculates the en-
tropy of the system, eq. (2.9). This entropy represents the level of order in the
neighborhood from the point of view of the node a.
∀x ∈ S0,a;Pa(x) = (|RMa(x)|/
∑
i∈Sa
|RMa(i)|) (2.8)
Ha =
−∑x∈S0,a Pa(x) logPa(x)
log |S0,a| (2.9)
Note that the operator | · | gives the absolute value when applied to a variable -
such is the case of |RM | - and cardinality (number of members) when applied to
a set - such as |S0,a|.
• The nodes exchange the H metric in every hello message and the nodes with
highest entropy in the neighborhood self-elects as CH. In following hello messages
the CHs announce their new status by changing the field current status in the
hello message.
• Once the clusterheads are selected, the rest of the nodes join a neighboring CH and
become a CM. All CHs in the group Sa are candidates. In the set of neighboring
CH a node a joins a CH x, when the associated weighted Ha(x) metric, eq. (2.10),
is the highest in the neighborhood.
Ha(x) = Hxβa(x) (2.10)
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• Once clusters are formed, all nodes are either a CH or a CM. When a CH node
a finds another CH x a merging procedure is initiated. The CHs use the merging
factor, eq. (2.6). This factor is a comparison of the stable lists of the two CHs.
When β2 is above a certain threshold (80% in our simulations) the CHs are
considered to move in the same mobility pattern, hence one of the CHs must
resign and join the other cluster.
Note that the metrics H and RM are updated in every hello message, however nodes
belonging to a cluster do not change their status except for disconnection events. The
maintenance phase follows the same rules as the cluster formation phase.
The proposed algorithm uses neighbor list comparisons between nodes to increase the
accuracy in clustering operations. The list of neighbors, Sa, and stable neighbors, Sa,0
are compared to calculate three factors: stability factor (β), merging factor (β2) and
the distance penalty factor (α2) as described in eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) respectively.
These factors are computed by every node a with respect to every neighbor x, and
updated with the reception of every hello message.
The distance penalty factor (α2) corrects the inaccuracy of the mobility metric based
on signal strength measurements (2.2). When the nodes are close, the factor is close to 1
whereas a value close to 0 indicates that the nodes are far from each other. Hence, in the
latter case the corrected RM increases. More information about this modification in the
RM metric proposed by [20] can be found in our work in [C1]. Factor β represents the
similarity between the stable list of two nodes, a higher value implies higher similarity,
hence higher probability for the CMs to choose CHs that move in the same pattern.
Note that the CMs do not pick the candidate CHs directly from the list S0,a, but from
the list S0, since the S0,a may be affected by channel conditions. With this strategy,
clusterhead selection is less vulnerable to mistakes produced by the inaccuracy of the
signal strength measurements. The merging factor (β2a(x)) is used to trigger merging
events. The main difference between β2a(x) and βa(x) is that the latter is reciprocal
(β2a(x) = β2x(a)), what is fundamental to trigger the merging mechanism in both
clusters simultaneously.
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2.4 Simulation framework and simulation results
The simulations were performed using ns2 with the clustering framework [68]. The
scenarios were created with bonnmotion-2.0 [69], simulating pedestrian urban mobility
with the RandomWaypoint model in a street-based scenario with attraction points.
We used 90 nodes moving in a walking pattern down a street that is modeled by a
RandomWayPoint with two attraction points, where nodes move freely in a 450 m
street with width of 20 meters (this width is not strict and minor part of the nodes
move outside this bound). The nodes’ speed is between 1 and 2.5 m/s as it corresponds
to human walk mobility pattern. Every node can change the direction and speed at
any moment towards any of the two attraction points placed at the end of the street
(along the x axis). The scenario is depicted in Fig. 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Street based scenario for ns2 simulation and configuration para-
meters for Bonnmotion 2.0
There is also a slight variation in the y axis. The propagation model used in ns2 is
“TwoWayGround” model where ground reflection is considered. The stability threshold
was chosen in order to get an average relationship between stable and non stable nodes
of 50% approximately, hence dividing the scenario in two directions. This threshold was
determined by simulations in a trial an error fashion and was obtained to be around
1.5 depending on the transmission range. Table 2.1 shows simulation parameters.
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Table 2.1: Simulation Parameters
Number of Nodes 90
Wireless Interface default values (Lucent WaveLAN DSSS)
MAC protocol 802.11
speed 1 - 2.5 m/s
transmission range 25,50,75,100 m
simulation time 900 s
broadcast interval 2.0 s
timeout period 3.0 s
CCI (MOBIC) 5.0 s
Stability Threshold (MOBLIST) 1.5 aprox
Merging Threshold (MOBLIST) 0.7
Fig. 2.9 presents the rate of change of the network (affiliations and clusterhead elec-
tions) and the average residence time for Mobic [20] (a mobility-aware clustering al-
gorithm based on signal strength described in sec. 2.1.3), and proposed clustering
algorithm Moblist; residence time is the average time of a node residing continuously
in the same cluster. In Fig. 2.9.b we can appreciate that the increase of residence
time is more than 100%. Fig. 2.9.a shows the number of affiliations and clusterhead
elections. Every affiliation to a cluster implies control overhead and an actualization
of the topology of the cluster. The latter implies the actualization of the cooperative
strategy for intra-cluster communication and the actualization of the information kept
in every cluster member. The proposed algorithm reduces the number of affiliations
to half. On the other hand it yields more clusterhead elections as a result of having
doubled the number of clusters.
These results show that Moblist divides the scenario in two overlapped clustered topo-
logies moving in two directions, obtaining (on average) double the number of clusters
with half the number of members. Due to this increase in the number of clusters, the
number of clusterhead elections are increased, but this results in more stable clusters.
Moreover the number of affiliations are reduced to half and the residence time of nodes
in clusters is at least doubled.
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Figure 2.9: a) the number of affiliations and clusterhead elections for both
Mobic and the proposed algorithm Moblist. b) the average time in seconds
of residence of cluster-members inside clusters in a 900 seconds simulation.
2.4.1 Hybrid relative mobility metric
As we described in previous section, the RM’ metric (eq. 2.3) proposed in the Mobic
algorithm [20] is affected by distance. Two nodes moving at a constant speed yield
higher RM’ when the distance between them is shorter. Hence, according to the clus-
tering algorithm rules, nodes select CH nodes that are at higher distances because they
are more stable according to the RM’ metric. This effect also results in nodes with
neighbors at high distances to have a lower set of RM’ values, hence lower MP value,
thus they are more likely to be selected as CHs. This effect is counter-productive since
CHs at higher distances are more likely to lose contact. The application of the dis-
tance penalty factor, eq. 2.7, corrects the relative mobility metric using topological
information, eq. 2.2.
To evaluate this correction some simulations were performed using ns2. The scenario
for this evaluation constitute one node moving at a constant speed and another static.
Some nodes are uniformly distributed in the scenario for the correction of eq. 2.7 to be
effective. The static node evaluates the relative mobility of the moving node according
to eq. 2.3 and eq. 2.2 that are shown in Fig. 2.10.a and 2.10.b respectively. It can be
appreciated that for the value RM’, the higher values are given when the the nodes are
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close, whereas for RM, the higher values occur when the nodes are distant.
Figure 2.10: a) RM values and b) RM’ values. One of the nodes is moving at
2 and 4 m/s respectively while the other is static. Samples were gathered
every two seconds.
2.5 Conclusion
Clustering based on environmental information such as signal strength or topological
variations provides a manner to clusterize mobile nodes efficiently whilst avoiding the
requirement for GPS systems. In this context, we propose a cooperative approach for
pattern-aware mobile clustering that overcomes the problem of channel variations by
considering topological information in synergy with signal strength. The algorithm
provided is also able to discriminate different mobility pattern for cluster formation,
hence splitting the network into several clustered topologies. Simulation results show
the outstanding gain in terms of cluster lifetime when applying this technique with
respect to our baseline, a well-known mobility pattern unaware clustering algorithm
also based on environmental information. It is indeed noticeable the increase in the
residence time of the nodes inside clusters, the proposed mechanism doubles this metric
with respect to the baseline. This effectively reduces the number of affiliations of nodes
to clusters to the half. It is worth noting however, that this residence time gain is even
higher in our simulation results in chapter 4 due to the difference in the simulation
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scenario (more realistic in chapter 4) and the different speed configuration.
The only requirement of the proposed algorithm is the accurate evaluation and provision
of the threshold value that must be set as a configuration parameter in the algorithm.
This threshold however can be dynamically obtained on demand with the cognitive
algorithm proposed in the following section.
Chapter 3
Smart mobility pattern
recognition for wireless networks
Chapter Outline: This chapter proposes a novel mobility pattern recognition al-
gorithm that can be applied in conjunction with our previously proposed clustering
algorithm in chapter 2. This chapter first introduces the state of the art on mobil-
ity models and mobility pattern recognition techniques. Most legacy techniques are
too complex to be applied in conjunction with clustering due to centralization require-
ments. Although there are some autonomous distributed mobility pattern recognition
algorithms, these require previous knowledge on the mobility characteristics of the net-
work or provide very limited information. The contribution of our proposed technique
is the capability to categorize the nodes individually according to their mobility pat-
terns and the fact that no need for previous configuration or centralization is required.
The proposed algorithm is also low complex in terms of overhead, when compared
with the overhead required for the clustering algorithm itself, since it only requires the
transmission of two values per node with less periodicity than the clustering control
information exchange.1
1Related Publications: [C8][C4]
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3.1 Cognitive networks and its application to mobility
pattern recognition
The concept of ad hoc mobile wireless networks started with the first research projects
on ad hoc networking, developed by the U.S. army back in the eighties, PRNET (Packet
Radio Network [70]) and SURAN (Survivable Radio Network [71]) projects. At that
time, the term ad hoc (latin sentence that means for this purpose) referred to an
infrastructureless network solution to provide connectivity on demand between nodes
in a peer to peer fashion. Although these projects did not yield operational battlefield
network solutions they brought interest on new research fields such as ad hoc routing,
clustering or mobile networking that became very prolific fields in terms of publications.
The possibility to settle a communication network without infrastructure deployment
is very appealing also for non-military applications. In fact, ad hoc networks were
proposed for emergency scenarios, such as communication blackout situations produced
by disasters like earthquakes or terrorist attacks [72]. These research efforts however
did not cater for real commercial applications.
Nowadays there is a renewed research interest in ad hoc networking due to the increasing
relevance of device to device communications in different wireless technologies such as
LTE [73], DSRC, or WAVE (802.11p). Vehicular technology is a suitable example of
this scenario. In VANETs mobile nodes are supposed to communicate ad hoc, sending
periodic updates about road conditions and traffic events. D2D communication in this
framework provides lower delay than cellular networks and this is essential to meet the
requirements of the forthcoming 5G D2D networks that intend to provide less than 1ms
delay. Moreover, recent studies have pointed out that bottleneck problems could occur
in the LTE uplink connection in dense scenarios if vehicles report periodic updates for
traffic monitoring applications directly over the base station. Apart from VANETs, ad
hoc networks are also seen as a manner to save energy through efficient cooperative
communications [2], as explained in chapter 1.
Ad hoc networks seem to have reborn in the scenario of mobile cooperative networks,
but the concept of ad hoc networking has evolved from the first idea of connecting
standalone mobile nodes into a new paradigm that involves cognition. Mobile networks
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are not supposed to be only able to transmit traffic by applying ad hoc routing solutions,
nowadays ad hoc networks are envisaged as self-aware networks, able to adapt to the
network requirements and scenario characteristics. Self-aware networks is a well-known
concept in many fields, not only limited to ad hoc networks. In ad hoc wireless networks
however self-awareness provides a different feature, the so called Wisdom of Crowds
concept, coined by the work of Surowiecki [32].
Wisdom of crowds refers to the fact that a big coalition of entities with limited cognitive
capabilities may act cooperatively and achieve solutions that surpass more intelligent
and expert entities. The basis of the wisdom of crowds concept resides on society, and
how its behavior evolves when society is observed as isolated individuals or as a popu-
lation. Wisdom of crowds however must not be mistaken with the swarm intelligence
concept. Swarm intelligence, very well-known due to the Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) protocol [33] proposed for ad hoc routing algorithms, refers to cooperative pro-
tocols where a simple action performed by isolated individuals results on an efficient
cooperative algorithm that can solve complex problems. In the case of ACO, this simple
action is the generation of a signal (emulating the pheromone dropped by ants), this
generation does not follow a cognitive behavior but a systematic one. However the
result of a cooperative performance of such an action optimizes the process for route
path selection. In wisdom of crowds however every entity has cognitive capabilities.
All entities try to solve the problem individually and can eventually achieve nearly
optimal solutions. However, when all the solutions achieved by each individual are
considered together, the final outcome outperforms the results obtained by individuals
independently.
In our work, we propose wisdom of crowds as the means to provide mobility awareness
for clustering operations. It is worth mentioning that mobility pattern recognition is a
well-known field, with original research contributions already available in the literature,
see sec. 3.3. In this chapter we survey the most known mobility pattern recognition
algorithms and show that their complexity makes them unsuitable to be applied in con-
junction with clustering techniques. This complexity implies in the majority of cases,
a centralization requirement, where one entity is in charge of gathering and processing
mobility information. This centralization however clashes with the main feature of
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ad hoc networking, i.e. the absence of infrastructure. It is worth clarifying that this
thesis focuses on a scenario where clustering is provided in order to support cooperative
communications. The clustering techniques proposed consider no infrastructure for the
cluster formation process. We intend to provide a clustering solution that does not
burden the base stations with clustering overhead, and that can also work in scenarios
with limited coverage or in the absence of infrastructure.
3.2 Mobility models
The need for describing and reproducing the characteristics of mobile networks has
driven the research on mobility models and the implementation of a diverse set of
scenario generation tools. Mobility models describe mathematically the behavior of
mobile networks under diverse assumptions depending on the scenario characteristics.
These models are an essential input for mobility pattern recognition algorithms since
recognition and prediction features are based on their mathematical definitions. This
section provides a short summary on the most well-known mobility models in the
state of the art, including the Random Waypoint, that was chosen for the performance
evaluation provided along this thesis. The choice of Random Waypoint as mobility
model is justified in this section.
One of the first models proposed was Random Walk [74]. In this model the nodes are
first randomly scattered in the scenario, typically a square. The nodes pick randomly
a direction, angle in the range [0, 2pi], and a speed within a predefined speed range
[vmin, vmax]. The node selects randomly a maximum travel time or distance and start
moving in the chosen direction. When the travel time or distance is completed the
node sets a new destination. When the node hits the edge of the scenarios it bounces
off with the incoming angle. The main drawback of this approach is that it does not
represent any realistic scenario. First, it is memoryless since the selection of speed and
direction is unrelated with the previous selection, hence producing sudden changes in
the behavior of the mobile nodes. Moreover, a wrong selection of the travel time or
distance can shorten the scenario, since it makes the nodes to move in small parts of
the scenario during the whole simulation. This travel time or distance value must be
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chosen according to the nodes speed, this is however difficult when the speed is selected
from a range of values.
Random Waypoint [75] solves the previous problem with the scenario size by choosing
a final destination instead of a travel time or a travel distance. Specifically, the nodes
select randomly a destination point inside the scenario and pick a speed inside the
predefined range, the nodes never reach the edge. The authors of this model also
consider pause times. However, the trade-off between pause-time and speed range is
difficult to control; fast nodes with big pause times yield more stable networks than
slow nodes with small pause times since in the former the nodes are static the majority
part of the time. Moreover, if the speed range considers low values the network can
degenerate to a static network. The heterogeneous node density is also a well known-
problem in both Random Waypoint and Random Walk. This heterogeneity is two-fold:
i) at initialization time; ii) and during simulation time. First, the random selection
of initial positions yields higher neighboring at the beginning and requires some time
of motion to normalize. Hence it is recommended to discard some initial time at the
scenario generation. Second, Random Waypoint and Random Walk produce a density
wave in the centre of the scenario. This is because it is very probable for a node to
select a point in the middle as destination or to pass through the middle when reaching
the destination point.
Random Direction [76] overcomes the problem of a density wave in the middle of the
scenario by choosing direction like random walk and forcing nodes to travel till the
edge. The nodes that hit the edge stop and choose a new angle and speed. The
problem of forcing nodes to hit the edge is that the number of hops between nodes will
be higher and network partition more probable. The area beyond the edge is empty in
the simulation, hence yielding a lower number of neighbors.
Boundless area model [77] provides a solution for the problems with the scenario bound-
aries. The scenario is a torus, a connected surface with no edges. It can be seen as a
rectangular area that is folded into the shape of a donuts. Hence, although the scenario
is in 2D, nodes escaping from one edge appear in the opposite side. This model provides
a boundless solution, however the communications aspect (the transmission range of
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nodes near to an edge) is difficult to simulate in current simulation tools.
Previous models are memoryless, the nodes can drastically change their movement
characteristics (speed and direction) after reaching their destination. This behavior
is corrected in the Gauss-Markov model [78] where the level of randomness can be
fine tuned according to a randomness parameter. Nodes select initially a direction
and speed, and these two values vary after reaching the destination according to this
randomness parameter that is in the range [0, 1] (0 yields a random selection, hence
a memoryless system, whereas 1 yields a linear motion, no speed or angle variation).
There are several proposals regarding the behavior of the nodes when reaching the
edge: i) nodes can be repelled from the edge when approaching, but without touching
the edge; ii) nodes get mirrored after hitting the edge; iii) nodes go beyond simulation
boundaries, but the next direction chosen will force them to come back.
Some authors claim that these models fail to represent realistic scenarios due to the
random selection of the destination points. Authors in Smooth model [79] propose a
simple and realistic model for pedestrian mobility where nodes are initially located in
hotspots. Nodes select hotspots according to a probability that depends on a predefined
popularity, the selection of new destination points follows the same probabilistic fashion.
The time resting at these places is also calculated by a probability that follows a power-
law distribution. Authors also suggest a discrete range of preferred speeds instead of a
uniform range.
Self similar least action walk, SLAW [80], also follows a probabilistic fashion. Namely
a truncated power-law distribution of for the flying and pause times,. This model is
also based on hotspots (called fractal way-points in their manuscript). Regarding these
hotspots, the difference with previous models is that the nodes move individually inside
the hotspots. Authors intend to provide a framework to simulate common gathering
places people visit during the every day life.
Previous models offer solutions for individual mobility, however in some scenarios the
moving objects are formed by groups of entities. In this case, Group Mobility models
offer a good solution. Nodes move following a reference point or reference node that
can be individual per node or per group. Nodes may be allowed to switch from one
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group to another or forced to follow the same group strictly. Several versions have been
proposed. Column group mobility [74] is used for moving groups where individuals
follow a line (like soldiers in a battlefield). Every group is defined by several reference
points forming a line, these points select a change vector and travel together to a new
destination. Every node in the group is attached to its reference point in the line,
however the nodes follow these points with a margin of uncertainty that allows some
variability in the position of the nodes. Hence the reference points always follow a
straight line but the nodes do not follow a deterministic group shape. Nomadic model
[74] however proposes a single reference point per moving group. The nodes follow the
reference point and move freely around this point. The distance between the nodes
and the reference point is bounded. This model represents group movements such as
people following a touristic guide hoping from sight to sight. The pursue model [74]
offers a similar approach than the nomadic model, however in the pursue model there
is a refernce node that moves according another independent model (random walk,
manhattan, etc.), the rest of the nodes attached to the group update their mobility
characteristics to follow the position change of the reference node.
Graph mobility models such as Random Street [81] or Manhattan grid [82] provide
a framework to simulate scenarios with obstacles and boundaries. This is suitable
to simulate big urban areas where people and vehicles follow street paths. In graph
mobility, the scenario is constituted by a graph which edges represent streets and vertex
represent street intersections. Nodes are initially randomly located in these edges and
select on of the two vertex and move along the edge. After reaching a vertex the
nodes select a new vertex and move again. Manhattan grid is a very well-known graph
mobility model where a square is divided in veritical and horizontal lines representing
the streets. Random Street however provides freedom to form a graph according an
input map. The tactical indoor mobility model [83] offers a similar approach but
considers indoor scenarios. It is oriented to tactical movements (like elite troops moving
coordinated inside a building). The model defines a movement ruleset (commands
such as move, stop, split group, etc.) and an underlying graph according the building
description.
Authors in [84] propose a mobility model based on pedestrian mobility with obstancles,
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which emulates the behaviour of people moving from a intial point to a final destination
avoiding objects in the middle. The model re-configures the moving path of the nodes
when an obstacle is found in the direct line to the detination. Concretely, the model
calculates the obstacle’s closest edge to the destination and sets the nodes destination
to that edge. When the node reaches the edge, it recalculates the path to the final
destination. Authors also propose an add-on for ns2 that calculates the attenuation in
packet transmission due to obstacles. This model is proposed for emergency situations,
and targets the emulation of military activities (including policemen or firefighters) and
healthcare services [85][86].
Many of these models can be used for scenario generation with frameworks such as
IMPORTANT [87] or Bonnmotion [88]. These frameworks provide tools to output ns2
compliant scenario files. In our ns2 implementation we use scenarios generated with
Bonnmotion2.1. Figure 3.1 depicts the mobility models described in this section.
Figure 3.1: Categorization of mobility models.
3.2.1 Random Waypoint with attraction points
In the performance evaluation presented in this thesis the model Random Waypoint [75]
is adopted, since it provides a more challenging scenario than graph mobility models
to test the performance of the proposed algorithms. Although the proposed clustering
and the mobility pattern recognition algorithms are focused on urban mobility, graph
mobility models are not suitable since the mobility of the nodes follow straight line
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directions.
Random Waypoint with attraction points offers a more challenging and realistic scen-
ario. In our simulations a street is modeled as a rectangular scenario 1000x50m where
attraction points are located in both extremes. Nodes are attracted by these two points
in a probabilistic fashion. Hence, nodes can choose any of the extremes and travel near
that point. There is a level of randomness in the selection of the destination point,
nodes travel to the extremes of the street but can stop before or after reaching these
points. Nodes can even change direction in the middle of the street. These level of ran-
domness is tuned using a variance parameter. This scenario is used in the performance
evaluation presented in chapter 3. Figure 3.2 shows the scenario and a example of the
Bonnmotion parameters for the scenario generation.
Figure 3.2: Scenario for ns2 simulations generated in bonnmotion 2.1 and
generation parameters used. The model is Random Waypoint with attrac-
tion points (represented by the black points).
3.3 Existing approaches in mobility pattern recognition
The first works on mobility pattern recognition are provided by Tabbane [89] and Liu-
Maquire [90]. These works consider that mobility is a quasi-deterministic feature where
nodes repeat continuously well determined mobility patterns. Hence, it is possible to
assign a mobility model by comparing nodes movement characteristics with the models
stored in the users profiles. These models can then be used to predict the nodes
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future locations. The main drawback of these approaches is the sensitivity to random
movements, and the fact that any movement that does not match the patterns in the
user profile is tagged as random.
In [34] authors target this issue by proposing a new mobility model that considers
random patterns. This work attempts to provide mobility prediction in cellular based
systems to foresee which cells will be visited by each node and at any time. The motiva-
tion for mobility prediction in this scenario is to provide smarter resource management.
Authors propose two mathematical definitions for mobility, global and local mobility,
representing the nodes mobility among cells and the spatial mobility in the terrain
respectively. Global prediction is based on the local mobility, and local prediction is
obtained by applying signal processing techniques to extract and evaluate user mobil-
ity from real time measurements. Even in the absence of historical records of users
mobility patterns, the proposed algorithm can achieve accurate short term prediction.
Mobility prediction is a common feature in cellular networks, systems such as IS-41
or GSM MAP were deployed in America and Europe respectively to provide mobility
management. These systems are based on storing users profiles with tracking informa-
tion about the nodes frequent locations. Nodes can be located in a probabilistic fashion
by looking into these user profiles. Also the nodes can update their location when trav-
eling outside the registered areas. This approach have been followed by other research
works such as [91], that includes a time consideration aside the location in order to
reduce the signaling overhead.
Mobility pattern recognition can be also applied to ad hoc networking. The capability
to foresee nodes movements is crucial feature to proactively manage the disconnection
events produced by network partitions, this is the motivation for authors in [92]. Similar
to previous research efforts, their algorithm is based on comparing movement patterns
with a predefined mobility model, in this case however authors consider group mobility.
To track the different groups and the nodes membership to these groups the algorithm
uses data clustering. Although this algorithm is oriented to ad hoc networking, the
solution requires centralization. Authors in [35][36] also propose an algorithm based on
comparing traces with mobility models. This work however is not restricted to group
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mobility, it considers all known classes of mobility models. Centralization is also a
requirement in this solution that requires a training and testing phase before providing
an accurate mobility prediction feature.
Ad hoc networks are however infrastructureless, hence there is no provision of a cent-
ral entity capable of gathering information and executing the mobility prediction al-
gorithm. This motivates the work in [37] where the algorithm proposed is autonomous.
Every node predicts the next movements in a virtual grid that splits the scenario in
small cells. Nodes obtain the probability of moving among cells according to historical
records of previous movements. These records must be periodically updated and stored
inside each node. The nodes must also know and commit with the same structure for
the virtual grid.
Mobility prediction is also a desirable feature for vehicular networks, where vehicles
can detect traffic conditions on demand in an ad hoc manner. In [38] authors propose
a cooperative approach where every car can independently take snapshots of the sur-
rounding traffic status and decide about the condition of the traffic flow (free, pre-jam
or jammed). Then the nodes can share this knowledge to make a richer decision on the
traffic status; the paper proposes a low-complexity mathematical structure to decide
on the traffic status in a probabilistic fashion based on the weight of evidence. In this
system the nodes evaluate the evidence of an event (e.g. congestion in the road or
accident) by assessing the mutual information between a feature vector (data collected
by the vehicles) and the attribute or event to be analyzed. After this evaluation, if
the calculated value reaches certain threshold the nodes vote positively for the event
and in a ballot fashion the nodes decide to report that the event is happening. The
advantage of this protocol is that it is fully autonomous and it does not require any
comparison with mobility models, hence not requiring data storage. The algorithm
however provides a very limited output consisting of a traffic status categorization.
There is no individual mobility information provided about the nodes.
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3.3.1 Mobility recognition for clustered networks
Ad hoc mobility-aware clustering can benefit from mobility pattern recognition tech-
niques. Identifying the diverse mobility patterns of mobile nodes is fundamental to
form clusters among nodes that move with the same characteristics. It is however es-
sential to provide the mobility prediction feature without centralization requirements.
This is the main drawback of previously described algorithms, the centralization of the
mobility data gathering process and the algorithm performance.
Some algorithms provide autonomous mobility prediction techniques that can be ap-
plied to infrastructureless ad hoc networks. These algorithms however either require
previous knowledge on the scenario characteristics or yield very limited information
like the network status, but not individual insights on the nodes mobility patterns.
In the next section we provide a mobility recognition algorithm that outperforms previ-
ous approaches because it is autonomous and dynamic in nature, and it does not require
knowledge or previous configuration. In the proposed solution there is no requirement
for a comparison between nodes traces and mobility models or user profiles. Although
it is also based on data clustering techniques such as [92], it is not constricted by any
parameter configuration, hence it can adapt to sudden changes in the mobile scenario
characteristics.
The algorithm described in next section does not provide the individual mobility pat-
tern of nodes but the relationship between the mobility patterns of these nodes. The
relative mobility pattern between nodes is the only required information to extend
cluster lifetime. It is not required to define accurately the nodes destination, but to
understand which nodes have the same final destination, even if such destination is
unknown.
3.4 Cognitive approach for mobility pattern recognition
In this section we describe an autonomous mobility pattern recognition algorithm that
is performed by nodes in the network in a cooperative and decentralized fashion. The
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objective of this algorithm is to determine the number of different patterns in the
scenario and the membership of the nodes to these patterns. The algorithm yields the
number of mobility patterns, represented by the variable kopt, and a threshold value, th,
to distinguish the nodes that move with the same pattern. Two nodes whose relative
mobility is below the th value are considered to move in the same pattern. Hence, nodes
can distinguish neighbors moving similarly and form clusters with longer lifetime.
The proposed algorithm is organized in two-phases. First a data mining technique is
used to classify data sets independently in each node. The data set corresponds with
the relative mobility values calculated for each neighbor. In a second phase, cooperative
optimization is performed to increase the mobility recognition accuracy and agree on
a common solution between nodes.
In order to be mathematically sound, we consider a node a with a neighboring node
x (by neighboring node we refer to a node in transmission range with a), then the
relative mobility of a with respect to x is RMa(x). The set of relative mobility values
of neighboring nodes of a is RMSa, eq. 3.1, where Sa is the set of neighboring nodes
of a. Then, the set Sa is divided into two sub-sets S0,a and S1,a, stable and not stable
neighbors respectively, eq. (3.2).
RMSa = {|RMa,T (x)|;∀x ∈ Sa} (3.1)
S0,a = {x ∈ Sa| |RMa(x)| < th}
S1,a = {x ∈ Sa| |RMa(x)| > th}
(3.2)
Every node divides the network in two subgroups, S0 and S1. S0 is formed by neighbors
belonging to the same mobility pattern while S1 includes the rest of nodes. Even if the
network mobility is described by more than two patterns, kopt > 2, there is no need for
a node to distinguish the different sub-groups inside S1.
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First Phase: Decentralized Iterative K-means++
In this first phase every node a performs data mining with the set of RM values of
neighboring nodes. Let RMSa be the set of RM values of a, eq. 3.1. The objective
is to find the optimal number of mobility patterns k and the threshold th. The th is
applied to define the groups S0,a and S1,a, eq. 3.2 in each node. The data mining
algorithm K-means++ [93] is used for this purpose, it classifies the data set S0 into k
disjoint groups represented by their means (also called centroids) C = {c1, ..., ck}.
K-means requires an initial vector of k centroids and the data set to classify, hence the
number of pattern k has to be given initially. The output is the final set of centroids
(means of the k groups) and the data set divided into k disjoint groups represented
by each centroid. K-means offers a local optimum data classification and its accuracy
depends on the election of the initialization vector (the first set of centroids) and the
quantity of data. In the case of k-means++, the initialization vector follows a probab-
ilistic fashion, avoiding the influence of systematic errors. The probabilistic selection
of the initial vector constitutes the difference between k-means++ and the original k-
means algorithm, where the selection of the initialization vector is deterministic, based
on the means of the values. The number of partitions, k, is an input in K-means. This
value however is an output in our cognitive algorithm. Thus, the first phase of the
proposed algorithm must perform an iteration for each candidate k value, and a metric
must be defined to evaluate which k is the optimal choice, kopt.
Any given node a performs the following steps:
• Candidate k set: Select a value kmax, maximum number of considered mobility
patterns. It is preferable to select the kmax value according to the maximum
number of not interfering channels. The number of mobility patterns provides a
boundary on the number of overlapping clusters since it is advisable to provide
no interfering data channels to overlapped clusters to reduce interference in data
transmissions.
• Initial Euclidean distance: Compute the Euclidean distance of the set of
relative mobility values RMSa, eq. (3.3) with respect to the mean of the values
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in this set E[RMSa]. Note that the value E[RMSa] is equivalent to the centroid
c1 for the trivial case of k = 1. Note that the data set RMSa is composed by the
absolute value of the RM of neighboring nodes - the sign of the RM (positive if
the neighboring node is approaching and negative if it is increasing the distance)
is irrelevant.
Dist1 =
∑
y∈RMSa
(‖y − E[RMSa]‖) (3.3)
The operator ‖.‖ represents the Euclidean norm.
• K-reduced distance: Apply k-means++ in the set RMSa for each candidate k
value in the set {1, . . . , kmax}. For each application of k-means with any candidate
k value a vector of centroids Ck = {c1, . . . , ck} is obtained. The RMSa set is
divided in k subgroups where each RM value belongs to only one of these groups,
concretely the group represented by the closest centroid in terms of Euclidean
distance, eq. (3.4). Then the average Euclidean distance between the relative
mobility values, RMSa, and their respective centroids can be obtained, eq. (3.5).
RMSci,a = {y ∈ RMSa | |y − ci| < |y − cj |; ∀cj ∈ C; j 6= i} (3.4)
Distk =
k∑
i=1
∑
y∈RMSci,a
(‖y − ci]‖) (3.5)
After applying k-means with all k values the node a obtains a set of (kmax − 1)
vectors of centroids CS = {C2, . . . , Ckmax} and a set of (kmax − 1) Euclidean
distances Dist = {Dist2, ..., Distkmax}.
• Select optimal k: The optimal k value, kopt, represents the number of mobility
patterns in the network. The kopt value is the k value within the set of candidates
that maximizes the expression in eq. (3.6). The ζk parameter represents the
increase of stability by considering k mobility patterns instead of k − 1. Math-
ematically, it is a comparison between the reduction of the euclidean distance for
the values k and k-1 in comparison with such in uniform distribution.
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ζk = (Distk−1 −Distk)/(Dist1
k − 1 −
Dist1
k
) (3.6)
Note that if the setRMSa is described by a uniform distribution, then any number
of partitions would be evenly optimal. In a uniform distribution the reduction of
distance between the mean of each partition can be mathematically expressed by
Dist1
k − 1 −
Dist1
k
(3.7)
• Compute th: Once the optimal k value is selected, kopt, the threshold value th
can be calculated from the associated vector of centroids Ckopt . These centroids
represent different mobility patterns, and the RM values belonging to the same
centroid represent nodes moving in the same pattern. In the vector Ckopt the
centroid with the lowest value, c1, represents the mobility pattern of the node a,
and the second lowest centroid, c2, represents the most similar mobility pattern.
Hence, the threshold to discern between the nodes moving in the same mobility
pattern and the rest of the nodes can be obtained by
th = |c2 + c1|/2; |c1| < |c2| < |ci|; ∀ci ∈ C; i 6= 1, 2 (3.8)
After the performance of this first phase, every node obtains the number of patterns,
k, that better describe the mobility characteristics of the scenario. The nodes also
obtain the threshold value, th, in order to distinguish the neighbors moving in the
same pattern.
This first phase is performed independently in every node with different initialization
vectors, hence leading to different results. The accuracy of the algorithm is also af-
fected by the sparsity of the data set RMS, whose size is notoriously lower than data
collections used for data mining techniques (commonly composed of thousands of data
samples). Thus, a second phase is proposed to optimize the obtained results and correct
potential errors.
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Second Phase: Wisdom of Crowds
Wisdom of crowds [32] is a concept borrowed from the study of social behavior and
human knowledge. This concept describes how the collective judgement of numerous,
but limited intelligent entities, may rival or surpass the reasoning capabilities of a more
expert entity. This concept has been recently applied to multi-disciplinary applications,
including next generation ad hoc cognitive networks [94]. Wisdom of crowds requires
two features, density and diversity. Regarding diversity, the nodes must obtain variable
results, free from systematic mistakes. Regarding density, the quantity of the nodes
must be representative of a crowd. The first requirement is provided by the prob-
abilistic fashion of the initialization phase in the k-means++ algorithm. The second
requirement, i.e. diversity, fosters better results in dense ad hoc networks and limits the
accuracy of the algorithm in sparse networks (this will be noticed in the performance
evaluation).
Following this line of thought, we propose cooperative mechanism to optimize the
results obtained during the first phase. Note that during the first phase, all nodes in
the neighborhood of a node solve the same problem, obtaining ideally the same value
kopt, and the same value th if the nodes belong to the same pattern. We say ideally
because in practice, some of the nodes will achieve wrong results. This is due to the
probabilistic fashion of the selection of the initialization vector. However, except in
very challenging conditions, the majority of nodes will obtain same values, hence all
nodes can cooperate and share their knowledge to agree on a common kopt value. Then,
all nodes within the same pattern can agree on a common th value.
The nodes perform the following steps:
• Sharing knowledge: Every node computes the first phase and obtains the
candidates kopt and th values. Then the nodes broadcast these values in the next
hello message.
• Ballot: Every node receives the values from neighbors and in a ballot fashion
selects the most voted kopt value as the fk (final k).
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• Provisional threshold: Once fk is elected, every node obtains a provisional
threshold value pth. This value, pth is equal to th if the node has voted the
elected fk in the previous step. Otherwise the node selects as pth the th sent by
the neighbor with lower relative mobility that has voted the elected fk.
• Final threshold: Every node a with a provisional threshold ptha obtains the
final threshold, th, as the mean of the thresholds voted by the stable nodes that
has voted the elected fk, eq. (3.9). The set of stable nodes, S0,a, is given by
comparing the provisional threshold and the relative mobility. Note that |S0,a|
refers to the number of elements in the set S0,a.
fTha =
∑
x∈S0,a
Thx
|S0,a| ; (3.9)
S0,a = {x ∈ Sa| |RMa(x)| < pTh; koptx = fk}
• th, kopt values: Every node sets the final values kopt = fk and th = fth.
3.4.1 Complexity analysis
Regarding the complexity of the proposed mobility pattern recognition algorithm, in
each execution every node performs K-means++ kmax times. In terms of convergence
K-means is proven to be fast and its computational complexity is O(nkd+1 log n) [95].
Where n is the number of samples (number of 1-hop neighbors), d the dimension of
the samples (1 in this case since the samples are scalar values) and k the number of
groups in which the samples are divided (that in this case is bounded to kmax). Since
both the number of samples and the number of groups are low values, and the number
of dimensions is 1, the computational complexity is low.
3.4.2 Simulation results
The cognitive algorithm presented is evaluated in matlab under three scenarios with
four, three and two mobility patterns. Fig. 3.3 depicts the four orthogonal mobility
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patterns considered. The evaluation focuses on the accuracy in the computation of the
number of mobility patterns. Nodes are described by their mobility vectors (in two-
dimensional Cartesian vector) ~m = (x, y), which are randomly generated according to
a Gaussian distribution with the parameters shown in table 3.1.
For the scenario with two patterns only patterns 1 and 2 are used. For the scenario
with three patterns, the patterns used are 1, 2 and 3. Only the four mobility pattern
scenario uses the 4 patterns described in Fig. 3.3. Samples are generated with several
variances.
Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters for scenario with 4 patterns, Matlab
µ σ
Pattern 1 8.0 1.0, 2.0
Pattern 2 10.0 1.0, 2.0
Pattern 3 12.0 1.0, 2.0
Pattern 4 14.0 1.0, 2.0
Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show the accuracy of mobility pattern recognition for the men-
tioned scenarios: four, three and two mobility patterns respectively. The accuracy is
expressed by % of pattern classification errors produced by the nodes (error in the eval-
uation of the number of patterns). It can be seen that there is a significant improvement
in accuracy produced by the second phase of the protocol. This improvement is more
effective with higher node density. It is also worth noting that simpler scenarios yield
better results. There is a significant performance improvement for the scenarios with
three and two mobility patterns when compared to the scenario with four patterns.
Scenarios with less mobility patterns are more likely to be classified correctly.
Regarding the variance, the results do not show a clear relationship between smaller
variance and better performance. In fact, for the scenarios with three and four pat-
terns, a parameter σ = 2.0 performs better than σ = 1.0. Although this result may
seem counter-intuitive, it is due to the fact that higher variability (higher variance)
in the samples may improve the performance of k-means++, since it helps to correct
the mistakes produced by eventual wrong selection of the initialization vectors. On
the other hand, lower variability (lower variance) produces better performance of the
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Figure 3.3: Simulation scenarios for 4, 3 and 2 mobility patterns described in
Table 3.1. The x and y values of the random mobility vectors are generated
with normal distributions.
k-means++ when the initial vector is correctly chosen. Hence, the variance of the
samples poses a trade-off between the performance of k-means++ and the capability
to correct wrong choices for the initialization vector. It is worth mentioning that in the
performance evaluation, we also realised simulations for σ = 3.0 yielding worse results
than for σ = 2 and σ = 1. This value for the variance is to high with respect to the
means, hence we decided to discard the values obtained for σ = 3.
It is worth emphasizing that this section provides an evaluation of the proposed al-
gorithm with some data sets produced with the parameters described in Table 3.1. We
evaluate the correctness of the algorithm when classifying mobility vectors, but in this
evaluation we are not applying the proposed algorithm in conjunction with clustering
techniques, hence we are not simulating clustering performance in an ad hoc network.
Such complete simulation will be introduced in following chapters.
It is worth mentioning that the presented results are not compared against existing
approaches because, to the best of the authors knowledge, there are no algorithms
in the state of the art to solve the problem of categorizing the number of mobility
patterns with relative velocity values. As mentioned in sec. 3.3, the existing algorithms
categorize individual mobility or overall status of the network.
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Figure 3.4: Accuracy: scenario with 4 patterns.
Figure 3.5: Accuracy: scenario with 3 patterns.
Figure 3.6: Accuracy: scenario with 2 patterns.
3.5 Conclusion
Mobility pattern recognition techniques as proposed in the state of the art are not
suitable for mobility-aware clustering. This is mainly due to their complexity, the
requirement for knowledge of previous configuration and the need for centralization.
Our proposed approach however, can yield accurate mobility pattern information in
an adaptive and on-demand fashion for the scenarios of two and three patterns. The
accuracy also depends on the variance, in fact, for a variance σ = 3.0, not included in
these results, the accuracy decreases significantly (the results for σ = 3 can be found
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in [C8]). The scenario tested for four patterns can also be categorized accurately by
the proposed algorithm if sufficient node density is provided. The algorithm proposed
can distinguish the number of mobility patterns in the scenario and categorize nodes
according their pattern. The algorithm is performed distributively, the nodes first
perform the first phase of the algorithm independently and then share their results in
order to find more optimal values based on the philosophy of wisdom of crowds.
In the next chapter this algorithm is implemented in ns2 in conjunction with the clus-
tering algorithm provided in chapter 2. Simulation results are given for the scenario
described in sec. 3.2.1 and validated with an analytical model.
Chapter 4
Simulation results and theoretical
analysis
Chapter Outline: This chapter provides a comprehensive simulation study where
clustering combine the mobility pattern recognition approach (described chapter 3)
with the mobility aware clustering algorithm (presented in chapter 2). The chapter also
caters for a study on the efficiency of clustering techniques under different configuration
parameters such as the merging strategy and the broadcast period. The results included
in this chapter are validated with a newly devised analytical model that is developed
herein.1
4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a performance evaluation of the clustering algorithm in conjunc-
tion with the mobility pattern recognition algorithm under realistic scenarios. This
performance evaluation was done using ns2 in a scenario representing urban mobil-
ity as described in sec. 3.2.1. The proposed algorithm is compared to Mobic [20].
Our intention by comparing our proposed cognitive clustering algorithm to Mobic is to
demonstrate by simulations and analysis that the mobility pattern recognition feature
1Related Publications: [J5][C9][C7][C6]
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can bring outstanding gains and that this feature can be combined dynamically with
a cognitive approach. Although other mobility-aware clustering algorithms have been
proposed after Mobic, this algorithm represents a valid benchmark for our performance
evaluation: i) Mobic is well-known and can be implemented in ns2; indeed we obtained
the same simulation results as the authors of Mobic; ii) Mobic is fully dynamic and
does not require additional inputs about the characteristics of the scenario, this is a
feature that is common with our proposed algorithm; iii) Mobic is not assisted by GPS
location information.
The performance evaluation is validated analytically. The chapter provides a thorough
explanation of our analytical model designed for cluster lifetime estimation. In this
analytical model, urban mobility with and without mobility pattern recognition, is
modeled in order to validate the results of both Mobic and the proposed approach.
Moreover, cluster lifetime in a random mobility scenario is also modeled and simulated,
so as to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed analytical model, since the random
mobility model is accurate and well-known. This chapter also provides an evaluation on
the clustering performance under several cluster configuration parameters. Namely, the
frequency of control information exchange and the merging techniques. The simulation
results for this study are also obtained using our Mobic implementation. The proposed
anlytical model is also used to to validate the results obtained.
Cluster overlapping is produced when two mobile clusters fall into the same area. Its
negative effect is an increase in the interference of the control and data channels that in-
creases the data loss rate. It can be claimed that although there are thorough studies on
the minimization of inter-cluster interference due to clustering overlapping [96][97][98],
there are no studies on the impact of this interference in terms of data loss in the con-
trol and data channels, and hence we cannot quantify the increased data loss produced
by this effect. However, a significant number approaches in the state of the art assume
that such interference is not negligible ,and prevent overlapping by selecting clusterhead
nodes that are not within each other’s transmission range, e.g. [99][100]. In these works,
the eventual meeting events between two clusterheads due to mobility is solved with a
merging procedure, where one of the clusterheads resigns and joins the other cluster that
can also absorb the cluster-members of the broken cluster. Merging however poses a
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trade-off between interference and stability, since merging clusters decreases the cluster
lifetime and overlapping clusters increases interference. This trade-off is addressed in
the state of the art with three different strategies: i) merging immediately after first
contact between clusterhads [99][100][101][102]; ii) waiting a contention interval after
contact before activating the merging procedure [20][41]; iii) not merging (this is the
most common approach since many research efforts do not even address the issue of
overlapping clusters) [4][40][103][104]. Authors normally suggest one of these strategies
without justification. In fact there was no state of the art on any study regarding the
efficiency of merging procedures. This chapter caters for such a study and presents
some simulation and analytical results surrounding this aspect.
Another fundamental configuration parameter in clustering algorithms is the broadcast
period, i.e. the frequency of control information exchange. This is a key factor in the
efficiency of a clustering algorithm since it directly reflects in the cluster lifetime and
control overhead. The lower the frequency of the control information exchange, the
reduced the capability the cluster poses to adapt to changes in the scenario. High
mobility networks require more control overhead to maintain the network connected.
This signaling is however generally neglected in research works in the literature, which
propose a broadcast period in their simulations without proper justification (with the
exception of [47] that proposed a variable broadcast period that depends on the network
mobility). In this regard, this chapter provides a study on the broadcast period and how
the configuration of this parameter affects cluster performance in fast moving networks.
4.2 Analytical model for mobile clustered networks
This section provides an analytical model to evaluate cluster lifetime and residence time
of nodes in clusters. The analysis covers two distinctive scenarios: random mobility
and urban mobility. Random mobility is generally used as the benchmark scenario in
the majority of research efforts on ad hoc networking. The main advantage of random
mobility is that it can be modeled easily and it is suitable to evaluate the accuracy of our
analytical model. Urban mobility will be used to evaluate the gains of the proposed
cognitive clustering algorithm, since it is a more realistic model for both pedestrian
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and vehicular scenarios. For a better understanding of the analytical model, Table 4.1
summarizes the variables used throughout this section.
Table 4.1: Notation Followed in the Analytical Model
N Number of nodes
Nm Average number of members per cluster
Nc Average number of clusters/CHs
λ Arrival rate of nodes to clusters
µ Departure rate of nodes from clusters
c Merging rate between clusters/CHs
p, q winning/losing bet - gaining/losing CM
ct, wf catastrophe/windfall event - cluster breakage
Plc Probability of losing contention
TCL Cluster lifetime
TRT Residence time of nodes in clusters
tc Contact time between nodes
tm Meeting time between a CH and a given neighboring CH
t2ch Meeting time between a CH and any neighboring CH
A Area of the scenario
Aun Area of the scenario not covered by a CH
r Transmission range
The analysis first derives the expression for the expected cluster lifetime, E[TCL] (aver-
age time of a node serving as a CH before cluster breakage), and residence time, E[TRT ]
(average time of CMs associated with the same cluster). Cluster lifetime depends on
the time of contact between nodes, E[tc] and the merging rate of clusters, c. These two
factors are formulated as a function of relative velocity between nodes, vr. Relative ve-
locity is then evaluated for random mobility, urban mobility, and urban mobility with
mobility pattern recognition. As mentioned earlier, the results for random mobility
are mainly intended to validate our analytical model, since relative mobility can be
modeled accurately. The analysis of urban mobility with and without pattern recogni-
tion is aimed at evaluating our proposed algorithm and comparing it to the an state of
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the art algorithm in the same scenario, but without the mobility pattern recognition
feature.
4.2.1 Cluster Lifetime
To model cluster lifetime we develop an adaptation of a special case of the Markov
chain model, the Gambler’s ruin problem with windfalls and catastrophes [105]. The
gambler’s ruin model represents the behavior of a gambler that starts with a certain
number of coins (initial state) and makes consecutive bets till he reaches a certain profit
(success state) or loses all money (ruin state). The gambler is continuously winning
and losing bets, hence increasing and decreasing its current number of coins that is
represented by the different transient states in the Markov chain model, Fig 4.1. At
any state the gambler can either lose a bet and move one state left or win a bet and move
one state right. Eventually the game finishes when the gambler either loses all coins
(ruin state) or achieves the intended profit (success state). Hence, ruin and success are
absorbent states (there is no more state transitioning and the game is finished) and
between them there is a finite number of transient states representing the gambler’s
current amount. This model also considers the possibility of passing directly from
any transient state to ruin or success, which is called catastrophe and windfall events
respectively. Windfall events can be seen as jackpot event, where the gambler suddenly
gets all the coins he wants whereas catastrophe models the possibility of losing all
current coins at once. The Gambler’s ruin problem consists of determining the expected
result of the game (ruin or success) that depends on the transient probabilities and the
catastrophe and windfall probabilities. In our case the result of the game is irrelevant,
the significant parameter is the duration of the game since the Gambler’s Ruin problem
can model the cluster behavior.
Cluster lifetime can be modeled in the same manner as the Gambler’s Problem, where
the player represents the CH and the coins represent the CMs. A cluster is continuously
gaining and losing CMs, and eventually meeting other clusters and merging; a cluster
lifetime ends when the CH loses all members or merges with another cluster. Thus, in
the proposed adaptation of the Gambler’s ruin problem there is no success state, both
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sides of the chain represent ruin state, and the Markov chain is symmetric. Hence,
the maximum number of considered CMs per cluster is represented by the transient
state in the middle of the chain, see Fig 4.2. Windfall and catastrophe probabilities are
equivalent since both represent cluster merging. The reason for choosing this model is
that there is a closed form expression to calculate the expected duration of this game
when transient probabilities (p and q in fig. 4.2) are equivalent.
RUIN 1
N-1 SUCCESS. . . N/2 . . . 
wfwf wf wf
ct ct ct ct
p p
q ct q
p
qq
p
q
p   wt
Figure 4.1: Original version of the gambler ruin problem with catastrophes
and windfalls. p and q are transient probabilities representing respectively
the ”winning a bet” and ”losing a bet” events. wf and ct are as well transient
probabilities representing windfalls and catastrophes respectively.
0 1 1 0. . . 3Nm . . . 
wfwf wf wf
ct ct ct ct
p p
q ct q q wt
p
qq
p
q
Figure 4.2: Adaptation of the Markov model for Gambler’s Ruin problem
with windfalls and catastrophes. The transient probabilities are p (getting
a new CM) and q (loosing a CM). Windfall and catastrophe probabilities
wf and ct represent cluster merging. Concretely ct + wf is the probability
for cluster breakage due to merging at any given transient state.
In order to obtain cluster lifetime we must also define the maximum considered num-
ber of members per cluster, since it defines the length of the Markov chain. Due to
symmetry, the middle transient state represents an odd number of CMs. In the pro-
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posed model the maximum number of considered CMs is 3Nm, where Nm is the average
number of members per cluster. This value was obtained heuristically by simulations
in a trial an error fashion, with this value we obtain the accurate results shown in sec.
4.2.5 for the random mobility model. This choice is reasonable when node density is
homogeneous, and it is supported by our simulation results. The probabilities p, q,
ct and wf must also be defined. The probabilities p, getting a CM, and q, losing a
CM, depend on the arrival rate of CMs to clusters (λ) and departure rate of CMs from
clusters (µ) respectively. The probabilities ct and wf , that represent cluster breakage
due to merging events, depend on the cluster merging rate (c). These rates can be
modeled as Poisson processes. It is important to note that, due to the symmetry of the
Markov chain, the probabilities p and q must be equivalent, p = q. Moreover, wf and
ct represent the same event and must be equivalent as well, wf = ct.
As suggested by [106] the departure rate of nodes from clusters depend on the number
of CMs and the expected time of contact between nodes E[tc]. The random variable
that models the departure time of a given CM from a cluster is independent from the
rest of CMs, thus a cluster with n CMs has a departure rate µn = n/E[tc]. The arrival
rate of CMs to clusters is subject to different interpretations. In [106], authors consider
that λ is state independent, i.e. λ has the same value regardless of the number of CMs
in a cluster. This assumption is however counter-intuitive if we consider a network
with homogeneous density of nodes. In our proposed approach, however, we consider
both arrival and departure rates state-independent. That is, the probability of losing or
getting a CM is equivalent for all transient states. We approximate their value to their
statistical expected value, eq. (4.1). The expected values for λ and µ are equivalent,
since the departure of a node from a cluster implies, eventually, the arrival of such
node to another cluster. Hence, the overall arrival and departure events in a network is
approximately equivalent. This is intuitive, since if the expected arrival rate is higher
than the departure rate, this means that new nodes are joining the network. On the
other hand, if the departure rate is statistically higher, then the nodes are leaving the
hierarchical network, and eventually there would be no clusters. In our simulation
environment the number of nodes is constant, thus our approximation is reasonable.
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µ = λ = E[µi] = E[λi] = Nm/E[tc] (4.1)
Merging events occur when two CHs meet. In such a case, one of the CHs resigns the
CH role, hence breaking the cluster, and joins the other cluster. The merging rate c
depends on the expected meeting time between two clusters, E[t2ch] and the probability
of CH resignation, Plc. If the clusterhead resignation policy does not depend on the
number of CMs then Plc is state-independent and Plc = 0.5 (note that in every merging
event of two clusters only one CH resigns its role). Thus, the merging rate can be
obtained as eq. (4.2).
c = Plc/E[t2ch] (4.2)
Probabilities p, q, wf and ct are defined in eq. (4.3). The rates µ, λ and c are Poisson
processes describing events that can happen at any transient state of the proposed
Markov chain model. Hence, the expected duration of any transient state is exponential
with expected value 1/(µ + λ + c). Note that this expression exists in eq. (4.4),
that defines the expected cluster lifetime. It is the first term of the equation and
represents the expected duration of every state. The rest of the equation formulates
the expected number of transitions before reaching the end of the game (the absorbent
state of zero CMs), where H = 3Nm is the maximum number of CMs and h = Nm
is the initial state of the chain. The average number of members per cluster can be
approximated to Nm = (N − Nc)/Nc where N is the number of nodes and Nc the
number of CHs. Similarly, the number of clusters can be estimated Nc = A/(pir
2Ov)
where r is the transmission range, A the area of the scenario and Ov the portion of
the area covered by the CH that is not covered by any other cluster (with Ov = 0.5
in this analysis, obtained from our simulation results). The estimation of the time of
contact between nodes, E[tc], and the meeting time between CHs, E[t2ch], is derived in
following subsections.
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Note that the mathematical expression for E[TCL] is the multiplication of the expected
duration of any transient state, 1/(µ+λ+ c), and the mathematical expression for the
expected game duration provided in [105], with the probability values derived in eq.
4.3.
4.2.2 Time of contact between nodes and residence time in clusters
The expected contact time between nodes E[tc] can be expressed as eq. 4.5 [107]. The
contact time depends on the transmission range r and the average relative velocity
between nodes E[vr] (which is defined later in section 4.2.4).
E[tc] =
4r
piE[vr]
(4.5)
However, the residence time of nodes in clusters may not be equivalent to E[tc] due
to sudden cluster breakages produced by merging events. Hence, residence time TRT
is limited by both the average cluster lifetime E[TCL] and the average time of contact
between nodes E[tc]. Since the arrival rate of nodes to clusters can be described by
a Poisson distribution, the boundary provided by cluster lifetime can be expressed as
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E[TCL]/2, hence the expected value for TRT can be approximated with the expression
in (4.6) where E[TCL] is obtained from eq. (4.4).
E[TRT ] = min{E[tc], (E[TCL]/2)} (4.6)
However, according to our simulations this expression, eq. 4.6, is accurate for random
mobility and for some configurations of the urban mobility scenario. However, it is not
accurate for urban scenarios with mobility pattern recognition. For such scenario we
obtained a new expression by simulations in a trial an error fashion, eq. 4.7. The new
expression only corrects the value (E[TCL]/2) to (3E[TCL]/4), representing the fact
that the nodes are more likely to connect to clusters at the time of cluster formation,
and less likely to connect to the clusters afterwards. This is an effect of the decrease
in the number of node disconnections from clusters.
E[TRT ] = min{E[tc], (3E[TCL]/4)} (4.7)
Note that the expected value for the relative velocity, E[vr], is given later on in section
4.2.4.
4.2.3 Cluster merging rate
The merging rate between clusters depends on the meeting time between CHs, as stated
in eq. (4.2). The meeting time between two given mobile entities is the time required for
these two entities to meet each other. As suggested by [107] the meeting time between
two mobile nodes can be modeled by an exponential distribution when the area of the
scenario and the relative velocity of the nodes are known, eq (4.8), where Aun = A−pir2
is the unexplored area of the scenario and A is the area of the scenario. The factor
2rvr (where r is the transmission range and vr the relative velocity) represents the rate
of the new explored area of the scenario. Note that if both entities are highly mobile,
but they move identically (null relative velocity, vr = 0), the mobile entities will never
meet. On the other hand, if the relative velocity is high, the meeting time is reduced.
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E[tm] = Aun/2rvr (4.8)
In our scenario however the meeting time does not refer to the encounter of two given
objects but to the meeting event between a CH and any of the other Nc − 1 CHs in
the scenario. Hence, E[t2ch] is the expected time for a CH to meet a neighboring CH
in a set of Nc − 1. The meeting events with any neighbor in a set of (Nc − 1) CHs are
described by independent exponential distributions, hence the expected time to meet
the first CH can be expressed by (4.9).
E[t2ch] = E[min{tm(1), . . . , tm(Nc − 1)}] = E[tm]
(Nc − 1) (4.9)
Note that, the merging rate was defined in eq. 4.2, that depends on E[t2ch]. Using
the expression in eq. 4.9 for the value of E[t2ch] we can formulate the merging rate of
clusters as (4.10).
c =
Plc
E[t2ch]
=
(Nc − 1)2rvr
(A− r2pi) Plc (4.10)
4.2.4 Relative velocity between nodes
We have defined in previous sections the expected cluster lifetime, that depends on the
expected values of the contact time between nodes and the meeting time between CHs,
E[tc] and E[t2ch] respectively. These two parameters depend on the relative velocity
between the nodes. Relative velocity between two nodes consists on the moving velocity
of one node with respect to the other, and it can be measured in multiple manners -
such as geolocation information, signal strength measurements or Doppler effect.
In this section we derive the expressions for relative velocity between nodes for two
different scenarios, random mobility and urban mobility. Then we calculate the reduc-
tion in the average relative velocity among nodes when mobility pattern recognition is
applied to the urban scenario. This is the difference between the average relative mo-
bility of the neighbors of a node, when this node considers only the neighbors moving
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with the same pattern, with respect to such value when the node considers all neigh-
bors. It is worth noting that the analytical model given in this section for the relative
velocity in random mobility scenarios is well-known, and described in other research
works [108]. This model has shown noticeable accuracy in previous results and it will
be used here for the validation of our analytical model for cluster lifetime and residence
time. On the other hand, for the relative mobility in urban scenarios we derive our
own approximation. We derive expressions for relative velocity in urban scenarios for
both cases - with and without mobility pattern recognition. It is to be noted in the
performance evaluation that the results can achieve sufficient accuracy to evaluate the
gains of our proposed protocol.
The relative velocity between two nodes with velocity vectors ~v1 and ~v2 can be for-
mulated as eq. (4.11), where v is the average velocity of the nodes and α is the angle
between the velocity vectors, see Fig. 4.3. The average velocity depends on the scen-
ario characteristics (vehicular or pedestrian mobility) while the angle α depends on the
mobility model (random mobility; urban mobility; and urban mobility with mobility
pattern recognition). Note that eq. 4.11 is well-known and can be found in [108].
vr =
√
v21 + v
2
2 − 2v1v2 cos(α) = 2v sin(
α
2
) (4.11)

1v
2v
_ 21rv
_12rv
Figure 4.3: The relative of two nodes with respect to one another are opposite
vectors with equivalent magnitude.
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Random mobility
The work in [108] provides an expression for the probability function of relative velocity
in a random mobility model. When nodes move randomly α can take any value in the
range [0, 2pi] with identical probability, thus its probability density function (pdf) is
uniform fα = 1/(2pi). Hence, the pdf of the relative velocity is expressed by
fvr(vr) =
1√
4v2 − v2r
1
pi
(4.12)
Urban mobility
Urban mobility limits the nodes movement to two opposite directions. This affects the
pdf of the angle α. In an urban scenario the angle between the two velocity vectors
is more likely to get a value near 0 (if nodes follow the same direction) or pi (if nodes
follow opposite directions). On the other hand, finding nodes for which the α value
is around pi/2 or 3pi/2 has a low probability, since it implies one of the nodes has an
orthogonal movement direction with respect to the street direction.
Following these objectives, we propose an approximation of the probability density
function of the angle α with the curves depicted in Fig. 4.4. The functions were
obtained through curve fitting with trigonometric expressions, since this mathematical
expressions allow us to use the transformation in eq. 4.15 to obtain the pdf of the
relative velocity functions, i.e. eq. 4.19 and eq. 4.22. Note that the same transformation
was used in [108] to obtain eq. 4.12 (for the pdf of the relative velocity for random
mobility).
fα(α) =
1 + cos(2α)
2pi
α ∈ [0, 2pi] (4.13)
Since vr, eq. (4.11), depends on
α
2 , we must derive the pdf of fα2 (x) where (x =
α
2 )
fα
2
(x) =
1 + cos(4x)
pi
x ∈ [0, pi] (4.14)
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Applying the transformation in eq. (4.15) we obtain the probability density function of
relative velocity vr in urban mobility eq. (4.19) that is symmetric and normalized in the
range [−vmax, vmax]. Only the range defined in the positive region, after normalization,
will be taken into account to obtain the expected relative velocity E[vr].
fvr(vr) = |
∂g−1(vr)
∂vr
|fα
2
(g−1(vr))
g(
α
2
) = 2v sin(
α
2
) and g−1(vr) = arcsin(
vr
2v
)
(4.15)
fvr(vr) =
∣∣∣∣∂ arcsin( vr2v )∂vr
∣∣∣∣ fα2 (arcsin( vr2v )) (4.16)
=
∣∣∣∣∂ arcsin( vr2v )∂vr
∣∣∣∣ 2 + 8 cos4(arcsin( vr2v ))− 8 cos2(arcsin( vr2v ))pi (4.17)
=
∣∣∣∣∂ arcsin( vr2v )∂vr
∣∣∣∣ 2 + 8(
√
1− ( vr2v )2)4 − 8(
√
1− ( vr2v )2)2
pi
(4.18)
=
1√
4v2 − v2r
2 + 8(
√
1− ( vr2v )2)4 − 8(
√
1− ( vr2v )2)2
pi
(4.19)
Urban mobility with mobility pattern recognition
When mobility pattern recognition is applied in an urban scenario the network is divided
in two subgroups regarding the nodes’ moving direction. Cooperative group formation
is performed only between nodes belonging to the same subgroup. In this scenario the
average relative velocity between nodes belonging to the same subgroup is reduced.
The angle α in such a case has a value near zero, hence it is more probable to find
values near zero and this probability is progressively reduced for the rest of α values.
The pdf of α and α/2 can be expressed by eq (4.20) and eq. (4.21) respectively. The
pdf of α is achieved by truncating the range α ∈ [pi2 , 3pi2 ] in the pdf 4.13. Note that
nullifying the probability for this range of angles is reasonable if we assume mobility
pattern recognition since we are not considering nodes moving in opposite directions.
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fα(α) =

1+cos(2α)
pi α ∈ [0, pi2 ] ∪ [3pi2 , 2pi]
0 α ∈ [pi2 , 3pi2 ]
(4.20)
fα
2
(x) =

1+cos(4x)
pi/2 x ∈ [0, pi4 ] ∪ [3pi4 , pi]
0 x ∈ [pi4 , 3pi4 ]
(4.21)
Thus the pdf of vr can be defined with a closed form expression similar to eq 4.19 but
normalized in the range vr ∈ [−vmax sin(pi4 ), vmax sin(pi4 )]
fvr(vr) =
1√
4v2 − v2r
2 + 8(
√
1− ( vr2v )2)4 − 8(
√
1− ( vr2v )2)2
(pi/2)
(4.22)
Average relative velocity between nodes
Previous sections define the probability density functions (pdf) of the relative velocity,
vr, for the three different scenarios addressed. The pdf for the random variables α
and vr for random mobility, urban mobility and urban mobility with mobility pattern
recognition are depicted in figure 4.4. Mobility pattern recognition has a considerable
positive effect in the pdf of vr, hence increasing the time of contact between nodes
according to eq. (4.5). It can be appreciated that in random mobility it is more
probable to find high values for relative velocity (in the extremes of the x axis) and
very low probability for finding low relative velocity values (values around zero). In
urban mobility the probability for the lower values of relative velocity are increased with
respect to random mobility, however, the probability to find higher values also increases.
On the other hand, in the third scenario, when only one mobile direction is considered,
the highest probability is given for values close to zero, and it is progressively reduced
for higher values.
The expected relative velocity in this scenarios can now be obtained using the expression
in eq. (4.23), where v′ = vmax for random and urban mobility , and v′ = vmax sin(pi/4)
for the third scenario, where the mobility pattern recognition is applied. Note that
throughout this anlytical model, except in this subsection, the value E[vr] is simply
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Figure 4.4: Pdf of α and vr for the three scenarios studied: random mobility,
urban mobility and urban mobility with mobility pattern recognition. In
this example the pdf for vr are shown for an average speed of 1m/s (hence
a maximum relative velcity of 2m/s). Pdfs for vr are shown before normal-
ization.
referred to as vr, representing the expected relative velocity between nodes in the
network.
E[vr] =
∫ v′
0
2vrfvr(vr)∂vr (4.23)
4.2.5 Validation of the analytical model
This subsection caters for a comparison between analytical and simulation results in
order to validate the analytical model. For this purpose cluster lifetime and residence
time of nodes in clusters are calculated analytically and by simulations in ns2. The
reason to perform this evaluation with the random mobility scenario is due to the
accuracy of the model for relative velocity in the random mobility scenarios that has
been used in previous publications [108],[106].
For this comparison the well known clustering algorithm MOBIC [20] was implemented
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with the parameters shown in table 4.2. Note that this algorithm is not provided with
any mobility pattern recognition technique. Figure 4.5 shows analytical and simulation
results for cluster lifetime and residence time for two cases: (i) when merging procedures
are activated; (ii) and when merging procedures are deactivated (hence merging rate
is zero, thus the probabilities wf and ct are null). It can be appreciated that for
this scenario the results are very accurate, hence the proposed model based in the
Gambler’s Ruin problem is valid. For this validation the number of clusters and the
average members per cluster are obtained through simulations, and not approximated
by analytical expressions, in order to validate more accurately our model for cluster
lifetime.
Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters
Number of Nodes 100
Wireless Interface default values (Lucent WaveLAN DSSS)
MAC protocol 802.11
speed 1,2,4,8,12 and 16 m/s
transmission range 100 m
simulation time 2000 s
broadcast interval 1.0 s
propagation model two ray ground
4.3 Proposed solution: Cognitive clustering, holistic sim-
ulation results versus analytical comparison.
Our cognitive clustering algorithm, referred to as CC in the rest of this section, was
implemented in ns2, within the framework implemented by [109], and simulated in the
scenario described in sec. 3.2.1. The framework in [109] provides ns2 built-in structures
to transmit clustering overhead between nodes and to define the clustering heuristic and
metrics required to form a hierarchical topology. We implemented the CC algorithm
using the data structures included in this framework. The CC algorithm is composed
by the clustering algorithm in chapter 2 and the mobility pattern recognition algorithm
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Figure 4.5: Cluster lifetime and residence time for a random mobility scen-
ario. Results are presented for both cases, merging procedures activated
and deactivated. Clustering lifetime is obtained with eq. 4.4 and residence
time with eq. 4.6.
in chapter 3. Pattern recognition is used to obtain the threshold value th, described in
equations 2.4 (chapter 2) and 3.9 (chapter 3).
In order to achieve the self-configuration feature the nodes must send control inform-
ation periodically. Concretely, nodes must transmit a control packet informing about
the node status and list of neighbors. In the performance evaluation the information
exchange periodicity is set to 1 second (referred to as broadcast period). Apart from
this overhead, there is an explicit control information exchange produced on-demand
by nodes for re-clustering process. When nodes get disconnected from clusters they
can join other clusters without waiting for the broadcast period. This overhead is
common in mobility-aware clustering algorithms, hence our algorithm does not require
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additional overhead with respect to previously proposed algorithms. In fact, as shown
in the performance evaluation, our algorithm can effectively reduce the on-demand
overhead dedicated to re-clustering. The mobility pattern recognition mechanism can
be activated with less frequency. This frequency is 10 times lower than the clustering
broadcast period in our performance evaluation, hence every 10 seconds some extra
information is piggybacked in the clustering control packets for mobility pattern recog-
nition. The information piggybacked is only the provisional threshold, pth.
Table 4.3 shows the simulation parameters. The channel model is the Two Ray Ground
since it considers fading and multipath effects [110]. The wireless interface chosen, for
the transmission of control packets is the 802.11b, configured with the default settings
in ns2. Every simulation has been repeated 10 times (10 equivalent scenarios created
in Bonnmotion2.1). The analytical model is used to validate our results and compare
the gains in terms of residence time and cluster lifetime for urban mobility without and
without mobility pattern recognition. For the case of no mobility pattern recognition
the Mobic algorithm has been implemented [20].
Table 4.3: Simulation Parameters
Number of Nodes 100
Wireless Interface default values (Lucent WaveLAN DSSS)
speed 1,2,4,8,12, 16 and 20 m/s
transmission range 25, 50, 75 and 100 m
simulation time 2000 s
clustering broadcast period 1.0 s
pattern recognition period 10s
propagation model two ray ground
Scenario size 900 x 50 m
Mobility Model Random Waypoint with attraction points
Simulation and analytical results for cluster lifetime and residence time are shown in
Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 respectively. The analytical results for urban mobility are not
as accurate as for the case of random mobility. In fact, for urban mobility (with and
without mobility pattern recognition) we only obtain accurate results for the case of
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100m transmission range with low mobility. This is because we obtained the length of
the Markov chain for case the of 100m transmission range (sec. 4.2.5), and also because
we use an accurate model for the pdf of random mobility and only an approximation
for the pdfs of urban mobility and urban mobility with mobility pattern recognition.
This approximation is done in the pdf of the angle α (see sec. 4.2.4).
Figure 4.6: Analytical and Simulation results for cluster lifetime for Mobic
and the proposed algorithm.
Figure 4.7: Analytical and Simulation results for residence time for Mobic
and the proposed algorithm.
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The estimation error (difference between analytical and simulation results in %) is
shown in Fig. 4.8. It is worth noticing that the analytical results for all cases, transmis-
sion range between 100m to 25m, still provide results with the same order of magnitude
as the simulation results. Analytical and simulation results also achieve the same gains
when comparing Mobic with the proposed CC algorithm, which analytically is rep-
resented by the results for urban mobility and urban mobility with mobility pattern
recognition respectively. This is because the estimation errors for urban mobility and
urban mobility with mobility pattern recognition are similar, i.e. the estimation error
difference when comparing both cases is low, this is shown in Fig. 4.9.
Figure 4.8: Estimation error in % for the analytical results with respect to
simulation results.
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Figure 4.9: Error difference between the case for Mobic and CC.
Analytical and simulation results for the cluster lifetime gain, shown in Fig. 4.10, show
that the cluster lifetime is more than two times higher when our cognitive clustering
algorithm is applied. This result is sustained by our analytical model; this gain is even
higher with increased transmission range. This effect is produced by the increment in
the density of the nodes (since it increases the performance of the proposed cognitive
algorithm for mobility pattern recognition) and also by the increase in the time of
contact between nodes that makes the network more stable. Similarly, the residence
time of nodes in clusters presents a noticeable gain, Fig. 4.10. The contact time
between cluster members and clusterheads is increased more than three times in our
analysis and simulation results. This gain is higher for higher transmission ranges, and
decreases at higher speeds.
As shown by Fig. 4.10, the proposed mobility aware clustering algorithm almost triples
the residence time, in contrast to the state-of-the-art mobility pattern unaware coun-
terparts. That is, the proposed algorithm reduces the number of affiliation packets
sent by the CMs by up to three times, as well as the quantity of disconnections, hence
reducing the data loss rate. This directly translates into energy efficiency enhancement
of mobile terminals. Figure 4.11 shows the gain of the proposed protocol in terms of
re-clustering overhead saving. For this figure only the on-demand overhead for the re-
clustering process is taken into account, i.e. the dedicated control packet transmissions
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for nodes joining clusters, which is also associated with the rate of node disconnection
events. Both simulation and analytical results show an average of 70% saving when
compared with Mobic in terms of reduced overhead.
Figure 4.10: Respective gains for cluster lifetime and residence time for our
algorithm with respect to the state of the art. Analytical and simulation
results are presented.
Figure 4.11: Overhead reduction for re-clustering process of the proposed CC
algorithm with respect to Mobic.
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4.4 Evaluation on merging mechanisms for clustered mo-
bile networks
This section studies the efficiency of merging procedures in the state of the art [20][41].
Merging is a the common approach to prevent clustering overlapping, which is a relevant
issue in clustered mobile networks due to the frequent occurrence of clusterhead meeting
events. A merging procedure consists of joining two clusters, that cover the same
area, into a single one. Merging however also implies breaking one cluster to join a
different one, hence re-organization. Therefore, it poses a trade-off between overlapping
reduction and stability enhancement. This study provides an evaluation of such trade-
off from an energy efficiency perspective.
4.4.1 System model
This study considers an ad hoc network of mobile devices that arrange themselves into
clusters with one device as the leader, i.e. clusterhead. The clusterheads are directly
connected to each cluster-member of the cluster. When two CHs get into transmission
range of each other, and merging procedures are implemented, one of the CHs resigns
and joins the other cluster. The surviving cluster also absorbs the CMs that are in
contact.
Some authors propose to use a contention time interval before activating the merging
procedure [20][41]. If contention time intervals are applied, then the clusterheads get-
ting in contact activate a time-out. The merging event only takes place if the CHs are
still in contact after time-out expiration. Fig. 4.12 depicts the system model.
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Figure 4.12: System Model of a hierarchical mobile network.
4.4.2 Effect of contention time intervals in the merging rate and over-
lapping time
Contention intervals are proposed to reduce the number of merging events. When
two CHs get into transmission range it triggers a contention time-out. After time-out
expiration, if the CHs are still in contact then the merging procedure is activated.
This technique implies a trade-off between interference and stability. The bigger the
interval the higher the overlapping time allowed between CHs and the lower the number
of merging events, thus the merging rate is reduced what implicitly increases stability.
We now propose analytical expressions to evaluate the merging rate and the overlapping
time as function of the relative velocity vr, the transmission range r and the contention
interval Tc. The cluster lifetime is then obtained with equation (4.4) (chapter 4).
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Figure 4.13: The effect of contention time intervals can be modeled by calcu-
lating the reduced radius that activates the merging events.
A meeting event can be described by the chord that the CH traces in the circle described
by the transmission range of the neighbouring CH. Let d be the length of that chord,
then the meeting event does not trigger a merging event if d < Tcvr holds. Hence,
the reduced merging rate can be calculated using a smaller transmission radius r′, eq.
(4.24), for which d < Tcvr. This radius is obtained using Pythagorean theorem, Figure
4.13. Moreover, for the merging events that are activated, i.e d > Tcvr, there is a
delay of Tc seconds between the meeting time and the merging event. Thus the new
estimated meeting time can be expressed as eq. (4.25).
r′ =
√
r2 − min{2r, (Tcvr)}
2
4
(4.24)
c′ =
Plc
E′[t2ch]
=
[
(A− r′2pi)
(Nc − 1)2r′vr +
Tc
2
]−1
Plc (4.25)
The average overlapping time (fraction of time that a CH is under transmission range
of a neighbouring CH) when merging procedures are not active can be approximated
by the probability that a CH moves into a region already covered by another CH. This
probability can be expressed as the portion of scenario covered by the neighbouring
clusters (4.26). If merging procedures are active and Tc is null, then the overlapping
time is close to zero since the merging procedures are activated immediately after
any contact between two CHs. When merging procedures are active and Tc > 0 the
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overlapping time is not null and approximated by the expression (4.27), where (4r/pi)
is the average distance travelled by a node during contact time with another node
[107], and vrTc is the distance traveled until the merging event is triggered by time-out
expiration.
Over =
A− pir2Ov
A
(4.26)
Over′ =
[
A− pir2Ov
A
] [
min{(4r/pi), vrTc}
(4r/pi)
]
(4.27)
Note that the variable Over defines the probability that a given CH, at a given time, is
under the transmission range of another CH, which depends on the area of the scenario
A and the area covered by other CHs, i.e. (A − pir2Ov). More insights on metrics for
encountering-based protocols can be found in [107]). In Over′ we take into account
that the value of Tc limits the overlapping events. On the one hand, if Tc is zero then
merging events are activated and the probability for a CH to be overlapped is null. On
the other hand, if Tc has a high value, the value of Over
′ approaches the value of Over,
where no merging events are activated.
Simulations have been performed using ns-2. Table 4.4 lists the simulation parameters
required to reproduce these results. The clustering algorithm implemented is the well
known Mobic [20]. Free space is adopted as propagation model since in this study
we want to isolate the clustering performance from the channel impairments, hence
focusing on the effect of mobility on the clustering organization.
Figure 4.14 presents simulation results (top) and analytical evaluation (bottom) for
overlapping time between clusters. Analytical results are obtained with expression
(4.27). The contention intervals used are Tc = [0, 5, 10, 15, 20] seconds. In fig. 4.15 the
cluster lifetime is plotted for both simulation and analytical evaluation. The merging
rate required for the cluster lifetime evaluation is in this case calculated by eq. (4.25).
Analytical and simulation results show that the inclusion of contention intervals can
increase cluster lifetime but with a high cost on overlapping time. It can be noticed that
there is a minor increase in cluster lifetime from Tc = 0 to Tc = 5, but the increase of
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Table 4.4: Simulation Parameters
Number of Nodes 100
Wireless Interface default values (Lucent WaveLAN DSSS)
MAC protocol 802.11
speed 1,2,4,8 and 16 m/s
transmission range 100 m
simulation time 2000 s
broadcast interval 1.0 s
propagation model Free Space
scenario 500x500m
overlapping time is considerable. Similarly, a big contention interval, Tc = 20, does not
effectively reduce overlapping time but the negative impact on stability is noticeable
(shorter cluster lifetime). The effectiveness of contention time intervals with respect to
energy cost is given in the following section.
Regarding cluster lifetime, the reader may notice the increase of cluster lifetime at
high speeds for higher values of contention time interval (Tc = [10, 15, 20]). This effect
may seem counter-intuitive, however it is a clear evidence of the big impact of merging
procedures on clustering stability. When the relative speed vr is high and the contention
time interval Tc is high as well, then the allowed traveled distance without activating
merging procedures may be bigger than the transmission range, i.e vrTc > r. Thus, in
our theoretical analysis merging procedures are not activated. In this case the cluster
lifetime is the same as for the scenario with no merging procedures. This result is clear
in the analytical evaluation, and follows the same trend in the simulation results.
It is clear from these results that immediate merging results in shortest overlapping
time, shown in Fig 4.14, while avoiding merging procedure altogether is the best op-
tion for more stable clusters (longest cluster lifetime), as shown in Fig 4.15. On the
other hand, using varying contention time interval tries to provide a trade-off between
stable clustering and interference among multiple clusters. However, our results show
that the trade-off provides an unnoticeable increase in cluster lifetime compared to
the increase of overlapping represented by longer interference period between multiple
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clusters; hence the results recommend avoiding the use of variable contention intervals
and always choosing between immediate merging or avoiding merging, depending on
the scenario characteristics.
Figure 4.14: Simulation and analytical results for overlapping time between
CHs. Several values for contention intervals have been used Tc =
[0, 5, 10, 15, 20]
4.4.3 Energy Efficiency evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of the different strategies (no merging procedures
and merging procedures with different contention intervals) the effect of overlapping
time and stability on the energy efficiency of the system is considered. When stability
is decreased there is an increased affiliation rate τaff (nodes joining clusters) that is
inversely proportional to residence time. For every affiliation there is a transmission
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Figure 4.15: Simulation and analytical results for cluster lifetime. Several
values for contention intervals have been used Tc = [0, 5, 10, 15, 20]
time where data is lost ζaff . The overall data lost due to affiliations depends on the
total number of affiliations τaffT , where T is the time in seconds, and the data lost
per affiliation ζaffR, where R is the transmission rate. Hence, the data lost due to
instability is given by the expression τaffTζaffR. Similarly, we can formulate the
overlapping time by τovT , where τov is the probability for a CH to be overlapped,
eq. (4.27), and ζovR the data lost during overlapping time. The energy per bit Eb
considered in this analysis is obtained from the well accepted model in [111]. Thus,
the energy efficiency can be expressed by eq. (4.28), and with a simple mathematical
manipulation the equation can be simplified to (4.29).
EE =
RT − (τaffTζaffR+ τovTζovR)
RTEb
(4.28)
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EE =
1− (τaffζaff + τovζov)
Eb
(4.29)
The energy efficiency depends on the factors τaff and τov, obtained with the proposed
analytical model, and ζaff and ζov that represent the impact on energy efficiency of
stability and overlapping effect respectively. Finding the exact values of the factors
ζaff and ζov is out of the scope of this evaluation. Instead we explore a set of values
ζaff and ζov that cover almost all possible relationships. In the proposed analysis the
disconnection time per affiliation is set to an exemplary value of 500 ms, i.e. ζaff =
0.5 (which corresponds with half the clustering broadcast period). Then the energy
efficiency is evaluated for the values ζov ∈ [1, 10e − 12]. Note the ζov is defined in the
range [1, 0], thus we are covering a big set of reasonable relationships between ζaff and
ζov.
The energy efficiency is plotted in Fig. 4.16 against variable velocity for different values
of contention time interval, including no merging and immediate merging (Tc = 0)
cases. The figure shows the three different cases for data loss rate due to overlapping
effect, ζov: high data loss rate (case a), concretely ζov = 0.1; low data loss rate ζov (case
c), concretely ζov = 0.001; and an intermediate loss rate (case b), concretely ζov = 0.02.
In our simulations, only in the range ζov ∈ (0.1, 0.001) the highest energy efficiency
can be achieved for merging procedures with contention time intervals with a positive
value (Tc > 0). When the data loss due to overlapping is higher (ζov > 0.1) immediate
merging (null contention interval) is the best strategy. If the data loss rate is low (ζov <
0.001), then merging procedures are not cost-effective and not recommended. The
interesting result is that the application of contention intervals is rarely cost effective,
since there is a small set of values for which contention time intervals achieve a higher
energy efficiency.
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Figure 4.16: Energy efficiency for the three different scenarios exposed: (A)
ζov = 0.1; (B) ζov = 0.02; and (C) ζov = 0.001 (C). Several values for contention
time intervals have been used Tc = [0, 5, 10, 15, 20]
4.5 Evaluation of clustering efficiency in fast moving ob-
jects
This section show our investigation on the feasibility of forming stable clusters between
fast moving nodes. This study is relevant in the framework of vehicular networks,
where clustering is suggested for the efficient transmission of road safety messages, for
scalability reasons in applications such as traffic monitoring, or to provide a privacy
preserving feature. Clustering algorithms require periodic control message exchange,
which periodicity is in concordance with the speed of the nodes. In this study we
undergo a simulation and analytical evaluation to find the relationship between the
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periodicity of the control overheads and the clustering stability. On the one hand,
our results show that it is possible to achieve stable and highly connected clusters
between fast moving nodes if the overhead is increased. The only limit is given by the
interference on the control channel. On the other hand, it is also possible to achieve
more clustering stability, with low overheads, with the drawback that part of the nodes
are disconnected from the clusters.
The study considers a wireless network that constitutes mobile nodes with multiple
speeds. The mobile devices organize into clusters with one clusterhead, the same scen-
ario as depicted in previous section. The mobility model chosen for this evaluation is
random direction. It could be claimed that a Manhattan model or similar urban model
would better represent a vehicular network. However, the analytical models for random
mobility are more accurate and normally chosen as benchmarks for performance evalu-
ation in clustering. Moreover, the performance of mobility-aware clustering depends on
the relative mobility of the nodes, that depends on the average speed of the nodes and
the mobility model. In this sense, random mobility provides a bigger range of relative
mobility values than urban models for the same range of nodes velocities [112], hence
we chose Random Mobility model for simulation.
The clustering algorithm chosen for implementation in ns2 is Mobic, since it is simple,
well-known, and suitable for mobile environments. In order to isolate Mobic perform-
ance from channel characteristics the propagation model is Free Space (no shadowing
and multipath effects). The wireless technology in our simulation framework is the
802.11 standard with transmission ranges of 50 and 100 meters. Simulation paramet-
ers are provided in table 4.5. The periodicity of the control information, broadcast
period, is a configuration parameter of the clustering algorithm, and is the subject of
this performance evaluation.
4.5.1 Simplification of the analytical model for cluster lifetime
In this study, for the sake of simplicity, we do not consider cluster breakage due to
merging events, hence we use a simplification model for cluster lifetime, sec. 4.2 where
p = q = 0.5, since λ and µ are equivalent. The evaluation of the average cluster
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Table 4.5: Simulation Parameters
Simulation Framework ns-2.34
Number of Nodes 100
Mobility Model Random Direction 500x500m
Wireless Interface default values2
MAC protocol 802.11
speed 1,2,4,8,12,16,24,32 and 40 m/s
transmission range 50, 100 m
simulation time 2000 s
broadcast interval variable
propagation model Free Space
lifetime, E[CL], with this simplification is given by eq. 4.30. The first parameter
1/(λ+ µ) models the average time in each state of the markov chain while the rest of
the expression evaluates the expected number of transient states before the end of the
game, where H = 3Nm is the maximum considered number of members per cluster and
k = Nm is the initial state. The value H = 3Nm, that defines the length of the markov
chain, was obtained with simulations.
E[CL] = (
1
(λ+ µ)
) ·
[
2
√
0.25
H
(
H∑
u=1
sin(upiH ) sin(
upik
H )
(1− 2√0.25 cos(upiH ))2
+
2
√
0.25
H
(
H∑
u=1
sin(upi(H−1)H ) sin(
upik
H )
(1− 2√0.25 cos(upiH ))2
] (4.30)
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Figure 4.17: Adaptation of the Markov model for Gambler’s Ruin. The max-
imum number of cluster-members considered in the model is 3Nm represen-
ted in the middle transient state.
4.5.2 Performance with fixed broadcast period
In this section the cluster lifetime is evaluated in a scenario where the broadcast period
(frequency of control message exchange) is fixed and set to 2 seconds for all nodes’
speeds. Analytical and simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.18. It can be appreciated
that for low velocities the simulation results and analytical results match. However,
analytical and simulation results differ significantly for high velocities, where simulation
results yield higher cluster lifetimes than analytical results. It is noticeable the case
of 50m transmission range, where the cluster lifetime for high velocities overcomes the
achieved value in lower velocities and the achievable value for 100m transmission range.
Figure 4.18: Simulation and analytical results for cluster lifetime with a fixed
broadcast period (2sec).
These results can seem counter-intuitive, since higher speeds should yield lower cluster
lifetimes, as indicated in the analytical evaluation. Moreover, higher transmission range
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should also yield higher cluster lifetime. However, in our simulation results with a fixed
broadcast period this only happens at low velocities.
This effect can be explained by the lack of control information at high speeds. This
is, nodes are required to exchange several control packets in a row to calculate relative
mobility and share topological information. This is necessary in order to form the
clustering topology. When nodes move too fast in comparison with the periodicity of
control information exchange, the clustering formation process cannot finish, leaving
the most unstable nodes (nodes with higher relative velocity with respect to neighbors)
out of the clusters. Hence, clusters are formed without the most unstable nodes thus
reducing the relative velocity between nodes of the same cluster. This has the positive
effect of increasing the cluster lifetime. As it is appreciable in the simulation results,
this effect is more relevant when the transmission range is low, since the nodes have
less time to exchange information.
In conclusion, a big broadcast period (2 sec.) with highly mobile nodes (more than 10
m/s) has positive and negative effects. The positive effect is that it increases cluster
lifetime by discarding unstable nodes, the negative effect is that some of the nodes are
excluded from the clustered topology. This effect is carefully evaluated in following
sections.
4.5.3 Performance with variable broadcast period
In order to validate our first supposition: that the lack of control information can
have a positive effect on cluster lifetime, we extend our simulations to consider variable
broadcast periods. The broadcast period in each scenario is fine tuned in order to
achieve a highly connected network, concretely 90% of the nodes inside clusters. Fig.
4.19 shows this broadcast period for the considered range of velocities [1, . . . , 40]m/s
and the two considered transmission ranges (50m and 100m). It can be appreciated
that at low speeds the required broadcast period is higher, and for higher velocities the
broadcast period is lower, since more control information is required.
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Figure 4.19: Broadcast period required to maintain a highly connected
clustered network. The BP is reduced till we reach 90% of nodes inside
clusters).
It can also be noticed in Fig. 4.19 that lower transmission range (50m) requires a lower
broadcast period, hence more control information exchange. Thus, there is an advant-
age of having higher transmission range since it requires less control information. This
advantage however vanishes progressively at high speeds. In fact, there are no values
for the velocities 24, 32 and 40 m/s when the transmission range is 100m in Fig. 4.19.
It was impossible to achieve 90% of nodes inside clusters for these speeds with 100m
transmission range. This is due to the increase in the interference in the control channel.
When the broadcast period is decreased and the transmission range is high (100m), the
probability of collision of control packets increases. In order to corroborate this result
the probability of collision of control packets was obtained through simulations, and it
is showed in Fig. 4.20. In both cases, 100m and 50m, the broadcast period is set to
the values obtained in Fig. 4.19 for the case of 50m. It can be appreciated that 100m
transmission range induces much higher collision probability.
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Figure 4.20: Probability of control packet collision.
Cluster lifetime for a variable broadcast period is shown in Fig 4.21. The broadcast
period obtained for the case of 50m (in Fig 4.19) is applied to both cases: 50m and
100m transmission range. It can be noticed that simulation results for cluster lifetime
are more accurate with respect to the analytical results when compared with Fig. 4.18.
With a variable broadcast period the cluster lifetime does not increase at high velocities,
which is produced by the inclusion of more nodes in the clustered topology.
Figure 4.21: Analytical and simulation results for cluster lifetime with vari-
able broadcast period. In both cases, 50 and 100 m transmission range, the
broadcast period applied is the one obtained in Fig. 4.21 for 50m.
As stated before, the difference between the cluster lifetime with fixed and variable
broadcast periods, shown in figures 4.18 and 4.21, can be explained by the exclusion
of some nodes from the clustered topology for the case of fixed broadcast period. This
effect is clearly shown in Fig. 4.22. This figure shows the percentage of nodes inside
clusters for fixed broadcast period (2 secs) and the variable broadcast period. When
the broadcast period is fixed to 2 sec, a considerable portion of the nodes are out of
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the topology, this effect is more pronounced for a low transmission range. However,
when the broadcast period is variable and decreased in accordance with the speed, it
is possible to maintain a highly connected hierarchical topology.
It is worth noting however, that at high speeds only the 50m transmission range can
maintain a highly connected topology for all speed values, whereas 100m transmission
range does not maintain the 90% of connected nodes for speed values 32 and 40m/s.
This is due to interference on the control channel; at high speeds there is more frequency
of control packets (lower broadcast period), and a high transmission implies higher node
density, hence higher control packet collision rate.
Figure 4.22: Average percentage of nodes inside the clustered topology for
the cases with variable and fixed broadcast period.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the clustering algorithm presented in chapter 2 is implemented in ns2
in conjunction with the cognitive algorithm presented in chapter 3, hence achieving a
completely dynamic and adaptive mobility-aware clustering algorithmic approach. The
resulting algorithm is tested in a scenario as described in sec. 3.2.1. For validating our
results, an analytical model is developed to evaluate the cluster lifetime. Both simu-
lation and analytical results provide clear evidence for the outstanding gains achieved
when mobility recognition is applied. In this scenario, the residence time is increased
by three and the cluster lifetime is doubled. The increases in the residence time has a
noticeable impact in the cluster affiliations that effectively reduces the overhead up to
70%. Results also show the correct performance of the algorithm designed.
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Pattern recognition bring outstanding results in terms of cluster lifetime and residence
time when applied to urban scenarios where the mobility of nodes can be described
by well defined moving directions. As a result of a more stable clustered topology the
overhead required for re-clustering is significantly reduced. The gains obtained with
the proposed approach have been evaluated by simulations and mathematical analysis.
The chapter also provides a comprehensive analysis on the clustering efficiency in mo-
bile environments regarding the existing cluster merging strategies and the broadcast
period configuration. In the former, the merging procedures refer to the strategy of
merging two clusters when their clusterheads get into each other transmission range.
In such case, the clusters may be affected by interference in the data channels since the
clusterheads cannot agree on a common TDMA strategy, something that clusterheads
can do inside their own cluster. This is generally mitigated in the literature by apply-
ing merging, where one of the clusters resigns and joins the other cluster. Our study
shows that among the existing cluster merging procedures immediate merging provides
higher energy efficiency in the majority of scenarios whereas contention time intervals
do not achieve profitable trade-offs in terms of energy. This is because allowing some
overlap in time between clusters does not effectively reduce the cluster merging events.
To significantly reduce the merging events, the contention time interval has to be con-
siderably large, hence increasing substantially the overlapping time to almost the same
level achieved by deactivating merging procedures. We can conclude that it is difficult
to find scenarios where applying contention time intervals can payoff.
Regarding the relationship between velocity and broadcast period, it is intuitive that
higher node velocity requires lower broadcast period, i.e. higher frequency of control
information exchange, in order to maintain the clustered topology. Our results show
that this relationship is true, and is also affected by the transmission range; lower
transmission range requires more frequency of control information exchange. In general
we can state that current clustering algorithms can support high speed networks, if the
control information exchange is tuned accordingly. The only limit is given by the packet
collision rate in the control channel. If the nodes move too fast and the density is big,
it may be not possible to increase the frequency of control information exchange.
Chapter 5
Lightweight Security for
Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
This chapter envisages cognitive radio for clustering applications, and more concretely
cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS), as a suitable approach for channel selection in
mobile clusters. With this technique, nodes can sense the medium and select, on-
demand, available frequency bands. CSS is however threatened by two specific attacks
that misuse the cooperative paradigm for their own benefit: Spectrum Sensing Data
Falsification (SSDF) and Incumbent Emulation (IE). In this chapter we provide a novel
and energy efficient SSDF counter-mechanism that can operate in scenarios where both
attacks, SSDF and IE, are performed. The proposed contribution is lightweight in
nature, and is unaffected by channel conditions or node mobility. 1
5.1 Introduction
Cluster formation requires a continuous control packet exchange between nodes, hence
a control channel must be allocated for this task. Since this is unavoidable, majority
of clustering approaches assume the availability of such channel. Other works however
suggest cognitive radio to find this channel dynamically [113]. This assumption on the
1[J2][J1][C11]
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channel availability can also apply to the data channels, since the nodes in the cluster
need to transmit data packets to the clusterhead. Hence a data channel must be also
allocated in each cluster.
Normally, in each cluster, the clusterhead applies a contention free transmission strategy,
hence packet collision is avoided. Between different clusters however this is not true,
hence non-interfering data channel allocation is recommended between adjacent clusters.
Moreover, mobile clusters are surrounded by fixed access points that occupy some fre-
quency bands, and the clusters cannot interfere with these fixed networks during the
time the cluster is in the region. Hence there is a requirement for a dynamic chan-
nel selection technique for both the control channel and the data channel. All nodes
regardless of their cluster membership should work under the same control channel;
indeed the work in [113] proposes an efficient technique to choose dynamically the con-
trol channel. In this work, nodes sense the medium and decide which channel must
be reserved for control information exchange; the ACO protocol is used to make such
a decision cooperatively. The data channel however must be allocated independently
in each cluster, and cognitive radio, and more concretely cooperative spectrum sensing
(CSS) provides a suitable manner to perform such a task efficiently.
In CSS, the cluster members act as cognitive users (CUs) that sense the medium indi-
vidually and share their local decision to find a consensus on the channel availability.
CUs send their local decision to a Fusion Centre (FC), the clusterhead in our scen-
ario, that aggregates all CUs reports and takes the final decision. CUs can transmit
this decision in a few bits. Indeed, in the most fundamental strategy, where the CUs
sense the same channel and decide if the channel is available or occupied, i.e. a binary
variable, one only bit is sufficient. CSS however poses a great challenge in terms of
security, since it allows malicious users to take advantage of the cooperative paradigm
[114]. According to literature there are two main threats of CSS: Spectrum Sensing
Data Falsification (SSDF) and Incumbent Emulation (IE), whose negative effects have
driven substantial research efforts in recent years as shown in sec. 5.2.
The motivation of Malicious Users (MUs) in CSS is to convince the CUs that the
channel is busy, when it is actually available, to use the entire frequency band for
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Figure 5.1: The scenario of CSS under hte presence of SSDF and IE attacks.
their own purpose. As an example, standalone wireless users, located in the same
region as the cluster, can try to mislead the nodes of a mobile cluster to not choose
an available channel. To achieve such purpose, MUs can perform both SSDF and IE
attacks. SSDF attacks occur during decision process whereas IE attacks target the
sensing process. In SSDF attacks, MUs send false data to the FC reporting that the
channel is occupied. When several MUs collude they can have a significant influence
on the FC’s final decision. SSDF counter-mechanisms must be deployed on the FC side
to discern reports from trusted CUs and MUs, and take only into account the trusted
CUs’ sensing data. On the other hand, IE attacks try to trick the CUs during sensing
period. The incumbent emulator is an MU that emulates the signal of the primary user
in order to affect the CUs sensing process. In this case the IE counter-mechanism is
placed on the CUs side, that must discern between PU and MU transmissions. Figure
5.1 describes a CSS scenario with SSDF and IE attacks. Finding a solution for both
attacks is challenging due to the nature of spectrum sensing. First, the FCC prohibits
any modification on the transmission of the PUs, hence it is not feasible to implement
digital signatures on PU’s transmission to authenticate the origin of the signal and
avoid IE attacks. Second, the CU’s reports are composed of a minimal amount of
bits, limiting the application of cryptographic authentication, that could avoid SSDF
attacks.
These security threats can render a CRN inefficient [114]. CSS poses a trade-off between
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the energy consumed in the sensing and reporting processes, and the gain given by
opportunistic access to frequency bands. When MUs take the entire frequency white
spots, the CUs do not get any profit from applying cognitive radio techniques. The
energy consumption from sensing does not have a turn over in terms of frequency
availability. Hence, it is imperative to provide counter-mechanisms for SSDF and IE
attacks. These counter-mechanisms must be designed taking into account the energy
efficiency to achieve a positive trade-off between the consumption in CR procedures
and the gain in opportunistic channel access. Unfortunately, previous works in the
state of the art do not take the energy efficiency trade-off into account when proposing
SSDF and IE counter-mechanisms [42] [44] [115][116] [117]. Moreover, these solutions
do not consider combined IE and SSDF attacks, and focus exclusively on one kind of
attack. It is worth noting that a combined attack is feasible since SSDF and IE attacks
are performed during two different phases of the CSS process. In fact, the same MUs
can perform both attacks, leading to a lower ratio of successful free channel detection
by CUs.
Our solution, based on lightweight security [118][119], provides security in a CRN while
optimizing the energy efficiency for a scenario where IE and SSDF attacks are both
performed. Lightweight security is shown to be more resilient to attacks of numerous
malicious users compared to previous methods such as intrusion detection techniques,
reputation systems or channel correlation. Additionally, lightweight security works
better under mobility since it does not depend on the channel characteristics. Moreover,
the proposed approach can work in conjunction with any existing IE counter-mechanism
by using the performance of such existing mechanisms as feedback to modify the CSS
reporting strategy.
The security system proposed consists of a cryptographic authentication protocol with
tuneable number of security bits. The number of security bits can be fine-tuned in-
dependently in each CU. The security bits are a means for the authentication of the
CUs’ reports, avoiding SSDF attacks, and the heterogeneity in the number of security
bits transmitted by CUs is used to decrease the impact of IE attacks, since the security
bit length represents the level of confidence of the CU about its local decision. This
allows the FC to weight the CUs’ reports, hence giving more relevance in the FC final
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decision to the reports with higher accuracy. In this scenario, it is worth highlighting
the work in [120] which evaluates the performance of CSS when comparing a system
where CUs transmits one bit reports (called in this paper hard decision scheme) with a
system where the nodes transmit several bits per report (named soft decision scheme).
The performance evaluation shows that the presented approach can reduce the probab-
ility of false alarm PF (detecting the channel as occupied when it is actually available)
in the presence of malicious users performing SSDF and IE attacks. Our analytical and
simulation results show that this reduction of PF can effectively increase the energy
efficiency of the system by decreasing the false alarm probability, hence increasing the
opportunities to transmit in unused frequency bands.
It is worth mentioning that the performance evaluation and analysis of the work de-
tailed in this chapter is done in comparison with a SSDF counter-mechanism based
on lightweight security, referred to as fixed bit length approach. This baseline is
our previous SSDF counter-mechanism, detailed in [J1], that was further extended to
consider combined SSDF and IE attacks, included in [J2]. Hence, along this chapter
the baseline approach, also called fixed bit length approach [J1] is compared with our
proposed approach, called variable length approach [J2].
5.2 Related work
Security for cognitive radio networks generally appears to be a well defined research
challenge, however there have been few works [39]. Additionally, SSDF and IE attacks
are generally addressed independently, leading to solutions that are not optimal in
the presence of both attacks. Moreover, as stated before, these approaches face the
challenge of providing security without cryptography, limiting their effectiveness.
SSDF counter-mechanisms are generally based on intrusion detection techniques found
in the study of behavioral patterns; the FC compares the performance of different
CUs or the same CU in different time intervals to detect misbehavior. Authors in [42]
propose an uncertainty reasoning technique in order to perform a comparison between
the reports of different CUs. Every report is then weighted regarding the similarity
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with the rest of CUs. The work in [43] is also based on comparing the reports from
different users, the authors however propose a more advanced algorithm to compare
nodes behavior that is based on a biological inspired algorithm. A probabilistic model
is suggested in [44] to detect sudden changes in the CUs behavior. CUs gain or lose
reputation in base of their behavior, which affects the weight given to their reported
sensing data. An alternative idea is presented in [121], a punishment policy for attackers
is presented in order to dissuade MUs from behaving maliciously. It is not based on
identifying false reports in the FC but in detecting collisions with the PU. Their key idea
is that in a free MU environment, collisions with PU are minimal, hence identifying the
responsible nodes for collision is a suitable manner to detect users behaving maliciously.
The work in [122] uses a combined approach based on reputation systems and an
incentive/punishment policy to dissuade malicious CUs. The work in [115] provides a
different solution based on user authentication and channel correlation, the CUs are
initially authenticated by the FC by means of a cryptographic protocol. After successful
authentication of the CUs, the channel fading characteristics are stored in a database
at the FC. Spectrum sensing reports are correlated with this database to check their
validity. This approach however is limited to static networks, since the mobility of the
CUs changes the channel characteristics and requires a new channel evaluation, CU
authentication and database update.
The main drawback of these systems based on reputation mechanisms and behavioral
patterns is that the reports from the trusted CUs and MUs must be distinguished and
tracked for further analysis. This is however complicated due to the absence of CUs
identifiers during the transmission of the sensing reports, which hinders the association
of these reports to their senders. It is worth mentioning that reputation systems or
intrusion detection techniques relay on comparing the nodes behavior to find nodes
that behave differently from the rest. Hence, these systems fail in scenarios with a
big number of MUs. On the other hand, mechanisms based on channel correlation
are more resilient in scenarios with numerous MUs, but they do not support mobility
since the eventual change of nodes position also change the channel characteristics.
In order to address these problems, we propose a lightweight cryptographic algorithm
that provides authentication and integrity to CUs’ reports. The proposed approach
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can fine tune the number of security bits to manage the trade-off between energy spent
in overhead and the level of security provided to optimize the energy efficiency of the
CRN. This mechanism is resilient to nodes mobility, since it does not depend on channel
measurements, and to attacks performed by a large number of MUs, since it does not
depend on reputation systems.
Incumbent emulators are MUs that try to dissuade CUs from competing in a given
frequency by transmitting a signal with the same characteristics as the PU to mislead
CUs during the sensing period. Although this attack would be easily avoided by includ-
ing signal fingerprints or cryptographic PU authentication, this strategy is unfeasible
due to the FCC requirement of not modifying the PU transmission [114]. Hence, the
alternative is the signal characteristics evaluation in terms of location, phase or other
multi-domain information [116],[117]. CUs compare the received signal with the ex-
pected signal, when the compared signals are above a certain threshold in terms of
similarity, the signal is assumed to be transmitted by the PU, otherwise it is cataloged
as an IE attack. The only exception in the state of the art is the work in [123], that
uses a cryptographic approach for the prevention of IE attacks in TV white spaces,
however it requires the installation of hardware in the base stations.
The work in [116] provides detailed studies on the approach based on localization. In
this case the CUs can act as location verifier by means of assessing the distance with
respect to the transmitter from different locations. CUs must act cooperatively to
achieve better localization accuracy. The drawback of this strategy is that different
radio propagation models must be considered in different CUs, that can be eventually
modified due to CUs mobility. A similar approach consists of using the phase of the PU
signal [117], the phase shift received by different CUs is constant if the distance does
not vary. This approach however requires a tight synchronization. Previous approaches
can be effective when the PUs are static. However, in the presence of mobile PUs the
identification is more challenging. Current research directions are oriented towards
multi-domain information [124] - such as location, activities or data patterns.
The main disadvantages of existing SSDF and IE counter mechanisms are the lack of
energy efficiency consideration by design, and the absence of a holistic evaluation of both
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attacks. None of the previous counter-mechanisms considers combined IE and SSDF
attacks [42],[43],[44],[122], [115],[121]. Although it is possible to apply two mechanisms
for IE and SSDF separately, previous mechanisms do not allow any feedback between
them. Moreover, existing SSDF counter-mechanisms are not reliable under the attack
of a big coalition of MUs [42],[43],[44],[122] or do not support nodes mobility [115].
Our proposed approach however allows the application of any existing IE counter-
mechanism in conjunction with our extended SSDF counter-mechanism. The proposed
mechanism takes into account the outcome of the IE counter-mechanism by evaluating
the uncertainty in the CU’s decision about the validity of the signal transmission, i.e.
legitimate PU transmission or PU emulator attack. This is possible since existing IE
counter-mechanisms are based on a comparison between the received signal and the
expected PU signal. Thus, the CUs decide about the validity of the signal with a
margin of uncertainty given by this comparison. This uncertainty is different for each
CU, hence we propose an optimization of the reporting phase that takes into account
this heterogeneity during the reporting phase by varying independently in each CU
the security bit length. We show analytically and by simulations that the proposed
mechanism can reduce the false alarm probability and achieve higher energy efficiency.
5.3 System model and analysis of false alarm probability
We consider a cognitive radio network formed by N CUs and M MUs. The task of the
CUs is to opportunistically access available licensed frequency bands. The CUs sense
the medium and decide individually the availability of the channel, i.e. the absence of
any PU transmission. Then the CUs transmit their local decisions to the FC. The FC
performs the final decision using a fusion rule (FR), K-out-of-N, i.e. if the number of
positive votes exceeds the threshold K then the channel is considered busy, and the
CUs cannot access the medium. On the other hand, MUs try to force a decision of
channel busy in order to obtain the frequency band for their own purpose. To achieve
this objective all MUs perform both attacks, IE and SSDF, during the sensing period
(when the CUs sense the medium) and during the reporting period (when the CUs
transmit their local decisions to the FC) respectively. During sensing period MUs
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transmit a signal emulating the PU in order to mislead CUs and affect their sensing
performance, and during reporting period the MUs transmit reports to the FC stating
the the channel is busy even when it is actually available.
Let us first consider a network where MUs only perform SSDF attacks. In a conven-
tional CSS [120], where no cryptography is applied, every CUi transmits one single bit
ui = {1, 0}, where 1 represents busy channel and 0 available channel. The MUs per-
form an SSDF attack by transmitting 1 during the reporting period. The probability
that the FC considers the channel busy when it is actually available, called false alarm
probability, PF , is then expressed by equation (5.1).
PF (N,M) =
N∑
i=K−M
(
N
i
)
P if (1− Pf )i−N (5.1)
Note that in this equation K represents the threshold for the fusion rule (i.e. the
minimum number of positive votes received in the FC to consider the channel busy),
M the number of malicious users and Pf the probability of misdetect the channel as
busy when it is available.
where Pf denotes the individual false-alarm probability of the CUs during the sens-
ing period (the probability that the CUs detect the channel busy when it is actually
available and erroneously transmit 1 to the FC).
Now we consider that the MUs also perform an IE attack during the sensing process,
before the SSDF attack in the reporting phase. We assume that the CUs use any exist-
ing IE counter-mechanism to detect IE attacks. As previously stated, the effectiveness
of any kind of IE counter-mechanism depends on the channel characteristics and the
location of the CUs, leading to different identification probabilities, Pid,i (probability
of detecting correctly the origin of the transmission, either IE or PU). Hence, the Pf,i
is different for each CUi, Pf,i = (1− Pid,i). Thus, the PF is now expressed as eq. 5.2.
PF (N,M) =
N∑
i=K−M
(Ni )∑
j=1
∏
l∈J(N,i)j
[(1− Pid,l)]
∏
l /∈J(N,i)j
[Pid,l]
(5.2)
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It is important to note that the sets J
(N,i)
j , for j ∈ [1, . . . ,
(
N
i
)
], denote all possible
combinations of i CUs. Note that the M malicious users can individually perform both
attacks, hence we can consider the worse scenario where the M MUs perform SSDF
attacks regardless of whether they were involved in the IE attack or not. We emphasize
here that equations 5.1 and 5.2 hold for M < K. If M ≥ K then the PF = 1, since the
votes from the M malicious users are sufficient to force a decision of busy channel.
5.4 The Baseline: False alarm probability with fixed se-
curity bit length
In previous section we provided the analytical expression for the false alarm probability
when no lightweight security is applied. In this section we provide a new analytical
expression for the scenario where message authentication codes are used to authenticate
CUs reports to prevent SSDF attacks. When lightweight security is applied the CUs
do not transmit a single bit but a sequence of B + 1 bits, where the first bit represents
the result of the sensing period and the following B bits are a truncated message
authentication code (MAC). The generation of this MAC requires a security association
(SA) between the CUs and the FC and a proper authentication phase. The FC can
authenticate the reports received from CUs by validating the MAC attached to the
report. The MUs, deprived from an SA with the FC, can try to forge a MAC with a
probability of success Px = 1/2
B. Thus, the probability of forging a MAC depends on
the length of the security bits, B. Therefore the number of security bits transmitted
poses a trade-off between security and energy efficiency. The probability of false alarm
using this security mechanism can be expressed as eq. (5.3), where PF (N, i) is obtained
from eq. 5.2. Note that the postfix sec stands for secure.
P secF =
M∑
i=1
(
M
i
)
(Px)
i(1− Px)M−iPF (N, i) (5.3)
Hence, eq. 5.3 models the baseline, where the CUs transmit reports with a fixed
security bit length, as well as the attackers, and every report, once validated, has the
same weight in the FC final decision.
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters
parameter value parameter value
P0 0.5 Pf 0.2
Pid 0.8 R 100K bps
T 0.3 s es 10
−2 Joule
er 0.002 Joule et 1 Joule
5.4.1 Energy efficiency evaluation of the baseline protocol in compar-
ison with conventional CSS
As explained in sec. 5.3, the baseline (fixed bit length approach) to compare the
performance of the proposed approach (variable bit length) consists on a lightweight
security based protocol with fixed MAC length, where the FC counts one vote per
valid report. This MAC length is a configuration parameter of the protocol. The MUs
also transmit fake reports with the predefined MAC length, otherwise the FC discards
the report. Hence, the baseline protocol does not consider IE attacks and the reports’
lengths do not vary among users.
In this section we provide a performance evaluation of this baseline protocol in compar-
ison with the conventional CSS, where no SSDF secure counter-mechanism is applied.
In the conventional CSS, the nodes transmit one only bit per node 0, 1 representing
available channel and busy channel respectively, hence there are no extra bits for se-
curity. The performance evaluation focuses on validating the idea that transmitting
extra security bits is energy efficient, since the energy consumption induced by the
transmission of extra security bits is compensated by the reduction of the impact of
attackers in the CSS process.
The scenario of this performance evaluation consists on N = 10 legitimate CUs. Table
5.1 summarizes simulation parameters regarding detection performance, energy con-
sumption and network specifications.
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Figure 5.2: Performance evaluation of the baseline protocol (a) and energy
efficiency gain with respect to the conventional CSS (b), where no security
is applied.
Note that, P0 is the probability of channel availability, pf the local probability of false
detection of a CU, hence Pf = 1 − Pid. R is the data transmission rate, and T the
transmission time. es is the energy required for sensing operations of a CU, er the energy
required to transmit a single bit to the FC and et the energy of data transmission.
The achievable energy efficiency of the baseline protocol (fixed MAC length) in compar-
ison with conventional CSS (where no MAC is transmitted in the report) is shown in
Fig. 5.2.a. Several security bit lengths are considered. It can be noticed that the energy
efficiency is a unimodal function, hence it can be maximized. The curve results from
the trade-off between the increasing energy consumption due to the transmission of
extra security bits, and increasing energy efficiency by reducing the effect of malicious
users on the CSS performance.
Fig. 5.2.b shows the improvement in energy efficiency achieved by the proposed protocol
over the conventional CSS. The number of bits is set to the optimal, and the employed
fusion rule is K=50%. Several values for M (Malicious users) and N (legitimate CUs)
are considered.
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5.5 Proposed protocol: truncated MACs with independ-
ent variable bit length
In section 5.4 we gave the mathematical expression for the false alarm probability
when applying our SSDF counter-mechanism based on fixed security bit length. In
that mechanism all CUs report MACs with the same length, B bits. In this section
we propose a variation of the transmission strategy of the security bits. The length
of the MAC is dynamically modified in each CU according to the feedback received
from the IE counter-mechanism. IE attacks induce a heterogeneous uncertainty in
the CUs, represented by the diverse identification probabilities Pid. This probability is
represented by the level of similarity between the received and expected signals. Hence,
CUs can transmit a variable number of security bits representing this probability. The
FC can use this information to weight CUs local decision. Hence, the FC can mitigate
the effects of IE attacks by granting higher weights to CUs with higher Pid values.
Incumbent emulation counter-mechanisms are a suitable manner for CUs to evaluate
the level of certainty in their local decisions. During sensing period CUs receive an
incumbent signal, that can be either the PU or a MU performing an IE attack. By
performing a comparison with the expected signal, in terms of location, phase or other
means, the CUs locate the received signal within an interval.
As an example, the works [116] and [125] propose IE counter-mechanisms based on
the position of the transmitter. This position is evaluated using a distance ratio ρ′, or
a distance difference s′ based on a signal strength evaluation or a distance difference
test respectively. These factors are compared to the expected values ρ and s, but the
algorithm considers a margin of uncertainty. Hence, when the ρ′ or s′ parameters are
inside the range defined by eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), they are considered legitimate PU
transmissions, where ε1 and ε2 are the uncertainty tolerance. Whenever the received
signal falls out of these ranges the CUs consider the transmission as an IE attack.
ρ′ ∈ [ ρ
1 + ε1
, (1 + ε1)ρ] (5.4)
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s′ ∈ [s− cε2, s+ cε2] (5.5)
This uncertainty can be easily converted into a likelihood by mapping the signal received
ρ′ or s′ into a range [MM, . . . , th, . . .M ], where M denotes perfect match with the
expected signal (ρ or s), MM complete mismatch and th is the predefined threshold
discerning the two possible decisions about the origin of the signal, i.e. the limit of
the range defined in eqs. (5.4) and (5.5). Other papers, such as [124], also associate
likelihood values to the decision about the origin of the signal although there is no any
specific mathematical expression to obtain such a value.
We evaluate this likelihood with expression in eq. (5.6). The signal characteristic to
evaluate by the CU, regardless of its nature (position, distance ratio, phase shift, etc.),
is represented by the variable α. If α falls within the interval [MM, . . . , th] then the CU
assumes it is under an IE attack. Analogously, if α ∈ [th, . . . ,M ] then the CU considers
the signal as a legitimate transmission from the PU. Hence, we can approximate the
likelihood of making the correct decision by eq. (5.6).
Pid =

1− 0.5 |M−α||M−th| if α ∈ [th, . . . ,M ]
1− 0.5 |MM−α||MM−th| if α ∈ [MM, . . . , th]
(5.6)
The operator | · | denotes euclidean distance. It is worth noting that when α equals the
edge of the interval M or MM then Pid = 1, and the CU is certain about its decision.
On the other hand, when α equals th then Pid = 0.5 and the CU is completely uncertain
about its decision, and in fact it can choose randomly its report. It is worth noticing
that we referred to this value as a likelihood since it is a value given a posteriori,
however in the rest of the chapter it is referred as to the “probability of performing the
correct decision” for the sake of clarity.
The heterogeneous level of uncertainty in CUs reports is used in our approach to vary
independently the number of security bits transmitted by each CU. The CRN has a
budget of security bits BoptN that is distributed among the N CUs according to the
probabilities Pid. A CUi, after sensing period, transmits its local decision together with
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a MAC of Bvari = bPid,iBvaropt e bits (where the operation be denotes nearest integer).
The maximum number of allowed security bits can be obtained as Bvaropt =
BoptN∑N
i=1(Pid,i)
.
Note that if all CUs had the same Pid, then all CUs would have the same Pf and
the scenario would be equivalent to eq. (5.1). In such a case all CUs would transmit
B = Bopt and the scenario would equal the baseline.
On the FC side, the FC receives reports and validates the MAC. The FC uses variable
MAC length to weight the CU’s local decision. Higher MAC length implies higher
weight. We consider a CRN with N CUs with detection probabilities [Pid,1, . . . , Pid,N ],
M MUs, and a weighting system in the FC that counts γ() votes per transmitted
security bit. The false alarm probability can be reformulated as eq. (5.7), where ν() is
the utility function of a given set Jj . The utility of a set is 1 when the number of votes
stating channel busy exceeds the threshold K given by the FR, and 0 otherwise, eq.
(5.8). Note that the number of votes of a cognitive user CUi is given by γ(Bi), where
Bi is the number of transmitted security bits.
In this scenario, the MUs can select different strategies for the SSDF attack. The
MUs can choose the length B’ of the MAC. The capability of the CUs to forge a MAC
depends on the number of bits, but also the impact of a successful SSDF attack depends
on the MAC length since it validates a bigger number of votes. Higher length implies
less probability to get the false report validated, but the report will be considered with
higher weight. Hence the false alarm probability depends on the selected strategy, the
number of B’ security bits transmitted by the MUs. We consider the worst case scenario
where the MUs are aware of which strategy is the most effective. Thus, MUs select the
most effective strategy and transmit the same number of security bits B’. It is worth
noting that the M malicious users have an impact on the utility function ν, eq. (5.8).
In eq. 5.7 var stands for variable security bits, hence P varF is the probability of false
alarm for the proposed approach, with variable security bit length. In eq. 5.8 unsec
stands for unsecure, and P unsecF represents the probability of false alarm in CSS when
no SSDF counter-mechanism is applied.
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P varF (N,M(B
′)) =
M∑
i=1
(
M
i
)
(
1
2B′
)i(1− 1
2B′
)(M−i)P unsecF (N, i)
(5.7)
P unsecF (N,M) =
N∑
i=1
(Ni )∑
j=1
∏
l∈J(N,i)j
[(1− Pid,l)]
∏
l /∈J(N,i)j
[Pid,l]ν(Jj)
ν(Jj) =

1 if
∑
l∈Jj γ(Bl) ≥ (K −Mγ(B′))
0 if
∑
l∈Jj γ(Bl) < (K −Mγ(B′))
(5.8)
5.6 Fusion Rule with exponential weighting against large
coalition attacks
In this section we first explain the problem of large coalition attacks over linear weight-
ing systems and then we expose a technique to overcome these attacks with an expo-
nential weighting system.
As a side effect of the flexible configuration of security bit length explained in previous
section, malicious users have different strategies to perform SSDF attacks. MUs can
choose the length of the forged MAC in order to find the optimal trade-off between
probability of success and impact on the FC decision. A longer MAC implies lower
probability to authenticate a fake report (1/2B
′
, where B′ is the number of security
bits), however a higher MAC also implies higher impact of the fake report in the FC
final decision. Thus, there is a trade-off between complexity and effectiveness that the
MUs can control by adapting the length of their false reports. In a linear weighting
system, where the FC assigns one vote per security bit, γ(B′) = B′, the optimal
strategy for the MUs consists of submitting one security bit, since the complexity per
additional security bit (in terms of probability of success) is exponential and the utility
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of additional security bits (in terms of number of votes) is linear. Mathematically,
when γ(B) = B the average number of fake votes successfully transmitted to the FC
is Px(B
′)γ(B′) = B′/2B′ , that is maximized for B′ = 1 and B′ = 2.
This fact is appreciable in the presence of a large coalition of malicious users. When
M is big and one single vote is given per security bit, the MUs can all transmit one
single security bit with probability of success Px = 0.5. Hence, M MUs get statistically
M/2 fake votes validated. This implies that the attack is successful when the size of
M is higher than 2K. Therefore, the FC can be highly affected when the number of
MUs grows forming a large coalition of attackers. This effect is shown in the evaluation
provided in sec 5.8.
To counter the effects of large coalition attacks we propose to modify the γ() function,
i.e. the weight given to the security bits in terms of number of votes. Since the com-
plexity of forging additional security bits is exponential, the weight must be exponential
as well. If γ(B′) = 2B′ , then the average number of fake votes successfully transmitted
is constant regardless of the strategy Px(B
′)γ(B′) = 1. In this scenario the false alarm
probability is more balanced for the different attack strategies, i.e. the false alarm
probability of the different attack strategies is similar (as shown in sec 5.8).
However, as shown in the evaluation section, for γ(B′) = 2B′ a big set of MUs can
still decrease the performance of the proposed algorithm below the level achieved by
the baseline. To achieve a scenario where the false alarm probability is lower than
that of the proposed algorithm in baseline in all cases, the FC must assign weights
sufficiently higher than the complexity. In our analysis in sec 5.8 we show that for
a weighting system γ(B′) = 3B′ the proposed approach is more efficient than the
baseline, regardless of the number of MUs. Hence, it is possible to overcome large
coalition attacks by applying an exponential weighting system.
5.7 Security protocol
The proposed protocol is based on including cryptographic authentication in the CUs’
reports to avoid SSDF attacks, while controlling independently the number of security
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bits to mitigate the effects of IE attacks. For this purpose, CUs and FC must be able
to generate and validate respectively message authentication codes (MACs), of B bits,
that are attached to the reports. In this section we detail a security protocol, based on
symmetric key cryptography, that allows MAC generation. In our design we consider
the effect of conventional SSDF attacks and several kinds of replay attacks.
As a first step, trusted CUs and the FC must establish a security association (SA),
i.e the CU must prove towards the FC that it is a legitimate user by means of a well
known authentication protocol. Third party certification, pre-shared secret keys or
EAP authentication can be used for this purpose. Although pre-shared secret keys is
the most simple and lightweight approach, in this section we assume a more general
solution, where a AAA server (authentication, accountability and authorization server)
is available. The FC and CU can contact this server in order to authenticate each other
and generate a Master Secret Key (MSK). For this purpose, when the CU joins the
network it transmits to the FC an authentication request. The FC acts as relay towards
the AAA server, that replies to the CU in a 4-way handshake. Finally, after successful
authentication with the AAA server, the FC and the CU obtain a SA and the associated
MSK. This MSK is not used directly for encryption or message authentication but as
key material to derive a temporal key (TK). TK is obtained by hashing the MSK and
a random number provided by the FC, H(MSK||Random Number). The TK is used
for the MAC generation, and must be renewed periodically, since attackers can perform
a brute force search of this key. The TK lifespan depends on the amount of protected
data exchanged and the exposure time of this key. The renewal of TK is triggered by
the FC by submitting a new Random Number. It is worth mentioning that, unlike
conventional EAP authentication, in this protocol the MSK is identical for all CUs,
and the derived TK is also identical in all CUs. This is because there is no distinction
of the CUs identities when submitting the spectrum sensing reports. Note, that these
reports include only a 1-bit report plus a B-bit MAC, but there is no identifier.
Once the CUs are authenticated and provided with MSK and TK, the FC provides a
random number, nonce, and the maximum permitted number of security bits, Bvaropt .
The nonce is provided to avoid replay attacks [126], since the inclusion of a random
number in every reporting period changes the MAC attached to the report even when
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the report and the TK do not change, hence avoiding the possibility for the attackers to
learn a valid MAC and submit it in consecutive reporting periods. In order to generate
the MAC, the CUs use a Hash function with the sensing result, the TK and the nonce.
The MAC length is in the order of hundreds of bits (depending on the hash function),
but it is truncated to the first Bvar bits and attached to the sensing report. Eq. (5.9)
defines the MAC generation and the formation of the sensing report submitted to the
FC. The symbol || defines a concatenation operation, H() is a hash function and the
Sensing Result = {0, 1} is the spectrum sensing result (local decision of the CU).
MAC = dH(TK||nonce||Sensing Result)eBvar
Report = Sensing Result||MAC
(5.9)
Upon reception of CU’s reports the FC validates the Reports by generating the same
MAC with the TK, the nonce and the received Sensing Result. The FC performs
and submits the final decision about the availability of the channel. Together with this
decision the FC submits the new nonce for the reports in the following spectrum sensing
period. The FC is also in charge of eventually triggering the renew process of the TK
by submitting a new random number for TK generation. The FC also submits the new
value for the parameter Bvaropt . This value is obtained by the FC during the reporting
period, since the FC can estimate the Pid of the CUs by comparing the received security
bit length with the maximum permitted Bvaropt . If Bopt is a configuration parameter, then
Bvaropt = Bopt/E[Pid], where E[Pid] is the average detection probability of the N CUs.
Figure 5.3 describes the proposed protocol. The first phase is referred as authenticated
phase, and it is described for EAP, although any other authentication mechanism could
be applied. The second phase, referred as secure CSS phase describes the proposed
SSDF counter-mechanism with variable security bit length.
Malicious users can perform an SSDF attack by randomly picking a sequence of B’ bits
and submitting this together with a report of channel busy, Sensing Result = 1. As
previously stated the probability of success is Px = 1/2
B′ . MUs can also perform more
complex attacks such as replay attacks. Replay attacks consist of MUs intercepting valid
reports from CUs and resubmitting to the FC. We make the reasonable assumption that
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Figure 5.3: Secure cooperative spectrum sensing protocol. Authentication
phase is described for EAP-based authentication.
there is no sufficient time-window to perform such an attack within one report period
- this case would have harmful consequences for the performance of the CSS network.
It is feasible however that the MU intercepts a Report and resubmits this report in a
different reporting period. In such a case the nonce will be different and the probability
of validating the fake report will be the same as generating the MAC at random, i.e.
Px = 1/2
B′ . A more complex replay attack is when a MU plays the role of the FC and
submits a nonce. If the MU convinces at least one CU, then the CU can generate a
valid MAC that is intercepted by the MU. In that case the MU uses the CU to generate
a valid MAC with a nonce chosen by the MU. However this attack is only effective if
the MU can reuse this MAC, i.e. if the FC chooses the same nonce in a future sensing
period. Therefore, the MU must predict a future nonce for this attack to be successful.
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This is however avoidable if the nonces are generated at random and sufficiently long.
5.8 Analytical Evaluation
In this section we provide analytical results to compare the proposed approach with the
baseline (i.e. the fixed bit length approach described in sec. 5.4). Section 5.4.1 shows
that the baseline outperforms previous the conventional CSS approach by decreasing
the false alarm probability while increasing the energy efficiency. Hence, we focus on
proving that our new proposal can even go a step further on previous attempts, partic-
ularly in terms of false alarm probability and energy efficiency. This section evaluates
the efficiency in terms of security while energy efficiency evaluation is addressed in sec
5.9.
In this section we first focus on the false alarm probability with a linear weighting sys-
tem, 5.8.1. We show that for a small number of MUs the proposed protocol outperforms
the baseline. In the 5.8.2 subsection we evaluate the degradation of the security level
with a linear weighting system in the presence of large coalition attacks. In sec 5.8.3
we show that an exponential weighting system can solve the problem of large coalition
attacks. As mentioned in the system model, our analysis takes into consideration IE
attacks by considering a heterogeneous vector of identification probabilities, namely 10
CUs with Pid=[1, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55]. It is worth noting that
we extend the scenarios evaluated in section 5.9.1, where we consider a Pid probability
vector with all elements set to 1, representing a perfect sensing process (non-effective
IE attacks), and all elements set to 0.5 (representing a scenario under very effective IE
attacks).
5.8.1 False alarm probability with linear weighting system
In order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the baseline se-
curity protocol, Figs. 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 show the false alarm probability for several scen-
arios: fixed length scenario; variable length with 1-bit SSDF attacks; variable length
with Bopt-bit SSDF attacks; and variable length with B
var
opt -bit SSDF attacks;
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The “fixed length” scenario corresponds to the baseline, where CUs transmit MACs
with the same number of security bits, Bopt, and the FC considers a single vote per
CU. In this scenario the MUs also transmit forged MACs of Bopt security bits. The
other three scenarios depict the probability PF for the proposed algorithm under three
different SSDF attacks regarding the length of the forged MAC: i) the MUs transmit
forged MACs of Bvaropt bits (the maximum allowed); ii) the MUs transmit Bopt security
bits (same as first scenario); and iii) the MUs transmit MACs of only one security bit.
The FC uses a linear weighting function, namely it counts one vote per transmitted
security bit, γ(B′) = B′. It is worth noticing that the values for the fixed length
approach are obtained with the eq. 5.3 whereas the values for the proposed variable
length approach are obtained using eq. 5.7.
It can be appreciated that the proposed approach yields lower PF for the same budget
of security bits in all scenarios than the baseline protocol, hence it provides a higher
security level. Regarding the SSDF strategies, transmitting one single security bit is the
most effective attack when the number of MUs grows. It can be concluded from these
results that the proposed algorithm provides higher security than fixed length approach
when MUs perform both SSDF and IE attacks, since it lowers the effectiveness of MUs’
attacks. This effectiveness is represented by the probability of false alarm. Achieving
lower false alarm probability implies that the MUs’ capability to induce a final decision
of channel busy is reduced, hence the system is more secure.
Concretely, for Fig. 5.4 the probability of false alarm is evaluated for different number
of malicious users. In this evaluation the fusion rule is set to 50%. It can be appreciated
how the PF value increases with the number of MUs. This increase is significant in the
case of variable length with 1-bit SSDF attacks, which shows that such attack is the
most effective strategy for MUs.
In Fig. 5.5 the probability of false alarm is shown with respect to the fusion rule (in
terms of percentage of votes). It can be appreciated that the proposed approach also
perfroms better than the fixed length approach, and that in both cases increasing K
we can decrease the effect of the attacks. However, increasing K is not a good strategy
since it also lowers te detection probability, this is shown in [C11].
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Figure 5.4: PF versus the number of malicious users for a scenario with 10
CUs with Pid=[1, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55]. The FR is
set to 50% of the votes. Bopt is set to 5 bits.
Figure 5.5: PF versus the FR, in terms of the percentage of positive votes to
consider the channel busy. The scenario has 10 CUs with Pid=[1, 0.95, 0.9,
0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55]. The number of MUs is set to 3. Bopt is
set to 5 bits.
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Figure 5.6: PF versus Bopt. The scenario has 10 CUs with Pid=[1, 0.95, 0.9,
0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55]. The number of MUs is set to 10 and
the FR is set to the 50% of the votes.
If we compare probability of false alarm with respect to the average security bits trans-
mitted per CU we can appreciate that the proposed approach still performs better than
the baseline (fixed length approach), Fig. 5.6. The figure also shows how increasing the
number of security bits we can decrease the effect of SSDF attacks, however increasing
the security bit length also increases energy consumption, as shown in sec. 5.9.
The fixed length approach is used as baseline since it is the only one in the literature
based on lightweight security, hence resilient to big coalition attacks and supporting
mobility. Moreover, this baseline has shown outstanding results when compared with
the conventional CSS approach, see sec. 5.4.1. It is worth mentioning that the rest of
the proposals in the state of the art enarios where the number of MUs is significantly
lower than the number of CUs [42][43][44][115], based on intrusion detection techniques,
can only provide security in sc - such is the case of reputation systems - and they require
users’ identifiers to process the sensing data. With the proposed approach, however,
the CRN is protected against both attacks; it does not require identifiers and it is still
effective in the presence of multiple malicious users.
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5.8.2 False alarm probability with linear weighting system under big
coalition attacks
However, when the weighting system in the FC is linear, γ(B′) = B′, the system is
vulnerable to big coalition attacks as described in sec 5.6. Figure 5.7 details the case
for up to 20 MUs whereas Fig. 5.8 details the case from 1 to 500 MUs. The probability
of false alarm is compared to the baseline (where reports have a fixed security bit length,
Bopt), and for the proposed algorithm with three SSDF strategies: i) MUs transmit fake
reports with one single security bit; ii) MUs transmit fake reports with Bopt security
bits; and iii) MUs transmit with the maximum allowed length, Bvaropt .
It is worth noting that in this scenario, when the coalition of MUs is large, more than
13 malicious users, and they perform a 1-bit SSDF attack, then the proposed approach
under-performs compared to the baseline. It can be appreciated that the Bopt-bit and
Bvaropt -bit attacks are significantly less efficient than the 1-bit SSDF attack. It can be
claimed that having 15 MUs in a scenario with 10 CUs is not realistic. However, since
the CUs transmit an average of Bopt security bits, the MUs have time to perform several
1-bit SSDF attacks per malicious user in a useful time window; i. e., a single MU can
behave as many virtual MUs, something known as Sybil attack [127], that is produced
when the generation of new fake identities is computationally cheap. In this scenario
the protocol works without users identities, hence Sybil attacks are feasible and only
limited by the reporting time window.
5.8.3 False alarm probability with exponential weighting system
In this section we evaluate the false alarm probability of the proposed approach with
exponential weighting system, namely γ(B′) = 2B′ and γ(B′) = 3B′ . We first evaluate
with γ(B′) = 2B′ , since it is the inverse of the probability of getting fake reports
validated, i.e. Px = 1/2
B. Hence, this choice balances the difficulty of getting fake
reports valiadated and their impact in the FC final decision. However, we found that
γ(B′) = 2B′ is still not resilient to a large coalition of 1-bit SSDF attacks, F.g 5.10,
thus we evaluate the system for γ(B′) = 3B′ , Fig. 5.12. We found that for γ(B′) = 3B′
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Figure 5.7: PF versus the number of malicious users (up to 20) for a scenario
with 10 CUs with Pid=[1, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55]. The
FR is set to 50% of the votes. Bopt is set to 5 bits. The γ function is lineal,
γ(B′) = B′.
Figure 5.8: PF versus the number of malicious users (up to 500) for a scenario
with 10 CUs with Pid=[1, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55]. The
FR is set to 50% of the votes. Bopt is set to 5 bits. The γ function is lineal,
γ(B′) = B′.
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Figure 5.9: Same scenario than Fig 5.7 with exponential γ function, γ(B′) =
2B
′
.
the achieved false alarm probability is lower than the baseline even in the presence of
a big coalition of MUs.
For γ(B′) = 2B′ , the probability of false alarm for the different SSDF attacks is more
balanced since there is no big difference between the different strategies, as shown in
Fig. 5.9. It can be appreciated in Fig. 5.10 that for a low number of MUs the effect
of the 1-bit SSDF attack is lower than the other two strategies, whereas for bigger
coalitions of MUs the 1-bit SSDF attack achieves high impact. However, the number
of MUs required for the 1-bit SSDF attack to out-perform the baseline is not realistic
in a real scenario.
In Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 results are presented for γ(B′) = 3B′ . In this scenario the
average number of successful forged votes is maximized when B′ = Bvaropt whereas 1-bit
SSDF attacks are significantly inefficient when compared with the other two attack
strategies. For this scenario, a big coalition of MUs cannot outperform the baseline.
Hence selecting a weighting system γ(B′) = 3B′ ensures overcoming the baseline. The
only penalty of this strategy is that for a realistic number of MUs, Fig. 5.11, the
Bvaropt -bit SSDF attack is more efficient than that of γ = 2
B′ , Fig. 5.9.
The main reason to propose an exponential weighting system is because the probability
of getting fake reports validated is inversely exponential (i.e. Px = 1/2
B). Note that,
with a linear weighting system the 1-bit SSDF attack is the best strategy since the
fake reports are validated with Px = 0.5, hence it is more effective for the MUs to
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Figure 5.10: Same scenario than Fig 5.8 with exponential γ function, γ(B′) =
2B
′
.
Figure 5.11: Same scenario than Fig 5.7 with exponential γ function, γ(B′) =
3B
′
.
Figure 5.12: Same scenario than Fig 5.8 with exponential γ function, γ(B′) =
3B
′
.
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transmit many reports of 1 bit than transmitting long reports. With γ(B′) = 2B′ the
effectiveness of the SSDF attack and its impact are balanced, and the probabilities for
the 3 attacks evaluated in this study are similar, Fig. 5.10. The problem is that the
1-bit SSDF attack is still effective with a large coalition of MUs (150 MUs in Fig. 5.10).
By using γ(B′) = 3B′ the length of the report has more impact on the report’s weight
than on the probability of getting report validated. Hence, the 1-bit SSDF attack
strategy is no longer the most effective for MUs. This can be appreciated in Fig. 5.12,
where the Bvaropt -bit SSDF strategy (where MUs transmit the maximum allowed number
of bits) is the most effective strategy for MUs and the 1-bit SSDF attack is the least
effective.
The results shown in this section prove that the proposed algorithm can outperform
the baseline even in the presence of a large coalition of MUs. A big coalition of MUs
can be harmful since the MUs can choose different strategies to perform SSDF attacks.
The MUs can optimize the effectiveness of their attack by adapting their strategy
to the number of MUs and the fusion rule applied in the FC. However, the results
shown in this section also prove that the FC can control the effect of SSDF attacks by
adapting the weighting system applied in the fusion rule (the γ function). It is indeed
feasible to find a value for γ in such a way that the proposed algorithm yields better
performance than the baseline for all cases. It is worth noticing that existing SSDF
counter-mechanisms based on reputation systems or intrusion detection techniques are
not efficient under a big coalition attack. It is also worth noticing that IE attacks are
present in our analysis since we consider heterogeneous Pid probabilities, representing
nodes with different levels of channel sensing accuracy.
5.9 Energy efficiency evaluation
The energy efficiency of the cognitive radio network, µ, can be expressed in function
of the transmitted bits, B, and the false alarm probability, PF , eq. (5.10). Note that
CUs can successfully transmit data when the channel is available, whose probability is
denoted by P0, and the MUs do not induce a false alarm. Hence, the factor P0(1−PF )
represents the event of successful channel access by the CUs. The parameters R and
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T are the transmission rate and transmission time respectively. The parameter et is
the energy dedicated to data transmission by the CU using the channel, and Ecss is
the energy consumed due to CSS operations. For the secure version of the CRN, Ecss
can be expressed in function of the number of CUs, N , and the length of the MAC, B,
Ecss = Nes +N(B + 1)er, where es is the energy spent by a single CU during sensing
period, er is the energy required to transmit one bit to the FC, and et is the energy
consumed for data transmission.
µ =
P0(1− PF )RT
Ecss + et
=
P0(1− PF )RT
Nes +N(B + 1)er + et
(5.10)
It is worth noting that the energy efficiency depends on the values PF and B. When
B increases the energy efficiency decreases, since the CUs have to report more bits,
hence spending more energy. On the other hand increasing the B value also decreases
the false-alarm probability, PF , hence increasing the energy efficiency. Since µ is a
unimodal function of B, it is possible to find the optimal number of security bits, Bopt,
by means of a simple dichotomy method.
In this section we perform simulations in order to show the energy efficiency gains of the
proposed protocol (variable length approach) when compared with the baseline (fixed
length approach). A CRN of 10 CUs is considered with the parameters shown in table
5.2. The Pid probability vector considered in these simulations is Pid= [1, 0.95, 0.9,
0.85, 0.8, 0.75, 0.7, 0.65, 0.6, 0.55]. We consider an error-free channel in order to isolate
the performance results of the algorithm from the channel characteristics. The energy
efficiency is presented for several SSDF attacks and several configurations in terms of
number of MUs and Fusion Rule. Moreover, a conservative configuration, γ is set to
3B, since it ensures better performance than the baseline for all scenarios; although the
gain is lower for the realistic scenarios considered in these simulations.
The simulations are performed in matlab and were conducted in a probabilistic fashion.
A random incumbent signal is generated and represented by a binary variable v = {0, 1}
with probability 0.5. This binary variable represents the origin of the signal PU or
IE. The 10 CUs evaluate correctly this origin according to the probabilities defined
in the Pid vector, then the CUs report the MACs which are generated using SHA1
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Table 5.2: Simulation Parameters
parameter value parameter value
P0 0.5 er 2 mJ
R 100Kbps es 100 mJ
T 0.3 s et 1 J
N 10 γ(B) 3B
and a predefined shared key. The MUs however generate the MACs randomly. The FC
evaluates the reports and takes the final decision, which is compared to the variable v to
verify its correctness. Each simulation is repeated 10000 times. Simulation parameters
are shown in table 5.2, which are aligned with the model proposed in [111].
Figure 5.13 shows the achievable energy efficiency for the baseline (Fixed security bit
length) and the proposed protocol (Variable security bit length), under three different
SSDF attacks (B = 1, B = Bopt or B = B
var
opt ). The scenario is composed of 10 CUs
and 10 MUs. It is appreciable that the most effective attack corresponds to the MUs
transmitting fake reports with Bvaropt security bits, since it is the strategy that reduces
more the efficiency of the system. The optimum number of security bits depends on
the attack (3, 4 and 6 bits for the 1-bit, Bopt-bit and B
var
opt -bit attack respectively).
More effective attacks require more security bits. It is worth noting that the proposed
protocol overcomes the baseline in all cases.
In Fig. 5.14 the energy efficiency is depicted for three different scenarios with 5, 10
and 20 MUs respectively. The energy efficiency of the baseline is compared with the
efficiency of the proposed protocol under the most effective attack, i.e. MUs generating
reports with Bvaropt security bits. Note that for 10 MUs, the optimal number of security
bits is 6; this is the same result as in Fig. 5.13 for the attack with B = Bvaropt bits since
both depict the same scenario. In the presence of less MUs, the case of M = 5, the
optimal number of security bits is lower, 4 bits. For the case of 20 MUs the optimal
value of Bopt is still 6 bits, but the loss of efficiency for configurations with less bits
is more appreciable. It is worth noting that for the three M values, the efficiency
converges when the number of security bits grows. In general, for higher M values in
this simulation scenario (even above the 20 MUs depicted in this figure) the optimal
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number of security bits is always 6. The effect of M in the efficiency is only noticeable
when the number of security bits is less than the optimal. Thus, the optimal length
of the transmitted MAC is reasonably low, even for scenarios with a big coalition of
malicious users.
Figure 5.15 shows the energy efficiency for different values of the Fusion Rule, K=40%,
K=50% and K=60%. It is noticeable the improvement of the proposed algorithm over
the the baseline for lower values of K. For higher K values there is less difference
between both protocols, but the proposed protocol is still more efficient. It is worth
noting that for higher K values the SSDF attack is less efficient, since more positive
votes are required to consider the channel busy. However, increasing the K value also
decreases detection probability, i.e., when the PU transmits the CUs are more likely to
misdetect the channel as available, hence producing interference with the PU.
Figure 5.13: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits.
Several attack models are considered where 10 MUs transmit fake reports
with B = 1, B = Bopt or B = B
var
opt . For the fixed length case, the SSDF attack
is B = Bopt. The K-rule is set to 50%.
Results shown in this section prove that the proposed algorithm not only increases the
level of security of a CRN but also achieves higher energy efficiency. This is possible
since the proposed approach does not require a big security bit length. In fact, for
the scenarios described, the optimum MAC length is achieved for 6 bits or less. The
reduction of the false alarm probability with the inclusion of a minimal amount of bits
results in a noticeable energy efficiency gain in comparison with the baseline.
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Figure 5.14: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits for
several scenarios with different number of MUs. The MUs perform the
most effective attack by transmitting fake reports with B = Bvaropt bits. The
K-rule is set to 50%.
5.9.1 Energy efficiency comparison under SSDF attacks and ineffect-
ive IE attacks
In this section we show the performance comparison of both protocols (fixed length
and variable length) in a scenario where there are no IE attacks. Since the baseline
protocol does not consider IE attacks, it is important to show that even in such cases,
the proposed protocol performs at least with the same efficiency as the baseline.
For this simulation, the Pid vector is set to ones, hence all CUs evaluate correctly
the signal received. Figure 5.16 shows the energy efficiency for the different attack
strategies. For the fixed length case, the SSDF attack is B = Bopt. The K-rule is set
to 50%. It can be observed that the proposed mechanism does not under-perform on
the baseline in any case since the fixed length case has lower than or the same energy
efficiency as the proposed approach (variable length).
Figure 5.17 shows the energy efficiency for different number of malicious users. The
MUs perform the most effective attack by transmitting fake reports with B = Bvaropt
bits. The K-rule is also set to 50%. In this case the variable length approach still
achieves at least the same performance than the fixed length approach when the same
number of malicious users is considered.
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Figure 5.15: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits for
several scenarios with different K rule. The MUs perform the most effective
attack by transmitting fake reports with B = Bvaropt bits. The value of M is 5.
Figure 5.16: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits.
Several attack models are considered where 10 MUs transmit fake reports
with B = 1, B = Bopt or B = B
var
opt .
Figure 5.18 also compares the performance of fixed length and variable length ap-
proaches for different Fusion Rule (K values) configurations. The MUs perform the
most effective attack by transmitting fake reports with B = Bvaropt bits and 5 MUs are
considered. It can be appreciated that the proposed approach still over-performs the
baseline.
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Figure 5.17: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits for
several scenarios with different number of MUs.
Figure 5.18: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits for
several scenarios with different K rule.
5.9.2 Energy efficiency comparison under SSDF attacks and very ef-
fective IE attacks
We also consider the case where there are IE attacks, but the implemented IE counter-
mechanism is ineffective. This is, the IE counter-mechanism that works in conjunction
with the proposed SSDF counter-mechanism is not able to distinguish between PU and
IE transmissions. Our intention is to verify that the proposed approach (variable bit
length approach) does not under-perform the baseline (fixed bit length approach) even
in this case.
In such scenario where IE counter-mechanisms are ineffective, the CUs are not able
to differ attacks from fake transmissions, hence the sensing accuracy equals a scenario
with a random report selection, which is represented in our simulation by setting the
Pid vector’s elements to 0.5. It can be observed that the proposed approach never
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under-performs on the baseline (the fixed length approach). Figures 5.19,5.20 and 5.21
represent the same scenarios than figures 5.16 (energy efficiency for different attack
strategies),5.17 (energy efficiency for different number of MUs) and 5.18 (energy ef-
ficiency for different K-rule configurations) respectively, but with different values for
the Pid vector (i.e. the vector elements are 0.5 instead of 1). It can be noticed that
the energy efficiency for the proposed approach (variable length) is always better or
equal than the baseline (fixed length) if we apply the same configuration parameters.
Concretely, the energy efficiency of the proposed approach is higher for lower values of
the security bit length and converges with the baseline for higher values of the security
bit length.
Figure 5.19: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits.
Several attack models are considered where 10 MUs transmit fake reports
with B = 1, B = Bopt or B = B
var
opt .
Figure 5.20: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits for
several scenarios with different number of MUs.
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Figure 5.21: Energy efficiency versus the average number of security bits for
several scenarios with different K rule.
5.10 Conclusion
Although CSS can be applied in clustered networks to choose data channels on-demand,
it can be subjected to two specific security attacks: SSDF and IE attacks, which can
impair all the benefits of CSS. The combination of both attacks is possible since they
affect different phases of the CSS approach. However, due to the different features of
IE and SSDF attacks, current counter-mechanisms in the literature do not address a
scenario with combined SSDF and IE attacks. They provide solutions independently:
SSDF counter-mechanisms are normally based on intrusion detection techniques and
IE counter-mechanisms are based on the evaluation of signal characteristics. An op-
timized solution however can only be found by considering the effects of both attacks
simultaneously.
We propose a security mechanism that addresses the scenario of combined SSDF and
IE attacks. The proposed protocol is based on the generation of message authentication
codes (MAC) of variable length. CUs use MACs to protect the system against SSDF
attacks. The length of this MAC can be adjusted to optimize energy efficiency. To
counter-act against IE attacks, the trade-off between security and energy consumed in
overhead is controlled individually by each CU based on the local sensing performance.
The main advantage of the proposed protocol, based on lightweight security, over ex-
isting mechanisms, is the resilience against big coalition attacks and the support for
CUs mobility.
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Simulation results and analytical evaluation show the benefits of the proposed strategy
in terms of security level and energy efficiency. We compare the proposed protocol with
our previous SSDF counter-mechanism in conjunction with a IE counter-mechanism.
The proposed security protocol can achieve lower false alarm probability and hence
higher energy efficiency for all scenarios. Simulation results show that the proposed
protocol performs well even in the presence of a large number of malicious users when
the weighting system is chosen correctly. The achievable gain in terms of energy effi-
ciency depends on the number of malicious users, the fusion rule and the attack strategy
(see Figs 5.16-5.18). As an example, for a fusion rule of 50% and 10 MUs performing
the most effective attack strategy, the proposed mechanism achieves a maximum energy
efficiency of 12050 bit/J for 6 security bits; whereas the fixed length strategy achieves
11300 bit/J. The gain can be higher for other configurations; e.g. if the fusion rule is
40% and there are 5 MUs, then the the difference between both strategies goes to 1950
bit/J, an energy efficiency gain of 19.5%.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This chapter summarizes the main achievements described in this thesis and highlights
the results obtained. The chapter also proposes new directions for future work and
remarks new relevant research fields within this thesis.
6.1 Main Findings
Cooperation has been suggested in wireless networks to achieve energy efficient com-
munications, scalability and privacy, among other advantages. However, to benefit
from cooperation, nodes need to establish long term cooperative relationships, which
is challenging in mobile environments due to the instability of wireless links. Mobile
clustering can play a fundamental role in this scenario by identifying groups of nodes
that can form clusters for longer periods. This has motivated numerous research efforts
towards mobility-aware protocols as a means of sustaining the lifetime of the clusters.
These efforts, however, have been mainly oriented towards geolocation-based clustering,
which assumes the provision of GPS devices in the wireless nodes. The new advances
in emerging technologies such as wireless sensor networks and wearable devices, means
that it is typical for these devices not to have GPS enabled systems due to hardware or
battery constraints. Therefore this has driven new design requirements for new smart
clustering techniques that are GPS independent.
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Our first approach was to consider localization mechanisms to provide location inform-
ation to nodes deprived of GPS. We considered a scenario where only part of the nodes
obtain localization information and share this information to locate the rest of the
remaining nodes. This information can be transmitted in conjunction with the clus-
tering overhead, hence this approach would not require additional packet transmission.
Following this line of thought, we underwent a performance evaluation to assess the
accuracy of localization information in mobile environments. Results show that local-
ization, based on signal strength evaluation, depends on the density of anchor nodes
(nodes equipped with GPS systems) and the level of synchronization among the an-
chor nodes. The latter has a clear effect on the localization accuracy, since the lack
of synchronization noticeably degrades the performance of the localization algorithm.
Moreover, the density of nodes with GPS is also impactful, requiring at least 50% of
nodes equipped with GPS for the algorithm to achieve an acceptable accuracy. These
results motivated our work towards environmental based clustering algorithms.
In this framework, this thesis proposes a novel mobility-aware clustering algorithm that
relies on environmental information to evaluate mobility. The mobility metric proposes
is a hybrid approach that considers signal strength and topological information. Signal
strength is chosen for simplicity, since almost all wireless receivers can report the signal
strength of the received signal. The topological information yields redundant inform-
ation about mobility to correct possible mistakes due to channel impairments such as
fading or multipath. The proposed algorithm is designed to operate in realistic urban
scenarios where nodes follow street directions and where mobility is restricted by path
boundaries. In such a scenario the division of the cluster formation process into two
independent clustered topologies, among nodes moving in the two different directions
of the street, can yield outstanding gains in terms of cluster lifetime and residence time
of nodes in clusters. Our preliminary results, included in chapter 2, show an increase
of 100% gain in residence time with respect to the baseline. The main drawback of the
proposed approach in chapter 2 is the requirement for configuration, that was solved in
a trial an error fashion. For real implementations of this algorithm, however, there is a
requirement for a cognitive mechanism capable of providing, on-demand, the missing
configuration information on-demand. This has indeed motivated the work described
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in chapter 3.
In a second phase of our work we focused on the cognitive aspect of mobility pattern
recognition, required to cover the missing feature of our previously proposed cluster-
ing algorithm. Cognition is required in this scenario to identify the different mobility
patterns in a urban scenario at the time of forming clusters. This identification must
be adaptive, on-demand and without any previous knowledge on the scenario charac-
teristics. This thesis addresses this problem with a cognitive algorithm based on the
concept of wisdom of crowds. Concretely, the algorithm is based on data mining and
cooperative optimization: first the nodes solve the problem locally, using a data mining
technique consisting on a modification of the well known k-means algorithm; second,
nodes share their results in order to find a common, and more optimal, solution for
the problem. Our simulation results show that the algorithm is highly effective at
identifying the number of mobility patterns.
The clustering algorithm proposed has been implemented in ns2 in conjunction with
the cognitive algorithm. The simulation results show a significant gain of the proposed
approach with respect to mobility pattern unaware algorithms. Moreover, an analytical
model based on the gambler’s ruin problem has been derived, and thoroughly explained,
to validate the simulation results. Both simulation and analytical results show notice-
able gains in terms of residence time and cluster lifetime; the residence time is increased
by three and the cluster lifetime is doubled. The increase in the residence time has
a noticeable impact in the cluster affiliations that effectively reduces the on-demand
overhead by up to 70%. These results are supported by the analytical model proposed,
that yields comparable gain values.
The analytical model and the simulation framework is also used to evaluate several
aspects of clustering in general, such as the efficiency of merging procedures and the
effectiveness of clustering in scenarios with highly mobile nodes. Merging procedures
are suggested to avoid clustering overlapping in mobile networks. When two cluster-
heads meet, they contend and eventually one of the clusterheads resigns and breaks
its cluster. Existing approaches in the state of the art often suggest contention time
intervals to reduce the cluster merging events, since these events reduce the cluster
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lifetime. When contention time intervals are applied, the clusterheads that meet wait
for a timeout expiration before breaking a cluster. Hence only if the clusterheads are
sufficient time in contact the merging mechanism is activated. Therefore, there is some
allowed overlapping time but the number of merging events is reduced. This trade-off
is evaluated in our study, which provides an energy efficiency perspective. According
to our results, contention time intervals are not that efficient, and it is recommended
to skip merging or apply immediate merging instead of applying timeouts.
This thesis also explores the problem of applying clustering techniques in highly mobile
networks. The application of clustering to networks composed by fast moving objects,
such as vehicular technology, is challenging due to the variability of the nodes. Cluster-
ing algorithms require the transmission of several control packets for cluster formation
and maintenance. This requirement for control information exchange implies that the
broadcast period must be fine tuned in accordance with the relative mobility of the
nodes. Our results show that it is possible to clusterize fast mobile nodes by increasing
the frequency of control information exchange and the transmission range. There is
however a limit set by the control packet collision rate, that also increases with the
with the increase of the frequency of control information exchange and the increase of
transmission range.
In a last step, we focus on the problem of dynamic channel allocation in clustered
networks. We identify cooperative spectrum sensing as an effective technique in the
state of the art to accomplish such task. Then we focus on the current unsolved issues
in cooperative spectrum sensing; namely, security threats such as spectrum sensing
data falsification (SSDF) and incumbent emulation (IE) attacks. Regarding SSDF
attacks, existing counter-mechanisms are based on channel correlation, or intrusion de-
tection techniques based on reputation systems; the former fails in mobile networks
and the latter fails in scenarios with a big number of malicious users. We provide a
novel counter-mechanism, based on lightweight cryptography, that is effective in mobile
networks and under the malicious activity of numerous attackers. Moreover, our mech-
anism considers scenarios where both IE and SSDF attacks are performed. Contrary to
other existing approaches, we provide an energy efficiency evaluation of the proposed
technique.
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6.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis focuses on two fundamental aspects of cooperative
networks: i) cooperative group formation; and ii) dynamic channel allocation. The
main contribution of the thesis is the consideration of these two aspects in a realistic,
mobile, urban scenario. However, there are some open challenges still to be addressed.
The second chapter of this thesis proposes a mobility aware cooperative clustering al-
gorithm based on environmental information, which avoids the usage of GPS systems.
This environmental information consists of topological information and received sig-
nal strength information, which have been used previously in other research efforts.
However, Doppler effect metrics offer another possibility to evaluate mobility that has
not been explored in this thesis. It is worth mentioning that Doppler effect based
mobility metrics can achieve higher accuracy [40] than signal strength based metrics
when evaluating mobility but they require devices capable of measuring low frequency
shifts. The feasibility of applying Doppler effect together with topological information
or signal strength information is an interesting research direction that has not yet been
explored. Besides, mobility-pattern awareness is for first time proposed in this thesis for
environmental-based clustering, which was previously proposed for geolocation-based
clustering for vehicular networks. However, we limit our evaluation to street based
mobility with no pause times or intersections, hence there is a missing study on the
gains of this approach for a urban scenario where nodes stop and go from hotspots.
The third chapter of the thesis focuses on mobility pattern recognition techniques for
clustering, and it proposes a decentralized cooperative algorithm for the nodes to dis-
tinguish which neighboring nodes move in the same mobility pattern. For this task, k-
means++ was selected for the first phase of the proposed algorithm due to its simplicity
and the variability in the initialization vector. However, a more novel data clustering
algorithm called affinity propagation [128] provides a technique to identify how many
group of samples exist without knowing number of data centers a priory, which would
avoid the different iterations proposed in the algorithm of chapter 3. However, affin-
ity propagation is initialized with a null matrixes, in contrast with k-means++ that
provides random initial vectors. Hence, affinity propagation potentially reduces the di-
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versity in the results of different nodes, which would lower the correction capabilities of
the second phase of the proposed protocol. This research direction however should be
explored to identify which algorithm is best for the application in cooperative mobility
pattern recognition.
Chapter 4 yields an extended simulation and analytical evaluation showing the gains
of applying mobility pattern recognition in urban scenarios. The chapter caters for an
analytical model for cluster lifetime that can achieve accurate results for random mobil-
ity and gains for urban mobility with respect to urban mobility with mobility pattern
recognition. The only previous model on cluster lifetime for random mobility provides
maximum boundaries [106]. However, a research effort is needed to provide a model
with higher accuracy in urban mobility and able to model pause times. Also, when
it comes to clustering algorithms, very little has been done towards the real experi-
mentation of the algorithms proposed, with the exception of wireless sensor networks,
where energy-aware algorithms such as HEED [4] or LEACH [64] have been implemen-
ted in real scenarios. Other efforts such as [2] have also shown the energy efficiency of
data aggregation supported by clustering in a real deployment, with wireless handsets.
Apart from that, there are no relevant works that base their results on real implement-
ations. Mobility-aware clustering would definitely benefit from the implementation and
experimentation on real scenarios.
From the theoretic point of view, clustering has also provided new research perspectives
that must be addressed, such as the one provided in vehicular technology, where the in-
clusion of roadside units (RSUs) have introduced a new architecture that requires more
advance clustering techniques able to cluster efficiently, moving nodes (vehicles) with
static nodes (RSUs). This differentiation between entities at the time of cluster form-
ation must also be considered for other wireless networks. The heterogeneity among
wireless devices such as handsets, wireless sensors or wearable devices requires new al-
gorithms that consider hardware capabilities at the time of selecting different roles (CH,
CM, relaying node, etc.) when applying clustering. This has been indeed neglected in
existing literature, where nodes are normally treated equally in terms of hardware. The
only exception is again, in the field of wireless sensor networks that already considers
scenarios where different devices (sensors, actuators, mobile actuators or transmit-only
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nodes) and where clustering techniques distribute different roles according the hardware
capabilities.
Cognitive radio, and more concretely cooperative spectrum sensing, is a more recent
research direction than clustering, that has has attracted considerable attention over the
past years. Relevant publications have been published to tackle the security dimension
of cooperative spectrum sensing, and cognitive radio in general. Our work, described
in chapter 5, is the only one published that tackles the security issues in cognitive radio
with lightweight security, and it has shown an outstanding performance. Chapter 5
shows our proposed solution to address SSDF attacks in a scenario with SSDF and IE
attacks. This chapter lacks, however, the consideration of channel impairments, that
can reduce the gains of the proposed protocol, and that has been initially evaluated in
[C11]. Also, the solution proposed in this chapter requires to work in conjunction with
an existing IE counter-mechanism. The design of a security counter-mechanism that
can address both IE and SSDF attacks with lightweight security is still missing and it
would be an interesting research direction.
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